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Have YOU Joined
the Well -paid Ranks

of the

TRAINED MEN?
MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE URGENTLY

NEEDED. PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER POSITION AND BETTER PAY

Ambitious men everywhere hove succeeded through
I.C.S. Home Study Courses. So also can you. We
offer you the benefit of our 53 years' matchless ex-

perience as the creative pioneers of
postal instruction. Since our establish-
ment in 1891, more than 1,000,000
British men and women have enrolled
for 1.C.S. Courses.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.
Accountancy Draughtsmanship Motor Engineering
Advertising Drawing Office Practice Motor Mechanic
Aeronautical Engineering Electrical Engineering Moulding
Aero Engine Fitting Engineer in Charge Patternmaking
Aero Fitting and Rigging Eng. Shop Practice Plastics
Aeroplane Designing Fire Engineering Quantity Surveying
Air -Conditioning Fitting and Turning Radio Engineering
Architecture Forgernan Radio Servicing
Architectural Drawing Foundry Work Refrigeration
Boilermaking Garage Management Salesmanship
Book-keeping Gas -Power Engineering Sanitary Engineering
Building Construction Ground Engineer Secretarial Work
Building Contracting Heating and Ventilation Sheet -Metal Work
Business Training Hydraulic Engineering Steam Engineering
Business Management insurance Structural Steelwork
Cabinet Making Joinery Surveying
Carpentry Journalism Telegraph Engineering
Chemical Engineering Machine Designing Telephone Engineering
Civil Engineering Machine -Tool Work Teniplating
Clerk of Works Marine Engineering Textile Designing
Colliery Overman Mechanical Drawing Textile Manufacturing
Colliery Management Mechanical Engineering Toolmaking
Commercial Art Mine Electrician Turner
Concrete Engineering Mine Fireman Welding
Cost Accountancy Mine Surveying Woodworking
Diesel Engineering Mining Engineering Works Engineering

And most of the Technical, Professional, and Matric Exams.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces and discharged disabled members of

H.M. Armed Forces.

If you need technical frothing, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you full information regarding the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make " ACTION " your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY.

...Use this Coupon ..... .

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope)

Please send me particulars of your courses in

Name Age

Address

THE " FLUXITE OWNS '
AT WORK

It's no use you yellinp,' FLUX-
ITE.'
You should look where you're

going,
tu you ever

sprite.Hseen

us
Try mending a Venus

Of plaster ? NO i Solder
won't bite ?

41111/

For all SOLDERING work -you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the "running" of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

With Fluxite joints can be " wiped " successfully
that are impossible by any other method.

Used for over 30 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,
8d., I/4d. and 2/8. Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-complete with
full instructions, 7/6.
 TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will

NOT keep round and true unless the
spokes are tied with fine wire at the crossings
AND SOLDERED. This snakes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE

-but IMPORTANT.

THE " FLUXITE "
GUN puts " FLUX-
ITE " where you
want it by a simple

pressure.
Prig* 1/6 or filled

2/6.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF SOFT- SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on "WIPED JOINTS."Prue Id. Each.

FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.EI,

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.
INCORPORATING GEO. ADAMS
" LONDON'S FINEST TOOL SHOPS"

ZVTO"
Super Quality Sliding
1'1111st...irk Dieholder

No, 1 M.T. shank, long barrel.
Precision finish. For 13/161n.

"", O.D. dies. Price 841. For lie.
O.D. dies, 12/6, With No. 2

M.T. shank, 144.
1)1 LIVERY FROM STOCK

We also stock Sell Releasing
Dle Holders. Will produce
threads to correct length without
variation. Full details on request

THE /.YTO" POURWAY
Turret Toolpos t

Spring locking action, hardened
screws, malleable bodys Base
4In. dia.. height from base to
toolrest Sin., size of turret 31n.

square. Price complete 50/,
DELIVERY EX STOCK

ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND
POLISHERS

(Double -ended)

l-lh.p. motors
Complete with Wheels and

Polishing Spindle.
' Full details on request

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

S. TYZACK 8e. SON LTD.,
341-345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.0.1

Telephone: CLE. 4004-5-6
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War has been planned
and recorded in PYRUMA

Tactics have been planned far the armed forces and civil
defence, from models made in Pyruma Putty Cement. History
of our armies in action has been recorded in national news-
papers by relief maps made in Pyruma. Pyruma is the plastic
cement that sets stone hard when baked or air dried, and
can be sized and coloured. Illustrated Instruction sheet
shows how to build models in Pyruma Putty Cement, obtain-
able from local Ironmongers, Hardwaremen, Hobbies Shops
and Bassett-Lowke Depots.

2 lb. Tin 1/3 ; 4 lb. Tin 2/3 ; 7 lb. Tin 3/6.
TILUMA in half -pound tin 1/9.

Send for INSTRUCTION SHEET on modelling for Services. Educational and Utility Purposes
Est. 1857.

rti.11. SANKEY &
Ilford Essex

Here is a Chance
for Camera Users
Send us your name and address and enclose 3d.
in stamps for the following. A booklet entitled
Home Photography. This will teach you how to
develop your own negatives, how to make prints
on gaslight or bromide paper,
and how to make enlarge-
ments. Well-known experts
have written full, easy -to -

follow directions on these
subjects. Then there is a

folder giving the Time and
Temperature tables for dish
or tank development with
AZOL and a lot of useful
hints on the use of this
famous onesolution Developer.
The other booklet is a fully
illustrated list of chemicals, sun-
dries and accessories which will
be helpful to you in your hobby.

FOR 3d. IN STAMPS WE
WILL SEND YOU THESE
THREE PUBLICATIONS

SPECIAL
TRIAL OFFER

For 2/3 P.0.1ohnsons will
send you post free (G.B.
only) a trial set of
Chemicals, including
I -oz. bottle of AZOL, to
develop eight spools 21 in.
by 31 in. 4 -oz. tin
ACID -FIXING, making
30-60 ozs. solution, one
packet AM IDOL DEVELO-
PER, enough. for 2 to 3
doz. bromide or gaslight

prints.

See your local dealer
for any further supplies.

To save time, be sure you mark your envelope
Department 41.

JOHNSON & SONS, Manufactur'ing Chemists, Ltd.
HENDON, LONDON, N.W.1.

Putting minute details
.on erhibitian model 0,

H.M.S. Hood."

" Building a 21in.
gauge Flying Scots-
man," fully illustrated
with drawing, and
photographs, price is.,

post free.

Wartime stork list
(L/1.2) price 4d. post

free.

SCALE MODELS
Years of concentration on the craft and art of model
making has made the name Bassett.Lowke world.
famous for detail -perfect scale models of all types.
To -day we are engaged on model work for H.M.
Government, but we are also planning for the day when
we can devote all the experience of our highly skilled
craftsmen and the most modern and efficient methods.
to the production of even better models for all our
customers.
Our London and Manchester branches are still open
and our wartime staff will be pleased to give assistance
on any model matters.

BASSETT-LOWK Ef Ltd.
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON : 112, High Holborn, W.C.I.
MANCHESTER : 28, Corporation Street.

The Myford Bench Motor
Unit is suitable for use

with Myford 3 and

3.E" bench Lathes, and
is available in two
types - MA.97 for
flat belt and MA.97A
for vee-rope drive.
A lever gives quick
adjustment of belt
tension or immediate re-
lease for changing speeds.
This machine is only one of
the very comprehensive
range of accessories and

extra equipment available
to users of Myford

products.

Obtainable through your
Tool Merchant.

MYFORD ENCtNEERING CO., LTD., BEESTON, NOTTS.
Tb.eph3nz : BEESTON 54222 (3 lines)
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES. .
CRYSTAL SETS 1)" .n1;.tat RAItIO

Model 'e

RECEIVER, and
is fitted with a
PERMANENTCR YSTAL
DETECTOR.
WRY NOT HAVE
A SET IN YOUR
OWN ROOM OR
AS A STAND-BY ?

-9/6, post 65.
PERMANENT
DETEOTORS, 216.

post Rd.
.00511 Pre-set Condenser. 2/-. last 3d.

MICROPHONES
lost the thing for Impromptu c, ncerts. room to
roo m communication, etc. Bakelite table model.
616 ; Suspension type. 8/11. Poet 65. Snprr Model

MtA0,1; 12/8. Fitting instrialione included.
Mike buttons, 211. Transformers, 6,G. Public
Address Transverse current Mike, 27:6, roA I

BUZZERS
No. 2. Square single coil model, 2 6. No. 3.
HEAVY DFTY double coil. 1/9, poet 3d.

MORSE KEYS
Practice on A regulation RUC Tapping Key. Our
heavy: loins model is mounted on a wooden Igoe.
has an adjustable zap and nickel contacts. Key is
wired to work Imarer or flash lamp by mooing a 41 -volt
battery or the tranefortoor described above.
BR ASS K 51Y, 6 9, ,hrorolurn plated, 7 6. W.O.
Model with heavy brass 1pr and the addition et a
front bracket, 9,41. Chromium plated, 10,6. The
above keys are supplied to the Services for .,11forse
inativetion. Slightly smaller Key, 4/6. Junior Key,'
mounted on a baktlite base, together xith a ill)29Gr,

Should you,require a complete outfit, one D.X .2
set consists of a heavy key mounted on a hose
polished board. 10in. s 7110., together with a buzzer,
dash lamp, bulb and holder. with two switches to
bring either Into circuit. Terminals are also provided
for distant lielainV and reefiVinZ. 1916, pest N.

BELL TRANSFORMERS
These e.t.a:deed trene-
formers work from any

Maks, giving 3, 5
T S volts output at I
amp., operate litrIA,
looser or hell. Also for
A.R.P. light in beilrnoni,
or shelter. PRICE IF13.

POST Rd.
SOLDERING IRONS, Adjust, blc Rit, all parte
replaceable arid folly guaranteed. 20O/250 v.,

no watts, 8,K lad watts 1210, pod 68.
SEND Id. S. A. E. FOR LIST BY. CF USEFUL
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES. Money refunded if
not completely eatienol betters only. Pleaee
include. postage, any eaves% oil! be refunded.

IIIGHSTONE UTILITIES
59. Nine Wit nu cad. LONDON. E.1.1

35
FIRST PLACES
AND HUNDREDS OF PASSES
in the A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.M.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.Chem.E., C. & G., lite.,
Exams. have been gained by students
studying at home with the T.I.O.B.
Engineering First Places are your best
guide to the most successful Engineering
Courses. Wri to to -day for " The Engineer's
Guide to Success " containing the world's

widest choice of
*engineering
Courses - over
200 - covering
all branches -Mechanical,Electrical,
Aeronautical,
Wireless. Civil
Chemical, etc.'
and which alone
gives the Regin
lations govern-
ing admission to
the Recognised
Institutions.The
T.I.G.B. guaran-
tees training
until successful

The TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN,

218, Temple Bar House, E.C.4.

World's best choice of
Courses in Engineering

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY ?
If not order it now to avoid

disappointment.

"AMERICAN MIDGETS"
. Radios and Valves.

This useful booklet describes
clearly with many circuit dia-
grams the peculiarities of the
small American (Midget) sets
from the repairer's point of
view. Valves used in these
radios are also described with
base diagrams and characteristics

PRICE 218, post free
From V.E.S. (P), Radio House,
Melthorne Drive, Ruislip.

LET ME BE
YOUR FATHER
You need help and Fatherly advice in difficult
times like these. I am in the position to

give that to you FREE.

We teach nearly all
the Trades and Pro-
fessions. by Post in
all parts of the
world. The most
progressive and
most successful
Correspondence
College in the world, -

If you know what
you want to study,
write for prospec-
tus. If you are
undecided, write for
my fatherly advice,
it is free. Distance
makes no difference.

110 ANY Of THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU?
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising & Sales Management
Agriculture
A.M.1. Fire E. Examinations
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Aviation Wireless
Bankiar
Blue Prints
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy, and

Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Builders' Quantities
Building, Architecture, and Clerks

of Works
Cambridge Senior School Certifi-

cate
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Concrete and Structural Engineer-

ing
Draughtsmanship. all Branches
Engineering, all Branches, Subjects

and Examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Erg. Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry
Institute of Housing
Insurance
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics

Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, All Subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Novel Writing
Pattern Making
Play Writing
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Press Tool Work
Production Engineering
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Communication
Radio Service Engineering
R.A.F. Special Courses
Road Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship, I.S.M.A.
Sanitation
School Attendance Officer
Secretarial Examinations
Sheet Metal Work
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Short Story Writing
Speaking in Public
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Television
Transport lost. Examinations
Viewers, Gaugers, Inspectors
Weights and Measures Inspectors
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers

If you do not see your own requirements above, write to us on
any subject. Full particulars free.

COUPON. CUT THIS OUT

IF YOU AT-
TEND TO THIS
NOW IT MAY

MAKE A
WONDERFUL
DIFFERENCE

TO YOUR
FUTURE

To Dept. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
LTD., SHEFFIELD

Please send me (free of charge)

Particulars of

Your private advice
about

(Cross out line

which does

not opfily)

PLEASE A/RITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

Name

Address

\Atiti the
'FiNitiNG
1017C.A.

. . . . to your models with
Plasticine,' the famous modelling

medium. For nearly half a
century Plasticine ' has been
used by modelling enthusiasts the
world over, and to them at least,
this material of 101 uses is indis-
pensable. Supplies are strictly
rationed so make your Plasticine '
last.

BAR BUT T S

9

`Plasticine

NORTHERN MODEL
Al RCRAFT COMPANY
25, LOWER MOSLEY ST.,
MANCHESTER, 2. Tel. CEN. 1804

BLUE PRINTS
SHIPS

King George V Class,
Nelson, 218i;, post free.
M.T.B., 116. Ark Royal, 216.

00 GAUGE RAILWAY
Blue Prints available of rolling stock,

locomotives, stations, buildings, lineside
details. Prices from 6d. upwards.

Send 6d. P.O. and S.A.E. for list and
sample print.
Many more prints in course of produc-
tion.
Latest addition : Large Signal Cabin
in modern style super detailed print,
price 2/6 post free.

Mee( inaq Oe fitesteg
in Me idea _tkold-,ditiziec ity

negotiate your Patents.

MECHANAIDS LTD.,
Research and Development Engineers,

1-10L. 1120.
HALTON HOUSE, HOLBORN, E.C.I
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ELECTRADIX OFFERS!
SPECIAL. Office Alarm Hooters.
INVISIBLE RAY CONTROL. Photo
cell Raycraft Set with bakelice selenium
bridge, 10,000 ohms sensitive relay, mego-
stat, etc., with booklet, 42/-.
EMERGENCY CRYSTAL SETS, all
first-class and aerial tested.
THE WALL NUT, 6in. x 71.in. x31, in., for
table or wall. Tapped A.T.I. plugs and varia-
ble condenser tuning, semi -perm detector.
In G.P.O. polished walnut case, 42/-.
THE POCKET TANK, 6in. x 3.iin. x in.,
is a new steel -clad crystal model, replacing
bakelite It is finely made with the same
features as Wall Nut but its strong armour
makes it unbreakable, 45/-.
WAVEMETER TYPE, converted
ex-W.D., using same chassis as above,
with two detectors, enclosed tuning
condenser, etc., in closed mahogany case,
9/in. x x 5Jin., 55/-.
MARK 111, 2 -circuit Crystal Receiver for
the connoisseur, is a converted Govt.
field sec with perikon and catwhisker
detectors, tapped aerial inductance switch,
coupling variometer, enclosed variable
tuning condenser, etc.. I lin. x 10in. x 8in.,
with lid space for phones and wire, 85/-.
BUTTON MICROPHONES, for
making outside listeners, are G.P.O. Sound
Transmitter Units just under lie. diary,.
for sound, speech, etc.. 2/6, posting, etc., 6d.
G.P.O. RESISTANCE BOXES. 2
switches, 3 plugs, 4,000 or 8,000 ohms by
10 ohms steps. Type 142M, £3 10s. Low
resistance Wheatstone Bridges, 100
ohms to sub -divided ohm, £5 10s.
DYNAMOS -MOTORS -ROTARIES.

For essential work
experimental work.
permit free. Fine
modern quarter -
horse D.C. motors,
200 to 250 volts.
enclosed, drip -proof,
silent bearings.

flange fixing, double end shaft, ;in. die.
1,450 revs. ; size 71,in. x Tin- ; weight,
351bs. Compound. We fully guarantee.
1/5th h.p., £3 10s. 1 h.p., £4. Larger
powers in stock, state wants.
INSTRUMENT CASES, metal, with
hinged lid, Skin. x 4/in. x 5.1in., well
finished ex-W.D., 10/-. Base covers, light
ventilated metal, arched, contains

x Sin., with terminal extension, 3/6.
Leather cases for glavos, etc., various
sizes, 2/9.
BUZZERS, ETC. Midget Town send
high note buzzers, I0/-. Light practice
buzzers, 3/6. Heavy hakelite L.M., 5/6.
All 41, volts. 'N36 on wood base, 6 volts,
7/6. A.C, Buzzers for All type transformer,
6 volts, 5/-.
TAPPING. KEYS. Bakelite, 5/-. Wood
base 132, S/6. Operators, plated on
mahogany, 9/6. American type swan neck.
8/6. Galvo Keys, Gambrel!, single, 10/-.
SWITCHES. G.P.O. Lab. Switches D.P.,
fine job, up to 10 amps. reversing, 4in.
base, 7/6. Knife A and E type, single pole
C.C., 1/6. Double pole on -off, 1/9. Double
pole C.O., 2/6. 100 amps. S.P., with fuses,
2216. 200 amps., 40/-. 5 amps. iron -clad
tumbler, 2/9. Linked tumbler, 5 amps., 2/6.
10 amps., 3/2. Multi -contact R.I., 7 -stud.
5 amps., on ebonite panel, teak box base,

x 7/6.. Lucas 6 -way lever
handles in line with box back, 31-. Ditto,
8 -way. 3/9. 6 -way push-button A.M., 2/9.
Rotary Hart snap switches, 2 -way or on -off,
10 amps., 4/-. 15 amps., 5/-.
AUTO SWITCHES, magnetic trip
thermal delay, 10 amps. double or triple
pole, 25/-. 250 amps., £5. Battery auto
cut-outs, 8 amps., 6 volts or 12 volts,
Lucas, 10/6. Contactors and other autos
quoted tot.
RHEOSTATS  AETNA " panel switch
rheos. to I ohm and off, 6 volts, 3 amps.,
with bulb in knob. Slider rheos. for all
currents heavy grid 40 amps. 10 stud
control, 200 volts to 45 volts, 33in. x I6in.
I4in., LS Ms., smaller for 110 volts to 45
volts, £3 10s. Pitkin Lab. rheos., circular
8in. glass front, 50 ohms, 2 amps., 35/-.
SUNDRIES. Vee Pulleys for 3in. belt,
turned steel 4in. x 41,in., 4/6 and 5/-.
Votor Flexible Couplings for 1 h.p. and

h.p., 61- each. Endless Belts, vee or
flat, 5/6 epch. 4 wing Fan Blades, 6in.,
for motor shaft, 1/6. Multiple Connec-
tion Strips of soldering tags, telephone
type moulded mounting, in 80 or, 100 ways,
at 3/6 and 4/- each. G.P.O. Plugs, 21 -
each. Panel G.P.P. jacks, I/6 each.
Small Solenoids, " Gemi " 6 volts
I?, amps., iron plunger, 6/6.
Visit our Showrooms and inspect large and
varied range of bargains in Radkv-Electrical
-Mechanical and Scientific Apparatus.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Rd., Battersea,

London, 8 W.8
rc/ pha to . Macaulay. 2155
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KeepYnur flails Clean,
and Hands Well Groomed I

Perox-Chlor is the Magic Nail Cleaner and Hand
Beautifier. It takes out the dirt, makes the tips Ivory
White and leaves the hands SOFT, WHITE AND
FRAGRANT.

Your nails and hands will always look well groomed
when using this NEW SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT.
NO MESS!! NO BOTHER !! Just squeeze a
little on your nail brush and shampoo your nailsand
hands. Presto !I Ynur nails and hands becotm,
immaculate immediately.

Thousands use Peros-Chlor every day. And what a

boon it is to surgeons, doctors. gardeners, motorists.
housewives, typists, nurses, sailors, soldiers, firemen.
farmers and many more besides.

1/93, 4/4, in tubes and jars. From all chemist -
and stores. A I/9i tube or jar lasts for months.

 OUR HONEST GUARANTEE. Order a I/91
tube or jar from your chemist to -day. Use it for
a few weeks. If you are not absolutely amazed at
the wonderful improvement to your nails and hands,
post us the wrapper and we will refund your money
without question or quibble. Do it now!

Fair supplies are still available

x-Chlor
ervAA4te-C of Cr..i.enitti-Lc

KEENE'S LABORATORIES, LIMITED,
46, Elswick Road ,'Newcastle -on -Tyne, 4.

ClZGlrl,st4 rsto...4"Ari iviflaf n.nsfx roteeieu.saa

sr

Lesve;

/ /40 YEARS' reliable service to the industry

OLIVER PEEL CONTROL LTD.
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BURRAGE ROAD,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18.

Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers

Makers of VARLEY Products

BOLT DOWN THAT MACHINE IN HALF THE TIME

with CINCH Bolt Anchors

Free!

Suitable for all fixings to walls, ceilings
and floors of cement, brick, stone, etc.

No delay : full load can be applied
immediately. Depth of hole

40% to 60% less than ordin-
ary fixing methods. Cinch
anchors give a quick and
positive bite that holds per-

manently. Will not slacken or
werk loose: Sizes to suit all

ds. IMMEDIATE DELIYERY,q

SAMPLE AND DETAILS 01 RECEIPT 07 TRAD7. CARD.

HOYT METAL CO. OF GT BRITAIN, DepL P.M., [hods:. Rd., Putney, London, S.W.15
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PELMAN ISM
for

Courage and Clear -Thinking

The Grasshopper Mind

YOU
know the man with a

" Grasshopper Mind " as
well as you know yourself. His
mind nibbles at everything and
masters nothing.

At home in the evening he tunes
in the wireless -gets tired of it -
then glances through a magazine
-can't get interested. Finally,
unable to concentrate on anything,
he either goes to the pictures or
falls asleep in his chair. At the
office he always takes up the easiest
thing first, puts it down when it
gets hard, and starts something
else. Jumps from one thing to
another all the time.

There are thousands of these
people with " Grasshopper Minds"
in the world. In fact, they are the
very peopk who do the world's
most tiresome tasks -and get but
a pittance for their work. They
do the world's clerical work, and
the routine drudgery. Day after
day, year after year -endlessly -
they hang on to the jobs that are
smallest -salaried, longest-houred,
least interesting, and poorest-
futured !
What is Holding You Back ?

If you have a " Grasshopper
Mind " you know,that this is true.
Even the blazing sun 'can't burn
a hole in a piece of tissue paper
unless its rays are focused and con-
centrated on one spot ! A mind
that barks at sticking to one thing
for more than a few minutes
surely cannot be depended upon
to get you anywhrre in your
years of life!

Half fees for serving members of
His Majesty's Forces

(Apply for Services Enrolment Forml

The tragedy of it all is this ;
you know that you have within
you the intelligence, the earnest-
ness, and the ability that can take
you right to the high place you
want to reach in life ! What is
holding you back ? One scientific
fact. That is all. Because, as
Science says, you are using only
one -tenth of your real brain -power.
What Can You do About It ?

Here is the answer. Take up
Pelmanism now ! A course of
Pelmanism brings out the mind's
latent powers and develops them
to the highest point of efficiency.
It banishes such weaknesses and
defects as Mind Wandering, In-
feriority, and Indecision, and in
their place develops strong, posi-
tive, vital qualities such as Opti-
mism, Concentration, and Reli-
ability, all qualities of the utmost
value in any walk of life.

The Pelman Course is fully
explained in " The Science of
Success." The Course is simple
and interesting and takes up very
little time. You can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The
book will be sent you, gratis and
post free, on application to -day to :

' Pelman Institute,
(Estublislied orer43 years)

130 Albion House, New Oxford W.
London, W.O,1
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PREPARE FOR PEACE -TIME COMPETITION
in the more competitive days of peace, technical training will be a vital necessity to the
Engineer who wishes to safeguard his position and make advancement. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to secure this all-important technical training
quickly and easily in your spare time. This 100 -page book is full of valuable information
and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations. Among the
courses described are :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.Mech.E.
City & Guilds
General Mechanical Eng.
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship & Tracing
Works Management
Press Tool Work
Pattern Making
Foundry Practice

COMMERCIAL
A.M.I.P.E.
Commercial Eng.

Estimating
Foremanship
lig & Tool Design
Viewing & Inspection
Welding
Sheet Metal Work
Maintenance Eng.
Metallurgy
Refrigeration

ENGINEERING GROUP
Cost Accounts
Languages

CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.C.E.
Inst. Mun. & Cy. Engineers
A.M.I.Struct.E.
M.R.San.t.
Sanitary Inspectors
Specifications
Structural Design

Road Eng.
Hydraulics
Municipal Eng.
General Civil Eng.
Structural Eng.
Reinforced Conches
Railway Eng.

SURVEYING AND BUILDING GROUP
A.R.I.B.A. .

F.S.I.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
L.I.O.B.

Costing & Valuations
Heating & Ventilating
Clerk of Works
Surveying & Levelling
Building (all branches)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.E.E.
City & Guilds
General Electrical Eng.
Alternating Currents
Power House Design
Traction
Mains Eng.

Electricity Supply
Electrical Meters
Electrical Design
Illumination
Installations
Telegraphy
Telephony

WIRELESS GROUP
A.M.BriC.I.R.E.
City & Guilds
General Wireless
Short -Wave Wireless

Advanced Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Talking -Picture Eng.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.A.E.

City & Guilds
LA.E. Repair Certificates

General Automobile Eng.
Garage Management
Electrical Equipment
High Speed Diesels

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.F.R.Ae.S.
R.A.F. (Maths.)
Pilots' Licences
Ground Licence,

Aero Engines
Navigators' Licences
Aeroplane Design
Met corology

UNIVERSITY DEGREES
London, Matriculation University Entrance
School Certificate Intermediate B.Sc.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
"NO PASS NO FEE"

If you. are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your peace -time future secure,
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to write for your copy
of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

THE. B.I E.T., IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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Inland
Abroad
Canada

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(including postage)

- - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
- ' . 10s. per annum.

- - - 10s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," Gear% Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phony : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright Mall drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics " is specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of these are therefore

expressly forbidden.

FAIR COMMENT

PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

Owing to the taper shorta;e "The Cyclist,". "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies" are
temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM
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BY THE EDITOR

Experimental Engineering
AN association which deserves to be better

known, especially by those lone hands
who experiment and invent, is " The

Society of Model and Experimental Engin-
eers." This society, founded in 1898, has
for its object the association and fellowship.
of those interested in light mechanical,
electrical, model and experimental work.

Meetings are held at the Kingsway Hall,
Kingsway, W.C.z, soma of them being
devoted to lectures and the reading of papers,
frequently illustrated by lantern slides and
films, or accompanied by demonstrations and
experiments.

Other meetings are informal, when members
bring up their work for exhibition and trial.
The society owns a tin. scale 6 -coupled
locomotive-the joint work of the members
-and a multiple track for passenger carrying,
with 14 gauges up to 5in. Stationary engines
and other working models can be tested under
steam from the society's boiler or run under
air from the compressor.

Limited Outlook
If one may venture a small criticism, it is

that the society attaches undue importance
to the hobby of model locomotive construction,
which by no stretch -of the imagination can be
called experimental engineering. With minor
exceptions, it is a hobby pure and simple,
and there are plenty of model locomotive
clubs to cater for this very small section of
the model -making public.

We should like to see the society take on a
broader and more national outlook as do
other societies. Fascinating though model
making undoubtedly is, to concentrate too
much on the model side may prevent the
society from being taken as seriously as it
deserves.

In these days of new materials, new
industries, and new inventions, with the
prospect of post-war advancement when
wartime secrets are released, the time has
come when the society should remodel its
programme more in keeping with modern
times.

All societies must change their programme
with the changing times. They outgrow
their original conceptions, and must advance.
There is plenty of !scope ,for this society
to encourage inventors. Members not
particularly skilful or lacking in equipment
could have their experimental work conducted
by members of the .society. New ideas in
machine tools and methods could be tried
out, and in this way the society would fully
justify its title.

Another small improvement which we
think could be effected is in its title. The
term " model " incorporated in the title of a
society narrows its appeal, and may give a

totally false impression of the excellent work
which it undoubtedly does. There are
many who do not like to be considered model
engineers. It is realised that this society was
founded at a time when model locomotive
building was a popular hobby. It never,
however, became a national hobby, for it
was always too expensive. Moreover, it was
not backed by a large industry, which, in
itself, indicates the smallness of the movement.
Model aircraft, on the other hand, has
become a large national movement, but I do
not see anything in the literature of the
association which indicates that it encourages
experiments with model aircraft. In s iew of
the great developments now taking place,
particularly with jet and rocket propulsion,
the moment seems ripe for the society to
broaden its outlook and to widen its ambit.
Why not "The Society of Experimental
Engineers " ?

'The literature would quite gi.. e the
impression (an erroneous one) that th.-
members are chiefly interested in model
railways and locomotives.

Competitions
The society holds competitions at some

of the meetings for trophies and other
prizes, as well as social meetings and private
sales of models, tools and materials. Visits
are made in normal times to places of engineer-
ineand scientific interest. Here again the
literature suggesd a locomotive interest.

The membership to date is approaching
goo, and this is altogether too small for a
national society, and supports our criticism.
The society has a commodious workshop and
library at 20, Nassau Street, Mortimer Street,
W.1, which is open normally Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 7 o'clock and
on Saturdays from 5 o'clock. The workshop
is equipped with a 61in. and 6in. lathe, a zztin,
by izin. planing machine, milling machine,
drilling machine, 44in. lathe, several Shin.
lathes, a watchmaker's lathe, several treadle
lathes, hand drilling machine, sheet metal
rolls and shears, vice benches, brazing hearth
and forge, small tools and screwing tackle,
etc. Dynamos and motors or any other
electrical apparatus can be tested, and the
boiler delivers a supply of steam.

Experienced members of the society
acting as stewards are in attendance, and
are ready to give advice and assistance to any
member. Frequent demonstrations of various
engineering processes are given. The society's
journal, issued quarterly, is sent free to each
member. The subscription for those living
within zo miles of Charing Cross is 25s. a
year; those outside _this radius but within
5o miles, 12S. 6d. a year, and above that,
6s. per year.

Some of the new members elected recently
have been, recruited from engineering
establishments on production work. Visitors
are at all times welcome to inspect the
workshop and library and to attend the
monthly meetings held at Kingsway Hall.

Effect of Taxation on Car Design
IN view of the invitation of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer in his Budget speech
to the House of Commons, manufacturers
through their trade association have re-
considered the points which they have
already put forward. In the first place they
draw attention to the consequences of the
alteration in taxation on design and produc-
tion. It may well take several years before a
basic change in the design of a motor vehicle
can he brought into production. Both the
design itself and the evolution are costly, and
still more so is the production expenditure
involved in such items as dies, jigs, tools,
machines, and general equipment.

An alteration in taxation which affects
design is, therefore, an extremely serious
matter, and it is of the greatest importance
to the industry that such alteration should be
of infrequent occurrence and very carefully
considered from every point of view.

. The future basic method of vehicle taxation
should be such that under changing conditions
of home and international demand, the
manufacturer will be free to adapt his products
to whatever those requirements may be, and
should not be restricted by conditions only
applicable to a particular year or decade. It
is for this reason the manufacturers are
opposed to taxation being graded otherwise
than in small steps or categories. For many
years past the design and L.apabilities of the
British motor -car have been seriously handi-
capped by the R.A.C. formula, upon which
taxation is based, and which does not take the
stroke into account.

The manufacturers are unanimous in
requesting that the method of taxation should
be changed to one related to cubic capacity.
The weight of the engine would be less,
which is a factor of importance in export
markets, where weight is the usual basis of
import duty.

Jet Propelled Cars ?
But are not car manufacturers ignoring the

possibility of the jet propelled car? This has
no moving parts and can be very cheaply
made. A passing thought in connection with
the reaction -propulsion unit is that it does not
call for high octane fuel and does not require
lubricating' oil at all. This, perhaps, is a
matter of concern to the oil companies, who
largely rely upon the motor industry for
their sales.
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The Pilotless Aircraft
Technical Details of Germany's Latest Offensive Weapon

SEVERAL inaccurate and fanciful articles
have appeared in the daily press pur-
porting to give technical details of Ger-

many's new pilotless aircraft, with which they
are indiscriminately bombing certain parts of
Southern England. In order that our
readers, and particularly Northern readers,
who have not seen one of these machines
in the air, may have accurate knowledge of all
of the details of this form of aircraft known
to date, I have prepared the following
notes and illustrations.

I can say at once these aircraft are not
radio -controlled, nor do they make use of
turbines. These flying bombs first fell in
this country on Tuesday, June 13, t944,
and we have been enabled from the undam-
aged pieces which have come into our
possession to piece together a complete
machine, so that we know precisely how it
works, its range, its weight, its concussive
effect, the capacity of its tanks, its propulsive
principles, its wing -loading, its speed, its
physical characteristics, method of construc-
tion, and not the least important, its limita-
tions.

It is not generally known that this type of
machine was first developed by Melot, a
French engineer of note, during the last war.
It was subjected to tests under the surveil-
lance of the French military authorities, but
the experiments were not entirely success-
ful, and the idea was shelved. It was impos-
sible to arouse further enthusiasm for the
idea when peace was signed, and there the
matter rested so far as France was concerned.

The Germans, however, realising that the
Luftwaffe was declining in quantity as well
as in quality, about a year ago commenced
experiments at' the point where Melot left
off. In passing, it may be stated that Hitler
really expected this to be a blitzkrieg war.
He expected it to be over before any other
nation vas ready, and so he had made no
provision for a long war, nor for the
elasticity or flexibility of design, particularly
of aircraft, necessary to meet changing con-
ditions imposed by a lcng war.

The entry of America into the war pro-
vided us with a vast arsenal from which
we could replenish our stocks of war
materials and build up an air force which
has blown the German air force out of the
skies.

The German engineers, crying " Ichabod,"
perceived in the flying bomb a means of
carrying out so-called " reprisals " on
England, and of reviving the flagging
German morale at a time when the Berliners
were pressing the German High Command
to " bomb London."

It is not a German invention, but a
Teutonic 'adaptation. The Germans are
adept at adapting the ideas of others. Within
the space of a year they have perfected the
device and demonstrated the practicability
of reaction propulsion.
Types and Specification

There are several types of these pilotless
aircraft in use by the Germans, and the
cardinal difference is in the wing platform.
One type, however, seems to be more
favoured by the Germans than the others,
if we are to judge by the quantities of them
which they are using. This type has a
square wing form with an aspect ratio of
5-1. The main details of the specification
are given on the next page.

It will be seen from the very high petrol
consumption that the machine is of low
thermal efficiency, and evidence of this is
provided by the fiery jet, about 14ft. long,
which it emits in flight.

The Power Unit
The power unit is of amazing simplicity,

and it has practically no moving parts.
Mainly it consists of a Venturi tube, about
rift. in length, with a maximum diameter
of 2ft. A grille of lattice formation is fitted
in the forward end, and this grille may be
closed by a system of flap -valves, as shown
in the diagram, permitting and excluding a
flow of air into the unit.

No one has yet inspected or disclosed the
method of launching, but presumably the
machine is catapulted into the air, the cata-
pult imparting a sufficient velocity to operate
the power unit and to cause the shutter -
valve to operate. When in motion air pres-
sure lifts the spring steel shutter valve in
the grid, thus permitting a flow of air into
the unit. Fuel is injected at the same
moment into this air stream, causing
approximately 4o explosions a minute.

It is obvious that at each explosion the
internal pressure, being greater than the
external, will close the shutters and so seal
the grid inlets, preventing forward emission
of the exploded air -and -petrol -mixture.

As soon as the pressure in the combus-
tion chamber diminishes by the escape of gas
through the Venturi the pressure on the
outer face of the grille exceeds that inside it,
and so the spring shutters open, permitting
further entry of air. This cycle, of course,
is repeated until the fuel runs out.

The heater bars, which are used to provide
continuous ignition and preheated to incan-
descence are streamlined to improve gas flow.
Thus the unit is of the compressorless type,
similar to those devised by Lorin in 1913,
and Luduc in 1933.
Steel ConstrucCon

The explosive is carried in the warhead,

Ignition plug.
Ignition bars

Shutter
grid.

Forward

Ignition
Shutters closed by force

of explosion.

By F. J. CAMM

mounted in a thin casing in the front of
the fuselage. The machine is built practi-
cally throughout of sheet steel of about
24 s.w.g. for the fuselage and wings, and
to s.w.g. for the propulsion unit.

The bulkheads and ribs are of pressed
steel, formed to shape and welded together.
It is coloured with the usual type of German
camouflage-dark green on top, and light
blue underneath. It is operated by an
automatic pilot set before the take -off, and
once it has been launched the enemy has no
control over its further movements.

It must not be presumed that the use of
this new weapon came as a surprise to us.
We knew they were planned for use on this
country many months ago, in order to divert
the Allied air forces from their attacks on
German industry, communications, and
transport. It was the main object of the
attack by the R.A.F. on the experimental
station at Peenemunde on August 17th, 1943,
to destroy the plant.

I have no doubt that, 'as with all new
weapons, we shall find the answer, as we
have done with the magnetic mine and
other " secret weapons." It must be remem-
bered, too, that methods already in use are
taking heavy toll of these missiles, only a
few of which are getting through to their
indiscriminate objectives.- A large propor-
tion of them are shot down into the sea or
in open country. Our fastest fighter, the
Tempest, has a speed in excess of the pilot-
less aircraft, and has chased and accounted
for many hundreds of them already. Many
minds are at work, and it is hardly necessary
to remind readers that intelligence, inven-
tiveness, and ability to circumvent are not
indigenous to the soil of Germany.

Propulsion Unit

Shutter
grid

Forward

Air Entry
Shutters hired by

air pressure.
(Original drawing copyright of " Practical Mechanics.")

Sectional view and details of the. propulsion unit.
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evelopments in
Life-savin at Sea

THE Battle of the Atlantic has now
reached a stage where Admiral
Doenitz must lose more than one

U-boat for each merchant -Man sent to the
bottom. That is highly satisfactory, but we
must not forget all those merchant officers
and men who lost their lives in the earlier
,cars of the war. But for far-reaching
developments in +the techhique of saving life
at sea, these .losses must have been tragically
heavier.'

What the exact casualties are has not, for
security reasons, been revealed. But we have'
been told by the Prime Minister that since
the start of the war the proportion of
merchant seamen lost, hailing from these
islands alone, has been about one -fifth of the
average number engs.ged in this service. On
another occasion Mr. Churchill told the
House that the losses of merchant officers
and men have been in greater proportion
than those even of the Royal Navy.

In the last war the Germans claimed to
have sunk about 19,000,000 tons of shipping

-the actual figure was nearer rz,000,000
tons. In that 1914-1918 war we lost 4.0,000
seamen. This time the war at sea has been
incomparably fiercer-fought over a far
vaster area of ocean with much more lethal
weapons. And in this war the German
sinking claims; grossly exaggerated, amount
to no less than 34,000,000 tons.

Lord Leathers, the Minister of War
Transport, has explained that casualties occur
either as a direct result of enemy action or
in attempting 'to get away from sinking
vessels. Nevertheless, when cargo vessels are
attacked and sunk, 87 out of every too of

 the men are saved. The loss of life in life-
boats and rafts is small, amounting to less
than 2 per cent. of all the occupants. In
other words, once a man is away from a
sinking ship he is well on the way to safety.
First Line of Defence

The lifeboat is the merchant seaman's first
line of defence. Realising this, the Ministry,
the Admiralty and the - entire shipping
industry spared no' pains to ensure that not
a singe life is lost which, by effort or fore-
sight on the part of those responsible, might
be saved. Crews must have all possible

means of making a quick getaway from sink-
ing ships. Once in the boats, everything
must be done to minimise the hardships of
lifeboat voyages, and the means of summon-
ing rescue ships must be the best that service
and practical experi-
ence can devise.

While speaking of
lifebdat voyages, it
may be mentioned in
passing that nothing
irritates shipwrecked

officers and men so
much as to read in the
popular Press accounts
of how they " drifted"
for twenty, thirty or
forty.days, as the case
may be. Far from
drifting helplessly at
the mercy of wind and
sea, these lifeboats
have been sailed long
distances, sometimes
over a thousand miles,
to make a landfall at

 the required point.
Such feats are the
results of accurate
navigation 'and good
seamanship, not of
" drifting " at the
mercy of Providence.

Many very sensibi:
and practical sugges-
tion are put forward
to the Ministry for the
safety of men in
lifeboats, Many are

. adopted, but the ques-
tion often resolves
itself into whether it
is possible to put a
quart into a pint poi.
The best use has to
be made of the limited
space available ; in a
boat which may have
to carry 40 survivors,
it is essential that not
a single inch shall
be wasted.

One very important new lifeboat -device
By J. A. SPAR was the fitting of bilge rails and grab lines

to which seamen could cling should the boat
capsize and float bottom -up. These grab
lines have fastened to them, by means of
a line, containers filled with drinking water
holding- not less than two gallons, which are
so placed in the boat' that they fall clear
if it capsizes. The men in the water 'can
then haul it up.

The sails of lifeboats are now coloured
bright red, experience having pioved that this
colour is visible at a greater distance than
any other.. At night the shipwrecked men
are instructed to shine torches on these sails,
so that 'the reflected, light can guide rescuing
craft. The effect is much the same as the
red glow on the smoke of a:locomotive when
the firebox door is opened at night.
Essential Equipment

As part of its general equipment. every
lifeboat must carry an efficient compass in
a binnacle with approved means of illumina-
tion. Experience showed that the old type
of binnacle lamp was liable to be blown out
in high winds, so arrangements were made
to replace all lifeboat compasies with a new
type in which the compass card and lubber
line are permanently luminised. With the
help of these luminised points and lubber
lines it is now easy to see bearings without
any other illumination at night.

All lifeboats are now fitted with a canvas

Fig. i.-" Skates" fitted to a lifeboat to noble it to slide ,:afely
down the side of a wrecked ship. (By courtesy of Schat

Davits, Ltd.)
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Tanker Lifeboat Under Fire Test

Lifeboat moored in the middle a rat,-
rooter tank.

Sprayers in action actuated from
manual pumps within the vepel.

Srern view of lifeboat, showing the complete
drenching effect of the sprayers.

First fire rest shows bows and stern enveloped
in flames.

Above) Second test' showing the boat completely
enveloped in flames. (Right) Occupants emerging

from the lifeboat after the test.

The above illustrations show the converted steel lifeboat undergoing a severe fire test. The boat was manned by a volunteer crew during the test,
who reported their reactions by means of telephone. Apart front slight blistering on certain parts of the hull, the vessel remained undamaged.
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A test being made under shipwreck conditions with the Minimax Fresh Water Producer.
(By courtesy of Minimax, Ltd., and The Sphere.)

hood and side screens all coloured yellow
on bright orange, and large enough to shelter
all the occupants of the boat. The landsman
might think that the soffition of protection -
from the weather could best be obtained by

. constructing an enclosed lifeboat, but seamen
are unanimously against it. When you have
to get into a lifeboat you have to move fast,
so the open boat is the only practicable type
fox use in emergency.

Lifeboats have always carried a sea anchor
. -a contrivance like a large canvas jellybag

or drogue, to enable them to heave -to and
ride diagonally to heavy seas. They alsb
have a small canvas bag stuffed with oakum
which can be attached to the sea anchor.
This is soaked in vegetable or animal oil
and used to moderate heavy seas. A gallon_
of this oil is alWays carried.

There is a first -aid outfit, including Energy
tablets and morphia, with full directions for
using it. No merchant officer can qualify
for his " ticket," or certificate of competency,
until he holds a certificate from the St. John
Ambulance Association Furthermore, he
must from time to time take refresher courses
and requalify.

Flares and Rockets
In addition to the dozen red flares which

were always the rule, lifeboats now carry a
torch for m6rse signalling, with, two spare,
batteries and two spare bulbs. There must
be at least six good -quality blankets in water-
proof covers. A whistle is attached to the
boat by a lanyard, as are two boat axes,
one at the stem and the other at the stern.
TheSe axes are used for cutting clear if the
lowering falls get foul,

There are six hand rockets, in a waterproof
case, matches, and an oil lamp. The old
tin baler still remains, but it now takes
second place to a manual pump for bilge
pumping.
- Four buoyant smoke signals, which can be
thrown overboard, are another method of
attracting attention, by giving off large
volumes of orange -coloured smoke. In case
the sails' get ripped, or in order to make
a canvas awn'ng as protection against a
tropical sun, lifeboats are provided with a
sailmaker's nalm and needle. A bunting flag,
coloured yellow, 4ft. 6in. by 8ft., is attached
to. a light spar.

In a waterproof wallet is a set of charts

covering the Whale navigable globe, together
with protractor, writing:paper, pencil and
eraser. .

When a ship is torpedoed, the surrounding
sea is often covered with a thick film Of fuel
oil escaping from the
tanks, and survivors
often have to swim
through it. To remove
this oil froth the face
and body a supply of
Turkey -red oil is car -

'tied.
The shipowners

supply lime juice for the
sick and injured, boiled
sweets and chewing
gum. There is fishing
tackle with a variety of
canned bait and spin-
ners. This is doubly
important since the re-
cent discovery that any
sea fish, if twisted firmly
in a cloth, as one wrings
out a 'towel, yields a
quantity of wholesome
drinking water which is
not in the least, Salt.
Shipwrecked men in
this war have often
managed to survive by
catching and eating fly-
ing fish, which fly into
the boat, attracted by
the _light of the lantern.
In one boat they con-
trived to catch fish by
rigging a small awning
over the side and -then
grabbing with their
hands the fish which
came to lie in its
shadow.

Rations
Here ,are the mini-

mum rations which
must be carried for each
man:

1120Z. of fresh wAer.
14oz. of biscuits.
14oz. of chocolate

(specially prepared so as
not to cause thirst/.

14oz. of milk tablets.

STEAM PIPE
FROM BOILER_
TO CONDENSER_

CONDENSER.

SALT WAIL
OUTLET PIPE

TWO-WAY
COCK & DIAL

ca.ESit
DRINKING
WATER_
OUTI..5!

t4oz. of pemmican (a preparation of
pOunded meat and fat).

The. drinking water is usually carried in
small oval barrels called " barricoles," a
Spanish word dating from the time of the
buccaneers, and Which the sailor invariably
pronounces " breakers." There is a narrow
dipper for issuing the water, and three rust-
proof drinking vessels, one graduated in 1,

and 2 oz. 'Seamen usually keep in the
lifeboats extra water in large pickle jars or
any other suitable container..

The experience of several shipwrecked
crews, who used the insides of cigarette-
tino lids as heliographs to attract the attention
of passing ship or aircraft, has led to the
introduction of stainless steel signalling
mirrors. These signals, used as a schoolboy
uses -a pocket mirror to dazzle a companion
across a playing field,, have been seen by
rescuing ships as far away as nine miles.
Signalling mirrors arb particularly valuable
when the sea is covered by a haze, in which
case searching aircraft cannot see the boat.
The reflected sun rays, directed -towards the
sound of the 'plane, can penetrate the haze.
This, of course, does not apply to fog, but
to heat hazes which are usually found in the
tropics.

Boats are often damaged, either by
torpedo or bomb explosions, or by catching
on ragged obstructions when sliding down
the side of a ship with an adverse list.
Consequently a repair outfit is carried, with
material for plugging holes and fitting
tingles, as patches on- the boat's side are
called. This is most important, because
men sitting for days with wet feet in a

CWIMNEY

SALT WATER INLET PIPE
FROM PUMP

FUEL tEED

.4 --TOP PLATE

BOILER. CASING
ASBESTOS
LAGGING

WATER CIRCULATING
SLEEVE

GAUGE- GLASS
SUIELD

WATER.
GAUGE

BOILING
SEA WATER -

r` --BRINE COCK.

AIR_ INLETS TO ;Ai
<--BASE PLATE

Cut away view of the Minimax Fresh Water Producer for supplying
fresh water to seamen adrift in an open boat. ''This apparatus burns
any type of fuel, including pieces of wreckage, ctc. (By coUrtcsv of

Minimax, Ltd.)
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Seaman inspecting the life -light, which is carried
in a special pocket in the life jacket.

leaking boat find their feet swell into a
state known as immersion foot if the tem-
perature is below 6o degrees Fahrenheit. A
gallon of special massage oil is provided to
counteract this danger, which has many
times been the means of avoiding a
subsequent amputation.

When a ship is torpedoed, some or all
of the boats on the attacked side are often
rendered unusable by the explosion. The
ship lists on her wounded side,1so that the
remaining boats have to be lowered down
the opposite side, where, instead of being
vertically dropped, they scrape down the
side and, even if not seriously damaged,
tend to. capsize. To obviate this risk, life-
boats are now fitted with skates (page 368),
which are like two bent skis or rockers on
the inboard side. These skates are detached
when the boat is safely waterborne.

Water Supply
The besetting fear of seamen adrift in

an open boat is that their water supply may
give out before help arrives, As a first step
towards supplernenting the water supply,
lifeboats carry a rain -catcher made of finely
woven cambric which can be spread out
on stanchions so as to expose a large surface.
The collected rainwater is led through a
funnel into the barricoles or water tanks.

But in many latitudes rain may not occur
for several months on end. Something more
reliable must be found. Various suggestions
on obtaining drinking water from seawater
were examined, including various chemical
reagents. Many of these suggestions came
from the public, and all were carefully
examined.

It soon became obvious that the solution
was distillation. The problem was to design
a still small enough to be carried, capable.
of producing an adequate amount of water
and not requiring a bulky amount of fuel.
The Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research conducted experiments on behalf
of the Ministry, seeking an apparatus which
would yield water equivalent to several times
the volume of the apparatus and fuel
combined.
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Necessity is the mother of invention.
While various types . of still were being
designed, the chief engineer of a British ship
constructed a still while actually in a
lifeboat. The water supply was nearly
exhausted when this officer succeeded in
distilling salt water.

He used the -cast-iron guard of a petrol
tank as a fireplace, the petrol tank, as a boiler,
and the manual pump and copper piping
of the engine for condensing. When tried
out, it worked, over a gallon of water being
obtained ; then the operation had . to be
stopped owing to bad weather. Internal
woodwork and kapok soaked in oil were
used as fuel. When the weather eased up
the operation was resumed, working from
daylight to dark, during which time about
five gallons of water were distilled and stored
in the fresh -water tank. That lifeboat's
voyage lasted 19.days. The chief engineer
received the. O.B.E. for his " outstanding
qualities of courage and resource, his action
contributing greatly to the preservation of
those in the boat and his determination and
cheerfulness helping greatly to maintain their
spirits."

It. is probable that the oil -soaked kapok
was extracted from. the buoyancy tanks,

The life -light floating at the end of its lanyard,
leaving the user's hands free. .4By courtesy of

the G.E.C.)

which are now filled with buoyant material,
so that, when perforated, they do not lose
their lifting value.

Meanwhile several different efficient stills
had been evolved, and it was made compul-
sory for every ocean-going ship's lifeboat to
carry one. The Minimax K.M. still is
capable of.giving about half a gallon of fresh
water for each hour it can be kept working.
Thus, on a 14 -days' voyage, operating to
hours a day, it would produce about 70
gallons of water, which is roughly twice the
minimum amount carried in a boat intended
to hold 4o persons.

This still works with solid fuel and relies
primarily on coal briquettes, which are
easily stowed -in odd corners of the lifeboat,
eked out by any wood or
waste material in the boat
or picked out of the sea.

Another still, t h e
Dirshel, which burns
paraffin, was tested in a
stiff breeze with a rough
sea, the boat sailing at
approximately 51 knots,
and gave no trouble
whatever. All it needed
was a man to bale sea-
water into the resrvoir at
the rate of about 3 gallons
an hour.

Other reliable stills,
capable of standing a
good deal of knocking
ablaut, have been
invented, and it is not
too much to say that the
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horrors 'of thirst have been removed from
shipwrecked crews, not only for 'the duration

_of the war, but for ever.
A valuable feature of these stills is that

they can be used for boiling water to make
hot drinks and soup out of broken. biscuit
and pemmican. They can also be used for
drying clothes.

The foregoing details of gear carried by
lifeboats takes no account of things which
have always been carried : complement of
oars and spares, steering oars, rudder tiller,
mast, buckets and the rest. When it is
remembered that all this material is stowed
in the boat before a single man gets into
it, and that the boat must then accommodate,
about the equivalent of an ordinary country
single-decker bus packed to standing- room,
it will be seen what ingenuity has 'been
employed.

Radio Equipment
The wireless transmitting and receiving

sets' are not kept in the boats, but held in
teadiness in the chartroom, where there is
less risk of damage. Two of the boats are
fitted with masts for aerials, one on the
port and one on the starboard side, and in
suitable weather kites are used to get the
longest aerial.

The transmitter is designed so that non-
technical persons can get the best out of
it merely by pressing a button or turning
a handle. It will send out the distress signal
automatically for a period of two minutes,
and these signals can be repeated at suitable
intervals until the accumulators become
discharged. The later types of transmitters
are fitted with an adaptor so that the
electrical energy required can be produced
from a hand -driven generator.

The lifeboat receiver, 4,which embodies a
frame aerial, has proved valuable for
direction finding. The Admiralty and the
G.P.O. have arranged for the transmission
of time signals by a number of coast stations.
throughout the world. These are a great
help in accurate navigation, for, reliable as
the new pocket -sized lifeboat sextants have
proved, the absence of a set of chronometers
limits their use, and the time shown by the.
ordinary pocket or wrist watch is only
approximate.

In addition to the material already kept
in the lifeboat, each survivor, whether
seaman or passenger, carries other safety
devices abclut his person. There is,. for
example, the protective suit. This, the
invention of Mr. T. E. Metcalfe, of the
Ministry of War Transport, is waterproof
and windproof and affords effective protec-
tion against water, cold, wind and tropical
sun. Over 300,000 of these conspicuous
yellow suits have already been issued. Mr.
Metcalfe assigned the patent rights of his
invention to the Ministry.

(To be continued.)

A Sea anchor which is trailed at the stem of a lifeboat to
it to ride diagonally to a heavy sea. -

enable
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Principles and DesiAn
of Transformers -4

Auto -transformers and Transformer Loading
((Continued from page 338, July issue.)

HEN it is desired to obtain a secondary
voltage which does not differ very
greatly from the primary voltage it

is often most economical to use an auto -
transformer oin preference to ,the usual type
of double -wound transformer. It is important
that the output circuit of an auto -transformer
be kept free from " earth" faults, as these
may constitute a short circuit if the transformer
is fed from the usual type of supply system,
in which one point is connected to earth at
the generating station. Since the auto -
transformer is designed merely to subtract
or add a small voltage to the supply voltage,
the auto -transformer can have a lower capacity
than a double -wound transformer having the
same output.

The relationship between the frame or
core k.V.A. and the k.V.A. transformed in
the case of an auto -transformer is

Frame k.V.A. L.T. voltage
k.V.A. transformed H.T. voltage

so that, in the case of a transformer used to
step down from 250 to 200 volts, Frame

) .

k.V.A.
(1tunes the k.V.A.2trans-

formed. In other words, the frame k.V.A.
of the auto -transformer is only one -fifth the

Fig.

/7.5 Amps /7 5 4

200 V

/7.54 2.54 /2 5 A

/OA
50V

(Al

1. --Current distribution in
former with various loadings.

By J L. WATTS

size of the equivalent double -wound trans-
former. The frame size necessary for a
transformer can be considered, for purposes
of comparison, as roughly proportional to the
volt amps. of the primary plus the volt amps.
of the secondary.

Design of Auto -transformer
As an example we may take the case of a

transformer which is supplied from zoo volt
5o cycle single phase mains to give outputs
of 20 amps. at 150 volts (3,000 volt amps.)
and to amps. at 5o volts (500 volt amps.).
Neglecting losses, the secondary output of
3,500 volt amps. would require a primary
input of 17.5 amps. at 200 volts. If we assume
for the purpose of comparison that the
transformer has one turn per volt the primary
winding Would require, if double wound,
zoo turns capable of carrying 17.5 amps.,
that is, 3,500 amp. turns. The "15o volt
secondary would require 3,000 amp. turns,

+.

4- 1

Winding Space X 4

Fig. z.-Dimensions of laminations for auto -
transformer.

and the 5o volt secondary would require
500 amp. turns ; giving a total of 7,0o0.amp.
turns for the transformer.

When used as, an auto -transformer it will
be seen from Fig. I (A) that section D of the
windings would require to carry 17.5 amps.,
section E 2.5 amps., and section F 52.5 amps.,
when both sections of the secondary circuit
are fully loaded. In Fig. t (B) are shown the
conditions when there is no load on the 5o
volt circuit, and the secondary load of 20
amps. at iso volts (3,000 volt amps.) would
require a primary input of 15 amps. at 200
volts, if the losses are neglected. In Fig. r (C)
are shown the' conditions when there is no
load on the 150 volt secondary circuit. From
these diagrams it can be seen that the maximum
load on section D of the windings is 17.5 amps.
(875 volt amps.), on section E. -is 5 amps.
(5oo volt amps.), and on section F is 12.5
amps. (625 volt amps.), giving a total of
2,000 volt amps. for the transformer. If the
transformer 'has one turn per volt it would
require 2,000 amp. turns as compared with
the 7,000 amp. turns for a double -wound
transformer of the same output. This means
that the core size of the auto -transformer need
only be 0.285 of the size of a double -wound
transformer.

On a 5o cycle supply a core having a net
cross sectional area of 5 square inches could

Windings

Core Type

Disc Coils

Lrq
/7/1/2 tf./</X,;';

She/1 Type

Fig. 3.-Types of transformer_ cares and
windings.

be used. The turns per volt would then be
100,000,000

4.44 >< frequency total flux' so that if a

magnetic flux density of 65,000 lines per
square inch is adopted the turns per volt

100,000,000 which works out at
4.44x 50 < 65,000 ); 5

1.39. Section D would, therefore, need 70
turns. For sections E and F we may allow
about 5 per cent. above the calculated number
of turns to allow for volt drop on load, so
that section E could have L47 turns and
section D 75 turns.

Adopting a current density of 1,500 amps.
per square inch cross-sectional area of
conductor, the wire used for section D should
have a cross-sectional area of 0.0116 square
inch (so s.w.g.), section E 0.0033 square
inch (say 16 s.w.g.), and section F 0.00833
square inch (say 12 s.w.g.). Actually, since
the efficiency of the transformer will probably
be about 93 per cent., the cross-sectional area
of the conductors should be about 1.08 of the
area calculated to allow for the magnetising
current. However, the extra area may be
neglected in this instance, as the current
density of I,5oo amps. per square inch is
not an absolute limit. For section D we
need 7o turns of to s.w.g..; if D.C.C. wire
is used, this will occupy a space of 1.41
square inches. For section E 147 turns of
16 s.w.g. would occupy a space of 0.85
square inch, and for section F 75 turns of
12 s.w.g. would occupy 1.05 square inches,
a total of 3.31 square inches. It is necessary
to allow '.0t least 25 per cent. extra space to
cover insulation between layers and core and
the space for bringing out the connections,

Rp X p P;

Fig. 4. --Equivalent circuit of a loaded trans-
former.
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which brings the total area to 4.55 square
inches. Stalloy stampings of the dimensions
shown in Fig. 2' shoqld provide adequate
space and, allowing to per cent. over the
calculated core section to cover insulation
between the stampings, we find that the core
should be built up to 24in. thick.

With this transformer it is suggested that
cylindrical coils be usedNlthough for larger
shell type transformers the disc type of coils
indicated in Fig. 3 are very convenient. It
is usual to employ cylindrical coils for core
type transformers, in which the coils are not
surrounded by iron on both sides. Fig. 3
shows small sVaces allowed between the
sections of the coils to assist ventilation and
cooling, as may be required on large
transformers.

Equivalent Circuit of Transformer
When any type of transformer is connected

to the supply mains it will take a small

Fig. 5.-Voltage and current in A.G. circuit
power factor of 0.707.

magnetising current which is practically a
quarter of a cycle out of phase with the
supply voltage. There will also be slight
eddy currents induced in the core, which
acts somewhat as a secondary winding, and
these will cause the primary winding to draw
from the supply a small current which is in
phase with the supply voltage. The combined
current will flow through the primary winding
against the resistance of the conductors and
against the inductance or reactance resulting
fronr the leakage magnetic flux round the
turns. It is possible to draw in equivalent
circuit to indicate the conditions existing in
the transformer.

In Fig. 4 R,, represents the resistance
of the primary windings, X,, represents the
reactance of these windings, X. represents
an inductance corresponding to the trans-
former inductance on no load, and the
resistance R. will be equivalent to the circuit
for eddy currents. The impedance Z of an
A.C. circuit is equal to 1VW-F(2 x 3.142 x
frequency x L)', where R is the resistance
and L the inductance in henries. The
current flowing in such a circuit is equal to
Volts. We can now consider the effect of
connecting the transformer secondary to a
load circuit. In the diagram R', and X'2
represent the equivalent resistance and
reactance of the secondary windings and
are equal to the actual values in the
secondary multiplied by k', where k is
No. of primary turns "Rl and Xlrepresent

No. of s;condary turns
the equivalent resistance and reactance of
the secondary load circuit supplied by the
transformer, and are equal to the actual values
multiplied by k'. Such an equivalent circuit
diagram could be used to calculate the
primary current with various types of load.
If the secondary windings or load circuit
should become short circuited the value
of primary current drawn from the mains drill

Voltshe equal to --zc- , where Zi; represents the
total impedance of the transformer as obtained

having a lagging
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from Fig. 4. The reactance of the transformer
windings is increased with increased separa-
tion of the primary and secondary, which will
reduce the short circuit current.

Graphical Representation of Transformer
Conditions
For those who are interested in the subject

the vector method of solving transformer
problems is very useful and provides a clear
picture of what happens in the transformer.
A vector can be drawn to represent each of
the quantities involved, this line being con-
sidered to revolve about a fixed point at a
speed which is equal to the supply frequency.
For example, in -Fig. 5 the line OV represents
an A.G. voltage, the projection of this vector
against a Vertig1 axis will give the instantane-
ous value of the voltage. OV represents the
maximum positive voltage as shown by the
projected curve. Three eighths of a cycle
later the vector will have revolved to the

position OV, and will be
negative, as indicated by
the point X in the voltage
curve. If we assume the
current cycle is one eighth
of a cycle behind the voltage
(45 deg. lag) the vector OC
will represent the current
when the voltage is OV.
Three eighths of a cycle
later, ;when the voltage is
represented by OV1, the
current will be represented
by OC,, and the instan-
taneous value will be zero,
and so on.

Having illustrated the
method, we can now

proceed to apply this to a single phase
transformer. having a voltage ratio oft to 1.
The line OM in Fig. 6 represents the magnetic
flux passing through the transformer core and
linked with the primary and secondary
windings. The voltage induced iA the
windings by this changing flux will lag behind
the flux cycle by 90 deg. or a quarter of a
cycle, and can be represented by the vector
OE, drawn to a suitable scale. This repre-
sents the induced secondary voltage and also
the back voltage induced in the primary. A
voltage E must be supplied to the primary
in opposition to the
induced back voltage.
The primary current of
the transformer on no
load is represented by
the vector OC and
lags by nearly 90 deg.
behind the primary
voltage.

Load Currents
Nov we can consider

,the effect of connecting 8 - ' C
the secondary to a cir- 0 H
cuit composed purely

Eof resistance, such as a
batch of lamps. The /s
vector OI, represents
the secondary current.
Due to the resistance
of the secondary
windings there will be
a volt drop in the
win -dings which is at unity power factor.equal to the product of
secondary current and resistance of the
secondary windings. It is important to note
that this volt drop is in phase with the
secondary current and can therefore, be
represented by the vector OD. There will
also be a volt drop in the secondary due to
the reactance of the seccneary windings, and
this will be equal to, the product of the
secondary current and the reactance due to
the secondary leakage flux. It should be
noted that the reactance volt drop is 90 deg.
in advance of the current and can be rerre-

Vp

" Es
Fig. 6.-Vector dia-
gram for transformer
kith secondary load

/
sented by the vector OH. The total volt
drop in the secondary winding is found by
combining the two vectors, OD and OH, by
means of a parallelogram of vectors, and is
shown by OE. Now the secondary volt drop
OE will' reduce the secondary terminal voltage
to a value lower than the induced voltage.
Therefore by combining OE and OE, by
a parallelogram of vectors we obtain the
secondary terminal voltage on this load, which
is represented by the vector OV,. It should
be noted that, on the purely resistive load,
the secondary terminal voltage will be in
phase with the secondary current, and the
power factor of the secondary load circuit
will be unity.

Now the immediate effect of the load -
current flowing through the secondary wind-
ings will be to demagnetise the core and this
will cause the primary to draw a current
from the mains to restore the magnetism.
This current will be exactly equal to the
secondary current (in a r tot ratio trans-
foriner) and will be r8o deg. out of phase
with the secondary voltage. It may be
represented by the vector OG. Combining
this vector with the vector OC (primary
no load current) gives the total primary
current on load, as indicated by the vector
OI. There will be a volt drop OA, due to
the resistance of the primary windings,
and a volt drop OB, due to the leakage
reactance of the primary windings. The total
volt drop of the primary is represented by
the vector combination OF. In order to
maintain the initial induced voltage this volt
drop must be added vectorially to the vector
OE, and it is seen that the primary terminal
voltage must be increased to OV, to maintain
the magnetic flux. It will be seen that the
primary current lags by the angle B behind
the primary terminal voltage. The no load
ratio of transformation oft to r falls to the
ratio oOvV °, the volt drop being increased, and

qle ratio of transformation being reduced,
by increased resistance of the windings and
by increased leakage flux round the primary
and secondary coils.

Inductive and Capacity Loads
If the transformer is connected to an

Fig. 7.-Vector dia..
gram for transformer
supplying inductive

secondary load.

Ep

Vs

Fig. 8.-Pector dia-
gram for transformer
supplying capacity

secondary load.

inductive secondary load circuit, such as a
magnetic coil, the secondary current will
lag by a considerable angle (such as Be)

behind the secondary voltage. The conditions
are now indicated in Fig. 7 and can be
followed as for the resistive secondary load
indicated in Fig. 6, the same notation being
adopted. It should be noted that the angle of
lag, 0, of the primary current OIL, behind the
primary voltage OV is automatically in-
creased. It is important to note that the volt
drop is now greater than for the resistive
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load, and 'the ratio of transformation is
reduced to a greater degree; this is due to
the fact that the transformer windings have
more reactance than resistance. It is, there-
fore, important to design the transformer to
keep the reactance to a minimum for an
inductive load. In most cases the primary
voltage will be fixed so the primary volt drop
will reduce the secondary terminal voltage
below the value indicated by OV,.

On the other hand if the secondary load
circuit had a high capacity, such as a condenser,
the conditions would be somewhat as indicated
in Fig. 8. In this case the secondary current

will actually be in advance of the secondary
- voltage. The same notation is adopted and
it will be seen that this type of load causes
the secondary terminal voltage to increase,
and at the same time the ratio of transforma-
tion is increased.

The simplest way of dealing with a trans-
former which has a transformation ratio of
more than one is to employ different scales for
the primary and secondary values. Forinstance,
if the secondary voltage is half the primary
voltage, one inch on the primary voltage
vector could represent 5o volts, and 25 volts
for the secondary. One amp, primary current

could be represented by the same length as
two amps. secondary current. By this means
all currents can be considered equally effective
as regards magnetic effects, since the secondary
currents are increased in practically the same
ratio as the turns are reduced. If one inch
represents 5 amps. primary current in a 1 to 2
st4i-down transformer, it could also represent
so amps. secondary current This will be
quite in order since so amps, increase of
secondary current will necessitate 5 amps.
increase of primary current to restore the
magnetising ampere turns, if the losses are
neglected.

Rocket Propulsion
Further Notes on Its History and Development.

By K W. GATLAND

N 1852 an English Army Rocket Brigade
was formed, which subsequently gained
marked success at the siege of Leipsig

in 1813, and .also during the Battle of
Waterloo, two years later.

After witnessing trials of Congreve rockets
at London, in 1813, Austrian army officials
succeeded in influencing the Austrian
Government, who, a year or so later,
established a sizable factory for the purpose
of war -rocket manufacture at Weinerisch-
Neustadt.

It ,is desirable to emphasise,  before
proceeding further, that the rockets developed
up to this period were of very low thermal
efficiency, decidedly unstable in flight, and,
in consequence, inaccurate in trajectory.
It was not until Congreve introduced fins,
superseding the balancing " stick," that the
rocket began to show any marked gain in
technical advancement. However, the
invention of this stabilising means cannot be
actually credited to Congreve, as the idea
was first given by Frezier, a French artillery
engineer, in his technical book on armaments,
published some years previous to the practical
development, who also anticipated in the_
same work; a later refinement of Congreves,
the " two charge rocket," to which reference
will be made later.

Perhaps 'the most notable contribution to
the science of rocketry, prior to the twentieth
century, was the invention of the axially
rotated rocket projectile. This rocket system,
first developed in America in' 1815, displaced
both the balancing " stick " and the fin,"
the exhaust apertures elbeing spaced in a

- circle, and drilled offset to the line of thrust,
instead of normal to it, as in the " stick "
.and " finned " principle. Needless to say,
this refinement aroused much interest amongst
rocket authorities throughout the world, and
attention was focused towards its further
development. In England Congreve developed
many rockets of similar character to the
American design, - rotation being similarly
imparted by virtue of offset thrust.

It was in the year 1826 that Congreve
patented a method whereby a series of rocket
cases were laid in line within a single containing
tube, so that the charges became ignited
successively, to thus obtain an increased
duration of firing. This method, however,
was first conceived by Frezier, as previously
mentioned, and has since become known as
the " step -rocket " principle.

Congreve was later knighted for his work
in connection with English rocket artillery,
and subsequently assumed the position of
Controller of the Royal Laboratory, Woolwich.

At about the same period rockets of greater
efficiency than those previously used in war
were employed against the Turks by the

(Continued from page 332, Jul issue)
Russians, who developed a battery launching
system which fired several explosive rocket
projectiles at one loading into the enemy
lines in much the same way as the Russian
rocket batteries operate to -day.

The Rocket Life -line
Although being employed for lighting and

signalling purposes at sea, the rocket bad
found its greatest use in war, and the first
evidence of its application actually being
instrumental in saving life, instead of
destroying it, was in 1826, when four rocket.
life -line stations were set up at various points
on the Isle of Wight coast known to be most
perilous to shipping. The rockets employed
were deSigned by Dennett, of Newport.
The rocket -line, however, had been first
advocated by Trengouse in 1807, but, owing
to the employment of the Manby life -line
mortar system, which had then just come into
extensive use at coastguard stations all round
the British Isles, the true merits of the rocket
for the purpose of life-saving were overlooked,

Wooden .
Nose

Powder

Fig. 5.-Boxer life -line
rocket (1855).

In the year 1844, William Hale designed
and patented a rocket projectile stabilised by
axial rotation, the exhaust apertures being
practically tangential at the side of the case.
The rotary stabilisation principle was further
developed during the following years.
Macintosh, in 1853, for instance, evolved a
firing method in which the launching tube was
initially rotated to impart rotation to the
rocket -prior to flight. A year later Court
patented a design in which the exhaust
impinged on small vanes inclined to the rocket
axis. Fitzmarice, in the same year, developed
the method of causing rotation by the action
of air pressure on a spiral " Shaped head.

It was about the middle of the century
that the rifled cannon came into use, due
mainly to the endeavours of General Rodman
and W. E. Woolbridge in America, arid with
its subsequent universal adoption, the war
rocket quickly fell from favour.

Step -rocket Line Carrier
However, a great deal of rocket, research

Quick Burning Powder

I 8"ot Stick
Metal Sheathed

and it was not until 1855 that the rocket
finally came into its own, displacing the
Manby mortar, the rockets used ranging in
weight from Vb. to 21b. The advantages of
the rocket over its contemporary are obvious.
The rocket projector, ?for instance, is
considerably more compact than the mortar
apparatus and, in consequence, more portable.
Still more important, the path of the line is
traced out by the rocket exhaust-a great
advantage, especially at night. Although it
was not until 187o that universal adoption
was finally achieved, the rescue rocket
since that time has been instrumental in
saving over 14,000 lives. The 61b. rockets
of that period were capable of carrying a
tin. hemp line for distances of approximately
r,o5oft.

In 1841, S. Golightly proposed a reaction
propelled projectile intended to employ
steam as the propellant. However, although
his idea was correct in principle, the design
was not technically sound, but, allowance'
being made for the period of invention, his
scheme was, nevertheless, a reffiarkable one.

Stick 9' 6. Long

Life Line
continued, although mainly in connection
with the rocket lifeline. In 5855, Col. Boxer;
of the Royal Laboratory, Woolwich, further
developed the " step -rocket " as a line -carrier
(Fig. 5). This he evinced by placing two
rocket charges in line within a single case.
When ignited the first charge carried the
projectile until its fuel was exhausted, at
which stage it 'fired the second, and was
blown off, the rocket thereby gaining
'additional impetus in flight, substantially
improving the range.

A rocket -propelled airship was proposed
in 186o by Betty, an American engineer, but
was not, however, proceeded with beyond
the design stage.

In the year 1863 William Hale published a
technical paper, " A Treatise on the
Comparative Merits of a Rifled Gun and a
Rotary Rocket," and a few years later further
developed the axial rotation principle. Instead
of offsetting the exhaust apertures as the
Americans,Congreve, and he himself had

 done previously, Hale provided metal shields
(Fig. 6) inclined over three escape holes drilled
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normal to the axis of the rocket, on to which
the exhaust gases impinged, creating a
rotary motion. With reference to the diagram,
the screwed safety cap was fitted only for
purposes of storage, in order that the rocket
would explode should spontaneous combustion
take place. These type projectiles were of
two sizes, and named after their inventor-
" Hales 9 and 24 -pounders."

Misconceptions of Space -flight in Litera-
ture
Although Jules Verne, in his^great work of

fiction "From the Earth to the Moon,"
published in 1866, suggested rockets to retard
the space -vessel depicted by providing reaction
tubes at the nose of the craft, neither he,
nor H. al Wells in " The Shape of Things
to Come " (published some years later)
suggested the rocket means for propulsion-
instead the impossible " space -gun " being
employed for projecting the craft beyond
the Earth's gravitational influence-in much
the same way as a bullet fired from a gun.

Cast Iron Head " Powder

were certainly revolutionary for their day -of
origin, they were naturally enough of little
practical consequence at the time of their
finding.

It is indeed surprising to find in a book,
" Half Hours in Air and Sky," published by
James Nisbet and Co., in 1899, the true
principle of rocket motion defined, as follows :

" In the infancy of physical science it
was hoped that some discovery should be
made that would enable us . . . to pay a
visit to our neighbour, the Moon. The
only machine independent of the atmo-
sphere, we can conceive of, would be one
on the principle of the rocket. The rocket
rises in the air, not from the resistance
offered by the atmosphere on its fiery
stream, but from internal reaction. The
velocity would, indeed, be greater in a
vacuum than in the atmosphere, and could
we dispense with the comfort of breathing
air, we might with such a machine transcend
the boundaries of our globe and visit other
orbs."

Flange Impinge
(3 Exhaust Apertures)

Safety Cap
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Fig. 6.-Hale 24 pound war rocket (1863).

The obvious fallacy of the " space -gun "
principle is in the, severe shock acceleration
at take -off in order to attain an initial speed
of 6.95 miles per second (release velocity),
which beyond all measure of doubt would
be instrumental in instantly crushing the
occupants to death. Another obvious point
is chat friction caused by the rapid passage
of the vessel through the atmosphere would
be prohibitive. The rocket, on the other
hand, would not need to develop such severe
acceleration, due to the fact that a rocket
vessel would carry its own propulsive means,
the application of energy being spread over a
considerable period, and acceleration built up
gradually within bearable physical limits.
The greatest velocity would be achieved far
beyond the Earth's atmosphere belt, and, in

* consequence, the frictional effect would be
by no means as severe. It is curious that
having readily available the knowledge of
elementary mechanics, these great writers of
science -fiction did not realise the impractica-
bility of their fictitious creations, for had they
given the subject serious practical considera-
tion prior to writing, the rocket means would
have shown itself the only truly feasible
method of achieving the conquest of space
and, in consequence, further enhanced the
value of their work.

The above comments of scientific literature
have been included not so much for historical
significance, but rather as a convenient
point to clarify some of the early fallacies
connected with the subject of space -flight,
and interplanetary' communication.

The First Rocket Aeroplane
A Russian, Niballchitch Kibaldchitch, in

188i, designed what might be termed the
first reaction propelled aircraft. In actual
fact, he recorded the basic design While
imprisoned for being concerned with five
others in the assassination of Czar Alexandra
II, while awaiting the result of the trial, and
the inevitable " Death Sentence." However,
his drawings and manuscripts were not
discovered until long after his death, actually
in 1918, and although the ideas contained

When it is considered that even to -day the
principle of rocket motion is constantly being -
misinterpreted, often by reputable engineers,
the significance of this short paragraph
written by an unknown author, is truly
remarkable.

Experimental 'Work
Reverting to the rocket as a line carrier once

more, a great deal of experimental work was
conducted by various individuals in Britain
towards the close of the nineteenth century,
resulting in considerable improvement of this
type of sea -rescue apparatus. Many of these
developments were represented in trials of
line -throwing appliances conducted by a
sub -committee of the Advisory Committee
of the Board of Trade, if which. numerous
forms of life-saving equipment were demon-
strated. It is of interest to note that not only
were various types of rocket -line apparatus
tested, but in addition, line -throwing guns,
drift buoys, kites and balloons. The most
promising equipment proved to be a portable
rocket apparatus designed by William
Schermuly. This apparatus, consisting of a

launching trough (into which the rocket
carrier was placed), supported by a stand and
fixed direct to a line -containing box, was
initially tested under the auspices of the sub-
committee in 1908 at Greenhithe, on board
the " Warspite." The apparatus was set up
on the rail of the ship, and fired, in the
surprisingly short time of 21 minutes, contact
being made with the shore some zoo yards
distant, using a 21b. rocket. Further
Schermuly rocket line -carriers were tested in
this and subsequent trials, later tests being
conducted in October of the same year on the
Tyne, when even better results were obtained
in respect to setting up and firing, in one
particular case, preparation taking only one
minute, the 'lb. rocket employed bearing a
line for 177 yards, a notable achievement for
a light rocket. Another rocket of 61b. set
up and fired in II minutes, successfully
projected a line for 321 yards. The proved
efficiency and extreme portability of the
apparatus, which weighed complete only
4o1b., were all the more notable in the fact
that the tests were carried out single-handed.
As the result of the 1908 trials, the Schermuly
line -carrying apparatus was approved by the
Board of Trade, and to -day, developments of
this pioneer portable sea -rescue equipment
constitute an important emergency item on
all British and a very large number of foreign
ships.

The Beginnings of Modern Research
The first to seriously suggest the rocket as

a means for interplanetary communication
would appear to be a Russian scientist,
Konstantin E. Ziolkowsky. His first technical
paper on the subject of rocket motion was
published in the scientific journal, " Na-
utschnoje Obosrenije," in 1903, in which he
pointed out the functioning principle of
reaction, illustrating theoretically that a
rocket could operate in vacuum.

In 1907, a French engineer, Esnault-
Pelterie, commenced a mathematical in-
vestigation into the possibilities of space
flight. The work was expanded in 1912, and
later submitted to the SocietE Francaise de
Physique.

Also in 1912 an American engineer, Dr.
Robert Goddard, of Princeton University,
after a considerable theoretical investigation
of rocket  motion commenced in 1909,
successfully demonstrated that a rocket could
function in space. This was arranged by
firing a rocket charge within an evacuated
glass tank, and, the impulse measured, due
care being taken at the same time that gaseous
rebound did not affect the recording. The
result indicated a slight increase in the thrust
factor, in comparison with that obtained
under normal atmospheric conditions. Thus
it was finally proved that instead of being the
medium which effects propulsion, the atmo-
sphere actually has a " damping " effect, acting
to lower the velocity of the exhaust efflux,
thereby reducing efficiency. Much of

Rear View of Rocket
Showing Nozzles Etc.

Fig. 7.-The Hale war rocket in flight.

Dr. Goddara's early work was conducted at
Clarke University, Worcester, U.S.A., where,
commencing in 1915, he carried out a series
of exacting experiments concerning the energy
content of varied powder fuel compositions.

(To be continued)
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EnAi neer-built Houses of
tMst

Sit LP the Future -1 (Continued from

Combined Pitched and Flat Roofs With Roof Gardens
THESE roofs, such as sketched in . the

first instalment of this series, are not
only unique in house roof construction,

but have combined xsthetic, structural, and
utilitarian advantages that are well worth
the attention of architects and structural
designers. The pitched or sloping part can
be so proportioned and covered as to provide
a reasonable expanse of the traditional
pitched roof which is liked by so many
persons, and, by the limitation of such
expanse, avoids that too top-heavy appear-
ance associated with the ordinary type of
tiled or slated roof. As an instance, the
section of rocil' shown by Fig. t to rises only
about 6ft. above the top of the uppermost
storey and yet with the overhanging eaves
gives an expanse or pitched roof about 9ft.
from eaves to top ; with the ordinary pitched
roof with an angle of about 4o degrees the
ridge would be about r4ft. above the top of
the storey. Structurally the combined
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By R. V. BOUGHTON, A.I.Slruct.E.

pitched and flat -roof is exceptionally simple,
sound and strong, is a little more expensive
than an all -flat roof, but is probably less
costly than the traditional type of pitched
roof with its large area of tiling or slating,
and battens or hoarding, rafters, purlins,
struts, ceiling joists, binders, hangers and
high chimney stacks, and gabled flank wall
(if any) and gabled party wall (if the house
is semi-detached). The roof as, shown by
Fig. t to exerts practically no outward thrust
on the external wall, whereas with the
ordinary pitched roof the thrust is really
great unless it is designed, framed, jointed
and constructed with the utmost care-a care
which was only very seldom exercised in
pre-war house building. The comparatively
small expanse of pitched roof will cause but
little stresses on the building due to wind

pressures ; in fact, they can be ignored or
almost so.

The utilitarian value of the combined
pitched and flat roof can be considerable if
a roof garden is required. The cubical con-
tents within the pitched roof space is ample
for the cold water cistern (unless it is
located in the small stairwell leading to the
roof where it would be easier to insulate it
against damage by frost), and for useful
storage spaces. The vertical cheeks to the
pitched roof will act as a good guard, give
privacy, and protect persons on the roof
from wind from most quarters. Access to
all parts of the flat roof and the pitched
slope is easily attained for purposes of -
repairs and any renewals.

Combined Pre -building and Site Work
As a general rule it will be found that

roofs of houses which come under the cate-
gory of pre -built houses will require a little
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Figs. no and iss.-(i) Hip unit. (2) Standard width pitched roof unit. (3) Standard width and length flat roof unit. (4) Flat roof filling -in
unit. A-Rafters. B-Framing. C-Coviring to vertical cheek. 'D-Skirting. E-Flashing. F-joint in vertical cheek. G-Flat roofing.
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greater. percentage of site work than the
other parts of the -structure ; this may not be
true in the case of some of the simpler types
of flat roofs, but it is true in others, and
particularly where tiles or slates are used,
and a flat roof must be made to withstand
pedestrian traffic, and, of course, be perfectly
watertight. But this site work can be
limited to a reasonable extent if care be
taken in designing and constructing the work.
It should also not be overlooked that a
certain good proportion of site- work is an -
advantage, as it will help to balance the use
of various materials and different kinds of
labour, which is important in view of the
national interests and the very considerable
amount of building work which will be
undertaken by engineers and builders. Such
roofs as described in this article contain a
high percentage of factory built units, which,
with the various roofings, would be site -
assembled and laid or fixed.

Structural Details
An examination if Figs. t to and it

will indicate that the flit roof portion and
the floor and ceiling under the pitched roofs
generally follow the principles and details of
pre -built flat roofs with either steel, timber
or built-up structural plywood beans and
timber framed panelled units. The pitched
roofs are, in effect, superimposed on the
flat roof and act for the purposes previously
described.

It is not essential to have any dimensional
co-ordination between the flat and pitched
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roof units ; it is better that there can be a
freedom in the latter so as to enable any
desired angle of pitch and length of slope
to be used to suit individual tastes, subject,
a course, to reasonable limitation of the
number of standard units to suit pre -build-
ing systems.

Fig. III depicts part of the plan, showing
a portion of each of the pitched and flat
roofs. As a practical designing rule it will
be found advisable to allow that standard
width units should be used for the ordinary
parts of the pitched roof, and standard trian-
gular shaped units to the hips, and " filling -
in" units of special size to make up.at the
ends of the roof. The same general principles
should apply to the flat roof.

It will be noted that the flat roof is set
out to a fall of about tin. in soft., and that
the ceiling is out of level to follow such
fall. As explained in previous articles, this
is an economical method of design and the
slight lack of horizontality in the ceiling
would be almost unnoticed except to very
critical minds. Externally the fall would be
also unnoticed, and the gutter along the flank
wall would have a good fall without being
specially laid to a fall as is customary with
ordinary methods of construction.

The eaves construction as Fig. Ito is
simple and is set economically to avoid any
waste in the height of the building at the
eaves ; and, there is a good overhang.

The pitched `roof may be covered with
any of a rather great variety of roofing
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materials, such as the traditional roofing tiles
or slates-the tiles including the ordinary
so -sin. by 61 -in. or ruin. by Tin. tiles, and
various types of interlocking and pan
tiles, etc. Asbestos -cement tiles or slates
may be used, if desired, and there are
the various kinds of superior felt and sheet
roofings which can be considered ; the sheet
roofings being useful for pre -building and
thereby limiting the amount of site -work.
The vertical cheeks would, of course, be in
pre -built structural units and covered with
sheet material such as asbestos -cement, flat
or corrugated sheets, felt on boarding, or a
suitable kind of weather -resisting plywood.
The joints between the units will present no
difficulties, as they may be either filled, or
have cover strips.

The roofing for the flat roof should be
chosen with the greatest care, as, apart from
its primary essential of providing a water-
tight surface, it must be capable of being
durable under reasonable pedestrian traffic
conditions ; in other words, it must wear
well. There are several traditional and
modern materials which will comply with
these essentials, amongst . them being the
following : Built-up felt roofing covered
with tar -macadam or asphalt ; built-up felt
covered with non -slip paving tiles. All of
these roofings make it easy to form proper
watertight skirtings at the junction between
the flat roof and vertical cheeks and at the
eaves_ at the rear of the roof ; the under -
layers of felt may be turned up behind the
skirtings or bottom of sheet material to the
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Figs. '12 to rs6.-A--Rafters. B-Framing. C-Covering to cheek. D-Felt covering. E-Strut. F-Flat roofing. G-Timber member.
H-Beam. K-Built-up pre -built beam. L-Steel beam. M-Half round ridge tiles. N-Boarding. 0-Sheet material.
P-Side' cover strip. Q-End cover strip. R-Battens for ordinary roofing tiles. S-Battens for slates. T-Battens for interlocking roofing

tiles. V-Unit structural members.
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Figs. 117 to 19.-A-Structural members of unit; B-Beam. C-Boarding.
cheek. G-Flashing. H-Cover strip. J-Skirting.

cheeks and form a very satisfactory joint,
and the felt can be turned down at eaves
over the gutter.

Variations in Eaves Design
Instead of the ordinary type of eaves with

the gutter exposed to view, the method of
construction shown by Fig. 112 may be
adopted. The gutter, which may be felt
lined, is hidden, and the eaves are terminated
with a fascia and moulding as indicated.

Fig. 114 shows another method of con-
struction which permits a break in the levels
of the eaves of the main roof and the flat
roof over a bay or other projection beyond
the main wall. The construction is chiefly
to suit msthetic requirements which <engin-
eers should be in a position to meet. The
main roof breaks a little into the storey
height of the room, which is not objection-
able. A little difficulty arises with the

FIG 1 15 - sE_crioNi SHE_VIKIG
5KJIZTILIG AT JUK.ICTI
BE_TWE.F_Ki FLAP AND
PITCHED AND COVER
STRIPS OVEJZ JOINTS IN
VERTICAL CHL.F...K5 OF
PITCHED ROOF

D-Sheet roofing. E-Paving tiles. F-Covering to vertical
K-Flat roofing. L-Flat roof unit.

support of sortie of the flat roof main beams ;
but this difficulty is by no means insur-
mountable. Where the bay occurs-it is
usually quite wide and takes up a rather
high percentage of the frontage of an
ordinary house-the flat roof beams would
have their ends supported by a beam span-
ning over the bay window. Elsewhere
along the main wall it will be necessary
to terminate and support the flat roof beams
on the inclined rafter of the 'pitched roof.
A perfectly sound structural joint can be
made by fixing short lengths of timber on
the side or two sides of the rafter which
is near the beam, these timbers either in
themselves or by a bearer resting on them
providing a good dead bearing for the beam.
There need be no anxiety about the short
length of rafter between the wall plate and
where the beam rests being strong enough ;
it will be a short inclined strut well bound

by the gneral framework of the roof.

General Details
Fig. 113 depicts a part settion of the com-

bined pitched and flat roofs extending from
the flank wall to either a party or another
flank wall. It shows two types of flat roof
beams with the roof units supported by
them, and an outline of the balustrading
or guard rail at the rear of the house.
Fig. 115 shows a pre -built pitched roof unit
with boarding to form the foundation for
sheet roofings such as bbilt-up felt. Fig. 116
gives evidence of how a pre -built pitched
roof unit can be factory -made with battens
complete to suit any class of tile or slate
roofing which must be site -applied.

Figs. 117, I i8 and 119 _show details of
the pre -built flat roof units prepared for the
various types of roofing materials.

(To be concluded)

Eighth Army
INDEPENDENT amphibian companies of
-I- the R.A.S.C. have done a big job with
the Eighth Army in Italy. Whilst the big
battle of the Sangro River was at its height
one of these units carried supplies in their
"ducks " over ground which the transport
could not negotiate, so relieving the badly
congested roads. Working day and night the
men of this unit (who took part in the -Italian
and Sicilian landings) supplied front line
troops. In 24 hours, they transported 700
tons of materials to forward elements ; this
included 6o,000 rounds of artillery arnmuni-

Ducks" Get Through
(Right) A
little light
refreshment
during a halt
on the way.

(Left) Driver
E. W. Kelly
washing down thedecks of a

" duck."

tion, 4.5,000 rations, and 15,000 gallons of
petrol.

On their return trips they have evacuated
Allied wounded and many prisoners of war.
Although they often put to sea to reach the
battle area, there are no naval men attached
to the company. - In this particular unit there
is not one man who had had any sea -going
experience before joining the Service.

These photographs were taken when the
.unit was operating across the Sangro mouth
between Fossaccsia and Casal Bordino.
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The New Coventry in the Making
A Marvellous Model of a City, to the Designs of Mr. D. E. E. GIBSON, M.A.,

City Architect of Coventry

ALTHOUGH post-war planning is much
in the air so far as Government
decisions on the Uthwatt, Scott and

Barlow reports are concerned, local munici-
palities, even some which have not been
blitzed, are working hard on their post-war
planning, housing and traffic problems.

Some of them have already commenced
making models-or having models built by
commercial firms, where labour conditions
permit-of their proposals, so that they can
be visualised by the council and the various
inhabitants of the respective boroughs.

No city in this country has suffered more
from the blitz for its size than the city of
Coventry, and certainly no city is so far

advanced in its post-war planning pro-
gramme as this prosperous Midland city,
famed for light engineering and motor -car
building.

Replanning Scheme
Mr. D. E. E. Gibson, M.A., A.R.I.B.A.,.

the city architect, and also a recognised
authority on many phases of housing and
planning, has been busily engaged for the
lvt three years on the replanning scheme.
Mr. Gibson is a man with a vision, and his
idea in planning the new Coventry has been
to give England at least one city of to -day
worthy of her great tradition of architecture
and building, of which parts of the cities of

London, Bath and Cheltenham are historic
examples.

The replanning scherde, which covers more
or less the central area of Coventry, is approxi-
mately three-quarters of a mile by half a mile.
With the almost total destruction of the main
shopping centre, retail shopping facilities
have been confined to small temporary
structures, erected on short-term agreements
pending the Gdvernment decisions on the
main redevelopment scheme. Thilf central
area will have to be entirely rebuilt, with the
exception of one or two historic buildings,
the fabric of which is untouched, and this
gives a unique opportunity for up-to-date
planning. And interwoven with this scheme

FOUR VIEWS OF THE MODEL OF NEW COVENTRY

(Above). A general view of the model city of Coventry, showing
the amusements centre in the foreground, to the right hand
the pedestrian sanctuary and shopping centre, and beyond it
she big market hall, industrial buildings, etc. To the right of the
cathedral spire is the civic centre, with the new municipal buildings,
banking block, etc., and right in the background are the cultural
buildings, including schools, technical college, library, art gallery, etc.

(Below). Christchurch, the little church of which only the
spire remains, with its sunken garden and pool of remembrance
following the line of the body of the church, also the colonnade
built alongside, and the memorial hall attached to the church tower.

On the right are the new municipal buildings and on the le't the
commercial blocks.

(Above). In the foreground is Holy Trinity Church and the
CaThedral spire, and to the left and extreme right foreground are
some of the old buildings still to be included in the modern scheme,
such as the old Council chamber, the Priory, Bluecoat School, etc.
(Below). The large market hall with its mass of kiosks at the
side, surrounded by commercial buildings and warehouse blocks,
and next door to it the large rectangular shopping centre, which is

for pedestrians only."
.1The model was made by Bassett-Lowke, Ltd]
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is that for rebuilding Coventry Cathedral
and its associated Christian centre to the
plans of Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, which,
however, cannot be finalised until the future
of certain properties owned by the Corporation
has been determined. So far only one of
Coventry's many destroyed churches has been
restored and rededicated-the church of
St, Francis at Radford.

A seven-year programme of educational
reconstruction to march in step with the
Government's programme has been prepared
by the Director of Education. Eight large
schools were destroyed and three others
badly damaged in the air raids.

A wonderful model of Mr. Gibsop's re-
klevelopment scheme has come into being
through the generosity of Lord Iliffe,
director of the Midland Daily Telegraph, and
by the time this article appears in print it is
hoped it will be on view in Coventry.

It is to the scale of 24ft. to sin., or r '288th
actual size, and I had the opportunity of
closely inspecting the model before it left
the works of the makers, Messrs. Bassett-
Lowke, Ltd., of Northampton. This scale
is sufficiently large to include most of the
detail in the buildings, and at the same time
is not too unwieldy to hancLe or too big to
comprehend in one glance.

Shopping Cen tre
The new centre of Coventry is to be built

around a pedestrian sanctuary (where no
vehicled traffic will be permitted), which is

These illustrations
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the main shopping area and consists of a
quadrangle 672ft. by 192ft., in the centre of
which are beautiful gardens, with a cascade
leaping down with a series of overshots.
Round the edge are colonnades of large modern
shops, on the first and second stories of
which are projecting terraces with indoor and
outdoor cafes and restaurants. This shopping
centre is also provided with a complete covered
way, so that pedestrians can pass from one
section to another and gain access to the
restaurants without having to worry about
bad weather.

Outside this pedestrian centre the less
attractive but equally necessary commercial
buildings are grouped.

On the south side there is the large covered
market_ hall-27oft. by r74ft.-surrounded
by an open space, again enclosed by com-
mercial and office buildings. To the south-
west is the civic centre, consisting of banks
building, telephone exchange, government
block, police station, police court and law
court. To the north-east is the entertain-
ments centre, consisting of theatre, concert -
halls, cinemas, etc., in the form of a crescent,
and all linked up by a glass -covered
way. Adjoining the shopping centre and this
section is the large new hotel, in which will
be incorPorated all new ideas in hotel equip-
ment and amenities. Here, too, is the huge
double-decker car -park, with capacity for over
500 cars, and nearby a special four -storey
garage with spiral appixAch to each floor
and including the necessary repair and
service depots. Near the hotel is Holy
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Trinity Church, the fabric of which is prac-
tically undamaged.

Certain old and historic buildings now
standing, such as the old Council House,
the Priory and the Bluecoat School, are to be
incorporated in the scheme, alto the Cathedral
Church of St. Michaels, of which only the
spire remains. Christchurch, a small church
to the south-west, is past repair, except for
the tower which stands. Where the body
of the church stood is to be converted into
a sunken garden with a pool of remembrance.
Also, attached to the churcb tower, it is
intended to build a memorial. hall in which
lectures and meetings would be held.

Cultural Quarter
Leaving this area and going north-west, we

find the cultural portion of Coventry, con-
sisting of the schools, technical colleges,
central library, college theatre, museum and
art galleries, swimming pool, gymnasiums,
tennis courts, and all those facilities which
make for a progressive, intellectual and healthy
culture in the younger generation.

The north-east corner is at present laid
out in grass land, pending further decisions
as to the planning of this part of the city.

The area covered by the scheme is 2,736 ft.
by 2,208ft., which means that the model is
9ft. 6in. by 7ft. 8in. It is a most attractively
executed architectural model, and is the best
possible method-short of the real thing-of
showing the people of Coventry what is
proposed for their fine city in the future.

The Fairey Barracuda
show the Fairey Barracuda-one of the latest machines introduced into the Fleet Air Arm. It was the Barracuda which

made the highly concentrated and successful attack on the
" Tirpitz " in Alten Fjord. It will be -seen that the machine
is not particularly pleasing in appearance, but Fleet Air
Arm requirements cannot always be accommodated by the
designer in a symmetrical and sleek exterior.

The Barracuda is fitted with a Rolls-Royce Merlin
XXXII. It has high power for take -off, manually operated
armament mounted in the rear cockpit, and a high rate
of climb.

It may be recognised by the shoulder wing with projecting
flaps. It will be observed that on.the broad fin the tailplane
(braced with taper struts) is set high.

The cockpits are streamlined.
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AIRCRAFT ON ACTIVE SERVICE
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6. -The Republic P.47 Thunderbolt
By L. H. HAYWARD, A.R.Ae.S.

'''
''''''' '

The P.47
Thunderbolt
single -seat

fighter.

THE Republic P.47 Thunderbolt, low-
midwing monoplane, single - seat
fighter, is designed and manufactured

by the Republic Aviation Corporation at
Farmingdale, Long Island, New York, and
Evansville, Indiana, and is extensively
" shadow " produced throughout the United
States of America. It has the distinction
of being the heaviest single -seat, single-
engined fighter aircraft on active service at
the present time throughout the world. The
leading particulars are given in the table
below.

Construction
The elliptically shaped wings are all metal

structures with flush riveted, stressed skin
covering; and unlike most modern fighter
aircraft, the control surfaces including the
split trailing edge flaps are entirely metal
covered. The Thunderbolt fuselage is an
all metal monocoque structure with light
alloy stressed skin covering, and is consider-
ably larger than that of any other single-
engined fighter aircraft, as it houses the
turbo -supercharger which assists in maintain-
ing engine power output up to an altitude
of approximately 25,000 feet.

Spent exhaust gases are ejected to atmo-
sphere through a duct in the underside of
the fuselage, just forward of the tail wheel.
The tail unit and rudder are entirely metal
covered.

Undercarriage
The electrically operated undercarriage

retracts inwards and backwards, the wheels
being housed in the centre section of the
wings when retracted. A flap completes the
fairing over the retracted leg.

Like the. Typhoon, the wheel track is con-
siderably wider than usual and enables the
aircraft, which lands at a speed of approxi-
mately ninety miles per hour, to be used on
rough and advanced landing grounds without
the possibility of the aircraft tipping over.
The castoring tail wheel is fully retractable,
and is faired in by two small sliding shutters.

Engine
A °Psatt and Whitney, Double Wasp, 18 -

cylinder, two -row radial, 2,000 horse -power,
air-cooled motor with a turbo -supercharger,
drives an electric, four bladed, constant
speed, fully -feathering airscrew. Two oil
coolers with shutters to regulate the air -flow,
and *the air scoop for the supercharger
turbine are housed underneath the engine
and contained in the large diameter cowling.

Air travels along a duct leading from the
front scoop to the supercharger impellor
situated in the rear of the fuselage. It is

compressed and sent through inter-coolers-
housed within the fuselage slightly behind
the trailing edge of the wings-to the engine
carburettor. A semi -circle of gills, which can
be opened or closed by the pilot, controls
the flow of cooling air over the engine.

To extend the range of the Thunderbolt a
large Bulbous auxiliary fuel tank can be fitted
underneath the fuselage. Fuel is drawn
from this tank at the commencement of a
flight. When this supplementary supply of
fuel is exhausted the pilot switches over to
the main fuel tanks mil by a very simple
mechanism jettisons the empty auxiliary tank.

current carrying wire. This precaution
renders the electrical circuits fireproof as the
cable will not burn or ignite even under
intense heat. Furthermore, the communi-
cation of flame to adjacent circuits is not
possible.

Armament
The arrangement of the eight o.so inch

calibre machine-guns is interesting and dis-
tinctive. Four guns are fitted in each wing
and they are staggered back so that the pro-
truding portion of the muzzle of the inboard
gun is considerably larger than that of the
outboard gun. Orifices provided in the
underside of the wings allow the used car-
tridge cases to fall away. The guns are
electrically operated, and they all fire together
automatically. The electrical wiring is so
arranged that the failure of one gun will
not affect the operation of the others.

A bullet-proof windscreen and armour-
plated bulkheads are fitted to protect the pilot
as much as possible.

In Service
Highly efficient and extremely fast, the

Thunderbolt, developed to meet the need for
a high altitude fighter, is proving to be all
that was demanded of it. With an all up
weight of nearly six tons, this aircraft is
giving a better performance at altitude than
any other machine at present in service.

Span Length

41ft. 32ft.

Height

13ft.

Weight
!Loaded

Motor
Armament Motor Power

13;5501b.
Eight Pratt &

0.50 Whitney
machine-guns Double Wasp

2,000 h.p.

The installation of the auxiliary tank gives
the aircraft a range of approximately 65o
miles.

Fire Precautions
To minimise the dangers of fire, all the

electrical wiring on the Thunderbolt is pro-
tected by an asbestos firewall built in the
cables between the outer braid and the actual

The first official mention of Thunderbolts
on active service was made in May, 1943,
when they were escorting American bombers
attacking targets in occupied Holland. Very
large numbers have now come into service
with the United States Army Air Force, and
almost every day some reference is made in
official statements to the exploits of the
Thunderbolts.

A Thunderbolt, fitted with an extra too -gallon petrol tank and 5oo1b. bombs, ready to take off
on a mission to railway yards in BPlgium
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The Story of Chemical Discovery

The Chemical Basis of Photography
How

pHOTOGRAPHY, the recording angel
and the ever-present handmaid of the
sciences, arts and industries, indis-

putably owes its truly indispensable position
in the modern world to the practical applica-
tion of chemical science and chemical
discoveries.

Photography rests intrinsically upon a
foundation of practical chemistry. Without
the reasoned application of chemical know-
ledge, photography, although it might, per-
haps, have been initiated, could never have

The world's first photographic portrait. A
Daguerreotype photograph of Miss Caroline
Draper, taken by her brother, Professor Draper,

in New York in 1840.
progressed to its present-day status of
efficiency.

The remarkable light -sensitivity of silver
salts, particularly in the presence of other
associated and admixed compounds, consti-
tutes the fundamental factor of photography's
inception and growth.

How the light sensitivity of silver salts was
first applied in the discovery of the photo-
-graphic process is a long story which has
been detailed more than once in past issues
of this journal. What we are primarily con-

. cerned with in this present article is not a
narrative of the historical progress of photo-
graphic invention, but, rather, with the
realisation of the continuous aid which
chemical science has given to photography
at the various stages of its growth.

In the beginning, photography was a very
uncertain, tedious and difficult affair. You
sat in front of a camera for anything up to
half an hour whilst the rays of light which
were reflected from your countenance im-
pressed themselves upon a silvered copper
plate which had been highly polished and
subsequently exposed to the vapour of
iodine so as to give rise to a thin film of
silver iodide on the surface of the plate.

Developing the Daguerreotype
The plate was subsequently " developed "

by submitting it to the fumes of mercury.
Mercury particles amalgamated with the
areas of the plate which had received the
most light so that, in this way, a delicate,
shimmering image of mercury -on -silver was
gradually built up.

Chemistry has Aided the Photographic Art
Such was the `,4 daguerreotype" which

caused such a furore throughout the world in
1840. and in the immediately succeeding
years. It was the invention, after many years
of amateur chemical dabbling, of Louis
Daguerre, a French scenic painter and an
enthusiastic chemical experimenter.

About the same time, an Englishman,
William Henry Fox Talbot, of Laycock
Abbey, Wiltshire, introduced his celebrated
"calotype " process of photography. Fox
Talbot made his pictures by coating paper
with silver chloride, and by exposing the
coated paper to light in a camera. He found,
also, that by soaking his pictures in a solu-
tion of common salt, or, better still, in a
solution of potassium iodide or potassium
bromide, all the unchanged silver chloride
on the surface of the paper was dissolved
away, thus giving rise to a more .or less
permanent photograph.

In short, Fox Talbot discovered the prin-
ciple of " fixing," which is, of course,
essentially a process of chemical solution,
the unchanged sensitive silver salt which has
not been acted on by light, being removed

John Herschel, discoverer of " hypo " as a fixing
agent.

from the surface of the
paper by the fixing
agent.

Enter " Hypo "
It was Sir John

Herschel who first
suggested the use of
the nowadays ubiqui-
tous " hypo " as a fix-
ing agent. As far back
as 1819 Herschel had
discovered that solu-
tions of hyposulphite of
soda (more correctly
known nowadays as
sodium thiosulphate)
possess the property of
dissolving silver salts.
It was at his instigation
that " hypo " fixing
for photographs came
into practical being
about 1841, although, it
is said that the first

individual to use this salt for fixing pur-
poses was the Rev. J. B. Reade, who made
his first trials in 1837. Hypo was expensive
in those days. Instead of costing 6d. per lb.
as it. does nowadays, its price was in the
region of 3s. 6d. per ounce!

A London chemist named Goddard dis-
covered that by mixing a little bromine with
the iodine used for the sensitisation of
daguerreotype plates, the sensitivity of the
plates was very much enhanced. Also, 'M.
Fizeau, a French chemist, devised an
" invigorator " which was applied to the
daguerreotype plate after development in
order to strengthen the image and to
heighten its colour. Fitzeau's " invigorator "
was nothing more nor less than a solution of
gold chloride. In effect, it comprised the
first photographic toning solution, the parent
of a long line of chemical substances which
have ever since been used for "toning " the
photographic image on glass or on paper.

Principle of Development
But despite these improvements to the

daguerreotype process, this system of photo-
graphy was doomed to an eventual failure.
Both the Rev. J. B. Reade and Willian-1
Henry Fox Talbot had hit upon the principle
of photographic development, whereby a
weak or even an -invisible photographic image
can be enormously built up or " developed "
by treating the plate or paper with a solution
of a chemical, such as gallic acid or pyro-
gallic acid, which has the effect of precipita-
ting grains of metallic silver over thrise parts
of the sensitised surface which have received
the most light -exposure.

Thus, with the introduction and establish-
ment of the twin principles of developing
and fixing, 'the art and science of photography
began to grow apace. Fox Talbot's " Cabo -
types " were never really satisfictory. They
could only be made on , paper, and such
paper negatives had to be impregnated with
wax in order to render them sufficiently
translucent for printing purposes.

It was, therefore, necessity, aided by
chemical knowledge, Which led to the inven-
tion of the glass negative. This materialised
about 1848. It was the invention of Niepce
St.. Victor, a French experimenter, who
mixed his sensitive silver salts with egg
albumen (white of egg), and coated the
solution on to glass. In his final process,
St. Victor dissolved potassium iodide in the

A calotype (paper) negative of Pevensey Castle, Sussex, taken about
1844 by Dr. Diamond, a photographic pioneer in England.
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albumen which he used for coating glass.
Then, immediately prior to the plate's
exposure in the camera, he sensitised the
plate by flooding it over with a solution of
silver nitrate, which substance, acting on the
potassium iodide in the albumen, gave rise
to a precipitate of silver iodide, which is
light-sensitive.

Collodion Process
The introduction of glass plate photo-

graphy caused a revolution in the art. An
Englishman, Frederick Scott Archer,
employed collodion (a solution of gun cotton
in a mixture of alcohol and ether) as the
viscous medium for holding the sensitive
silver salts on to a glass plate. Thus, about
1850, the " collodion " process came into
practical being. Scott Archer was a sculptor,
an amateur chemist, and an enthusiastic
photographic experimenter. He wanted to
make use of photography in order to pre-
serve records of his sculptures. Unfortun-
ately, however, Scott Archer died young
before he had been able to reap the benefit
of his discovgries. His widow and children
almost starved, but they were ultimately
saved from such a tragedy by the grant
of a Government pension of £5o per annum.

The collodion process of photography,
coupled with the gradually increasing sensi-
tivity of photographic emulsions, resulted
in a great extension of the application of the
photographic art. The collodion plates,
however, laboured under the enormous dis-
advantage of requiring to be exposed in a
wet condition. Furthermore, the plates had
necessarily to be developed in the same wet
state before their surface had time to dry.
-Thus it was that the amateur and the pro-
fessional photographer alike had, in those
days, to carry about with them fully fitted -
up " developing tents " in which cumbrous,
yet portable, dark -rooms, the collodion plate
was sensitised by chemical treatment with
silver salts immediately prior to its exposure
in the camera and, also, developed, fixed
and washed immediately after its exposure.

In spite of the fact that many beautiful
photographs Were taken by the -collodion
method, a search was made by numbers of
photographically -interested individuals for a
method of producing plates which could be
exposed in the dry condition.

It was essentially a chemical quest which
was entered into, for it was only a chemical
method of preparing such ideal plates which
would suffice for success in this matter.
The First Dry Plate

At last, the required success came to a
medical man named Richard Leach Maddox,

An early wooden camera having a spectacle glass for a lens.

of Southampton. He conceived the notion
of embodying grains of light-sensitive silver
bromide in a stratum of gelatine which was
coated on to the glass plate.

The idea was taken up commercially about
1872, but the first of the dry plates did not
meet with much success. They were rela-
tively insensitive. Furthermore, they were
almost consistently unreliable! But the
principle of the gelatine " dry " plate came
as such a relief to all classes of photographers
that more and more research was put into
the making of a satisfactory dry plate. Gradu-
ally, therefore, such plates took upon them-
selves improved characteristics in conse-
quence of the introduction of modified
chemical methods for their manufacture.
Ultimately, except for specialised uses, such
as for photo -block making, the collodion
" wet plates " became a thing of the past.
" Gelatine " had firmly established itself in
the photographic world.

The chemical principle of embedding
silver bromide grains in a medium or an
" emulsion " of gelatine led up, also, to the
introduction of high-speed photographic
printing papers. " Bromide " paper, and, at
a later date, its offspring, " Gaslight " paper
(the -invention of the late Dr. Bakeland, the
" father " of synthetic resins) came into
being, ultimately going far towards dis-

The Rev. John Bancroft Re*, Vicer of
Bishopsbourne, the first successful photographic

pioneer in England.

placing all other present and
past types of photographic
printing papers.

Nowadays, bromide
paper is world -used. Its
slower modification, " gas-
light " paper, is only a degree
or two less widely em-
ploye d, particularly by
photographic amateurs.
Dye Sensitising

A new chemical depar-
ture in photography arrived
soon after the introduction
of dry plates. This was
the technique of " dye sensi-
tising."
' The old varieties of silver
bromide emulsions were
notoriously insensitive to all
colours of light except to
blue, violet and ultra -violet
rays. An Englishman named
Wortley attempted to confer
some degree of yellow
sensitiveness on the dry
plate emulsion by cost'ng

it with a film containing a yellow dye
and. also, by modifying the composition
of the emulsion. Wortley was unsuccess-
ful, but his work gave several hints
to a certain Dr. Hermann .Vogel, a German
experimenter,, -who conceived the notion of
actually dyeing the gelatine of the emulsion
with a yellow dye which was capable of
absorbing a certain proportion of the blue
light- from the rays which were allowed to
impinge upon the emulsion.

In this way, Hermann Vogel produced a
photographing emulsion which was slightly
more yellow -sensitive than former emulsions
had been. The idea was taken up in Eng-

Frederick Scott Archer, the London sculptor,
who popularised, photography by means of his

- collodion process.

land and on the Continent. In London, an
individual named Edwards manufactured
gelatine dry plates to which he applied the
term " orthochromatic." These plates were
sensitised by the dyestuff eosine (the dye-
stuff of red ink), which process conferred
yellow and, to a small extent, green sensitive-
ness upon them.

At a later date, the dyestuffs erythrosine
and rose bengal were introduced by plate
manufacturers for the .same purpose. In-
deed, erythrosine is still emploYed extensively
for the making of " orthochromatic " or
" iso " plates.

The novel principle of dye sensitising
which was originally introduced by Dr. Vogel
underwent a greater extension and develop-
ment when, in 1903, a countryman of Vogel's
named Miethe introduced a then new dye-
stuff, ethyl red, as a plate sensitiser. The
effect of ethyl red was to render the emulsion
red -sensitive as well as orange, yellow and
green sensitive. Other dyes, notably
carbo-cyanine, were introduced for the same
purpose. Under the ngis of the former
London firm of Wratten and Wainwright,
Ltd. (now part of the Kodak organisation)
" panchromatic " or all -colour sensitive plates
were commercialised.

Discovery of De -sensitisation
Another couple of decades passed 'when,

in the early 20's of the present century,
new dystuffs were chemically synthesised.
These were kryptocyanine and neocyanine,
blue dyes, which not only conferred red -
sensitiveness. on the plate but, also, sensi-
tised it to infra -re& rays. Based on this
-discovery of infra -red- sensitising was built
the present-day technique of infra -red photti-
graphy, a technique by which photographs
can be taken in complete " darkness," that is,
in a room into which only the invisible
infra -red rays are allowed to penetrate.

Another chemical discovery made in the
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present century comptised just the opposite
of dyestuff sensitising. It was the discovery
of dyestuff de -sensitising.

Just as some dyes can confer extraordinary
powers of sensitivity on silver bromide -
gelatine emulsions, so, also, other chemically
synthesised dyes have the power of reducing
an emulsion's light -sensitivity almost to zero
point.

About 1920 Dr. Luppo-Cramer discovered
that the dyestuff pheno-saffranine (an orange

Dr. Richard Leach Maddox, the Southampton
medical practitioner, who invented the dry

plate.
dye), in weak solution, had the extraordinary
property of enormously reducing the sensi-
tivity of a plate or a film, so that an exposed
plate or film could be bathed for a few
moments in a solution of this dye and, after-
wards developed normally under a relatively
strong illumination. The trouble about
pheno-saffrarine was that it stained the nega-
tive badly, making it difficult to print from.

It was not long, however, before the
German chemists, notably of the firm of
Meister, Lucius and Bruning, working on
the pheno-saffranine model, were able to
synthesise several new dyes, such as
pinakryptol green and pinakryptol yellow,
which were not only non -staining, but also
possessed more powerful desensitising
properties than the original pheno-saffranine.
Later, other dyes of this type were synthe-
sised at Cambridge by the late Sir William
Pope.

Thus came into being the chemical tech-
nique of desersitisation, which, in its present
state of perfection, renders it possible to
develop a.high-speed plate or film under any
type of weak artificial illumination.

By means of dyestuffs, therefore, photo-
graphic sensitivity can be controlled in every
way. The subject, however, is still under
development, and post=war times will see
many startling advances in this direction.

One of the most modern of chemical
advances as applied to the production of
photosensitive material concerns the dis-
covery which was made by S. E. Sheppard,
a photographic chemist, in 1925. The story
is a long one, and it can only be related very
briefly here.

Previous to the last war the sensitivity
or the " speed " of photographic emulsions
was always relatively slow. By means of
patient and careful experiment photographic
manufacturers evolved methods of " cook-
ing " or heat -treating photographic gelatine -
bromide emulsions (in addition to dyestuff -
sensitising them) by means of which the

emulsions gained in speed or general sensi-
sivity. Thus manufacturers were able to
increase the speed ranges of their available
plates and films.

Unfortunately, however, it was found that
during the emulsion " cooking " process, the
grains of silver bromide underwent a species
of growth or enlargement. So big did they
become in a highly sensitised emulsion that
a definite limit was set to the available
" speed " of the plate or film owing to the
effect of " graininess " which the enlarged
particles of silver bromide created.

Secret of Gelatine
It had, at this time, long been suspected

(and even known) that the precise composi-
tion of the gelatine used for plate or film
making had a very great effect upon the
sensitivity of the emulsion. Plate manufac-
turers attempted to get over this difficulty
by ordering from gelatine manufacturers
special grades of gelatine which had received
the highest possible
degree of purification,
but, to tEeir disap-
pointment, they found
that the purer they
obtained their gela-
tine, the less sensitive
their plates and films
became.

A Five-year Research
It quickly became

apparent that there
must exist in gelatine
traces of an impurity
which are able to
exert a powerful sen-
sitising action on the
emulsion. After a
nearly five-year period
of intensive research,
S. E. Sheppard, aided
by a few other work-
ers, was able to run
this powerful sensitis-
ing compound to earth. He found it to be
phenyliso-thiocyanate, the active principle of
mustard oil, and a well-known compound.
It occurred "naturally" in the gelatine to
the extent of five or six parts in every million
parts of gelatine. Yet, in spite of this
extremely minute trace of the thiocyanate
compound, its potency as a sensitiser was
well apparent.

Sheppard's patient work on the extraction
and identification of phenyl-iso-thiocyanate
from photographic gelatine was a master-
piece of patient chemical work.

Phenyl-iso-thiocyanate was known to con-
tain sulphur. Other sulphur compounds of
related composition were found to have
similar or even, greater sensitising powers,
and -from this discovery dated the introduc-
tion of the present-day " super -speed " plates
and films which so successfully combine the
highest degree of photo -sensitivity with fine
grain of the emulsion.

On this modern note our survey of the
influence of chemistry on photographic
advancement ond discovery must stop. For
obvious reasons of space we cannot examine
the various other chemical processes which
have contributed so enormously to the suc-
cess, the convenience and the general useful-
ness and enjoyment of photography. The
very beautiful platinotype process (now,
alas! owing to its expense, obsolete), the

An early photograph made on glass by Scott Archer's collodion process.
Note the ornamental protective case of the period.

carbon and " carbo " processes, the various
and ever -advancing processes of " natural "
colour photography, the technique of colour
filters, the introduction of celluloid films,
and the rise of the modern " dry -develop-
ment " papers which are so useful in docu-
ment photography-all these and, indeed,
many rnore, are directly based upon
chemical knowledge and chemical research.

The manufacture of optical glass for war purposes is carried on in several factories in this
country, and our illustration shows an operative engraving data on aerial PhotograPhic lens

mounts.
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Plastics from Acetylene

Part of a modern industrial plant for
manufacturing a plastic product.

THE ubiquitous acetylene might well be
termed " the Clapham Junction of
Chemistry," for just as it is possible

to travel almost anywhere in the kingdom
from that noted railway station, so, also,
starting from the commonplace acetylene gas,
can the chemist proceed almost in any direc-
tion through the realm of organic chemistry.

At the beginning of the present century
acetylene gas was important mainly in respect
of its well-known illuminating powers. It
was, of course, known to be exceedingly
reactive chemically, but this characteristic
had been little used outside the laboratory.
But with the invention of industrial methods
of combining chlorine with acetylene the
first of the synthetic, non -inflammable
solvents for degreasing, dry-cleaning and
other purposes came into commercial being,
and acetylene, the erstwhile " carbide gas,"
found itself promoted very high up in the
ranks of the raw materials of manufacturing
chemistry.

Acetylene is a simple compound. It con-
sists of two carbon atoms which are very
loosely bound together, each carbon atom
having attached to it an atom of hydrogen.
Acetylene, therefore, is purely a compound
of carbon and hydrogen-a a hydrocarbon."
Chemists give the gas the formula,
and the7 visualise its structure as :

H - C -C - H
Acetylene is rather unstable. At the

slightest movocation, its constituent atoms
tend to disrupt themselves (sometimes witli
actual explosive violence) at the "bond "
existing between the two carbon atoms.
Furthermore, the gas has the power of adding
on to itself other atoms or groups of atoms
and even of linking up with itself.

To take an example of this latter fact,
when acetylene is slowly passed through a
red-hot tube, a portion of the gas molecules
combine with one another in such a way
that part of the gas changes into benzene,
Ce-fl,; As the well-known chemical
equation puts it :

3 molecules of C2H2 are converted into
i molecule of C,;1-1,;.

Because of the essential reactivity of the

acetylene molecule, a very large number of
different chemical compounds can be obtained
from acetylene gas by subjecting it to the
necessary conditions and treatment.

It is this characteristic reactivity of acety-
lene which underlies its present-day increas-
ing applicaton in the rapidly extending
manufacturing technique of the plastics
industry. From acetylene as a " starting -
point," a number of varied and highly impor-
tant plastic materials can be manufactured,
and there is little doubt, also, that the future
range of these acetylene -derived plastics will
undergo a still further increase.

Methyl Rubber
The Germans were the first in the field

with acetylene -based plastics. During the
last war they managed to make some 2,000
tons of s " methyl rubber "-one of the first
synthetic rubbers-which they produced by
the chemical condensation (" polymeriza-
tion ") of a liquid known as dimethyl-buta-
diene, which latter was , produced from
acetone. The necessary acetone was made
by a tedious and lengthy process from .acety-
lene gas, so that the German " rnethyl
rubber " was essentially based on acetylene.

It was Germany, also, which- produced the
first acetylene -derived synthetic resin. This
,the Germans called " Wacker Shellac." It
was a sort of imitation shellac, a little more
brittle and less gummy than natural shellac,
and its electrical insulating properties were
no: so good. Nevertheless, the Germans
used their " Wacker Shellac " for a multitude
of insulative purposes as well as for varnish
making and the like.

" Wacker Shellac was made by the chemi-
cal condensation of carbolic acid (phenol)
and acetaldehyde, the latter substance being
a member of the great " aldehyde " family
to which commercial formalin, the basis of
hakelite resin, belongs.

Importance of Acetaldehyde
Nov, Germany's synthetic shellac could

never have been forthcoming commercially
had it not been for the fact that acetaldehyde
can be manufactured from acetylene. When
acetylene gas is bubbled slowly through
dilute sulphuric acid in which has been
dissolved a small amount of mercury salt
to act as a "catalyst " or reaction -energiser,
the gas is converted into acetaldehyde, a
sweet-smelling, highly volatile liquid, which
can subsequently be distilled off. Another
way of producing this necessary acetaldehyde
is to pass a mixture of steam and acetylene
through a red-hot tube containing a catalytic
material. Acetaldehyde is thus formed and
is subsequently liquefied in a suitable
condensing apparatus.

Acetaldehyde, therefore, can readily be
obtained from acetylene, and it can be used
directly for the making of a number of
synthetic resins. But acetaldehyde can also
readily be oxidised to acetic acid, the acid
of vinegar, and acetic acid can be converted
into a related substance known as acetic
anhydride, which is a sort of dehydrated
acetic acid.

Acetic anhydride is nowadays used in
enormous amounts in the cellulose plastic,
and in the rayon (artificial silk) industries.
Much of it is acetylene -produced, so that it
is possible to claim at least a proportion of
the modern artificial silk industry as
" acetylene's own."

A modern process, mainly worked out
industrially in Canada, consists of a modifi-

A Brief Viewpoint of a Branch of Modern Plastics Production
cation of the older acetylene -steam reaction
whereby acetaldehyde can be produced. But
in this modernised version, by virtue of
certain special catalytic materials, the
acetylene and steam are made to react a stage
further and to give not acetaldehyde, but
acetone, a solvent liquid of tremendous
industrial importance.

From acetylene -derived acetone, by means
of a three -stage chemical synthesis, methyl -
acrylic acid is obtained. This material,
which was formerly just a chemical curiosity,
has, within the last few years, stepped directly
into the industrial foreground in consequence
of the fact that it very readily undergoes
chemical condensation to form a series of
synthetic resins which are perfectly colour-
less and glass -clear in nature and which,
indeed, are largely used as substitutes for
glass.

Neoprene synthetic rubber-an American
product, based primarily on acetylene.

Acrylic Resins]
From acetylene, too, can be obtained the

normal acrylic acid, and this acid, like its
methyl derivative, forms the immediate start-
ing point for the manufacture of another
series of- artificial resins-the " acrylic
resins," which are also glass -clear in char-
acter and constitute another series of
" organic glasses."

" Perspex," the well-known glass -clear
synthetic resin, is manufactured in large
quantities from methyl acrylic acid. It is,
therefore, still another example of an impor-
tant plastic material which is ultimately based
upon the commonplace and formerly chemic-
ally neglected acetylene gas.

It is possible to convert acetylene into
alcohol by means of a modification of the
process whereby acetaldehyde is generated by
the absorption of acetylene in sulphuric acid,
but as, up to the present, it has always been
cheaper to produce alcohol by fermentation
processes, acetylene -derived alcohol has never
been a very economic commodity. Never-
theless, in view of the increasing employ-
ment of alcohol in the manufacture of the
cellulose plastics, it does seem likely that
alcohol from acetylene may ultimately
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displace the fermented alcohol, at least for
industrial uses in the domain of plastics.

Mention has already been made of the
fact that when acetylene is passed through
a heated tube it becomes converted in part
to benzene, the well -'known " spirit " of coal
distillation. Although this synthesis was
discovered many -years ago, it has never been
successful on the industrial scale. There is
little doubt, therefore, that a respectable
fortune awaits the inventor of a continuous
process for converting acetylene into benzene,
for benzene can be converted into phenol
(carbolic acid), which latter is one of the
vital raw materials of the bakelite series
of artificial resins.

" Cuprene "
In connection with the heat treatment of

acetylene, it might be of interest to mention
here a rather remarkable substance of
unknown composition which is obtained b3k
heating acetylene in contact with copper or
with copper alloys, or, alternatively, by
subjecting acetylene gas to the influence of
ail electric discharge. This substance, which
has been termed " cuprene " (and sometimes
" carbene") is a brownish -yellow material.
Its most remarkable character is, its extra-
ordinary bulkiness and its great chemical.
inertness. Little is known about the chemi-
cal constitution Of " cuprene," but, in conse-
quence of its highly voluminous nature, it
has found several industrial uses.

A very important group of synthetic resins
is that whose members are derived from vinyl
acetate, vinyl chloride and a number of
similar vinyl compounds. These are the
nowadays much used " vinyl resins."

When mercury sulphate is dissolved in
small quantity in strong acetic acid and
acetylene gas is passed into the liquid, vinyl
acetate is formed. Similarly, by treating
propionic and butyric acids with acetylene
in the same way, vinyl propionate and vinyl
butyrate are respectively produced.

. Again, by subjecting alcohols to the action
of acetylene in the presence of mercury
sulphate, substances known as " vinyl
ethers " are forthcoming and, again, by
treating certain nitrogen -containing coal -tar
derivatives with acetylene gas in the presence
of alkali (sodium hydroxide) compounds,
known as " vinylamines," which contain
nitrogen, are produced.

Now, all these vinyl compounds are in-
tensely reactive. By combining them in
different ways, by allowing them to con-
dense with one another or with other
materials, a large number of different syn-
thetic resins can be produced. Some of
these resins have already reached a stage
of industrial importance. Others are being
investigated in view of their post-war possi-
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bilities, whilst others still have not as yet
passed beyond the stage of the research
laboratory bench.

One of the beneficial characteristics of the
vinyl resins, especially those which contain
nitrogen, are their high insulative properties
and their elevated melting -points. In these
respects they form another stage in the
attainment of that ideal of the
modern plastics researeker, the
evolution of a synthetic resin
which will stand red -heat
without spoliation or disinteg-
ration.
Fibrous Plastics

One of the most recent
developments in the science of
synthetic plastics has been the
commercial production of
fibrous resins and related com-
pounds. The best - known

(Right) Glass treatment -chamber
for experimental work on the
influence of electrical radiations
on acetylene and other hydro-
carbon gases. (Below)" Organic
glasses," the modern transparent
artificial plastic resins have the
perfectly transparent appearance
shown in this illustration. As
such they have many important
uses, particularly in aircraft
work. They are, all derived from

acetylene.
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it gives rise to the nowadays well-known
" Neoprene," which is about the most com-
mon of the American synthetic rubbers and
the one which is nowadays being produced
in steadily increasing quantities.

Neoprene, the American rubber, is, there-
fore, primarily based on acetylene, although
it can also be produced from other materials.

of these is the American product, " Vinyon,"
which is essentially a chemical compound of
vinyl acetate and vinyl chloride. Its exact
composition is unknown, but it is evidently
a vinyl resin, and, for that reason, an acety-
lene -derived product.

The Germans have a somewhat analogous
compound which they call " Pe-Ce fibre."
It is a chlorinated vinyl chloride, also of, as
yet, unknown composition.

Both " Vinyon " and " Pe-Ce fibre " are
resins which can be drawn out into fibres.
The present aim is to develop them so that
they can be spun into thread and woven into
textile fabrics.

From acetylene may be prepared a com-
pound known as "vinyl acetylene." When
this vinyl acetylene is treated with hydro-
chloric acid gas in the presence of copper
chloride or ammonium chloride, it is con-
verted into chloro-butadiene, to which latter
compound the name " chloroprene " has
been given.

Neoprene Rubber
Chloroprene is a very important acetylene -

derived substance because when this chloro-
prene is chemically condensed with itself

It is, however, from acetylene that most of
this product is likely to be forthcoming in
the future.

Before closing this brief review of the
modern acetylene -derived plastics, it will be
interesting for us to obtain a glimpse of an
entirely new field of chemical research, to
wit, that which is endeavouring to produce
artificial drying oils for the paint and varnish
industries in order to render these important
branches of manufacture independent of the
natural linseed and other oils.

A " drying oil," as the reader may be well
aware, is an oil which, when spread out in
thin films, abstracts oxygen from the air,
and more or less rapidly changes into a
viscous mass and finally into a solid, resin -
like material. In the manufacture of oil
paints, these drying oils are essential.

By combining vinyl acetylene with acety-
lene itself it has been found possible to pro-
duce an oil which has excellent " drying "
properties. Such an oil has been marketed
under the style of " S.D.O." (Synthetic
Drying Oil). - Doubtless further oils of this
description will be forthcoming in the course
of time.

Although it is possible to produce acety-
lene gas in a number of different ways,
industrial acetylene is derived solely by the
well-known calcium carbide reaction, where-
by the interaction of this material and water

. results in the vigorous disengagement of
gaseous acetylene.

Carbide Production
Of recent years, many improvements have

been made in the manufacture of calcium
carbide from coke and lime, so much so
that not only is the yield of acetylene gas
from a given weight of carbide greater than
was formerly the case, but, also, the liberated
acetylene is of a much higher standard of
purity.
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Gravity Escapement
0F other clock escapements in common

use is the double three-legged gravity
escapement as applied to the Big Ben

clock, which is the Bloxam escapement im-
' proved by Lord Grimthorpe and is ordinarily
known as the Grimthorpe gravity escapement.
Its use is almost entirely confined to turret
clocks. In this escapement the pendulum is
not impulsed directly from the escape wheel,
but by means of a pair of gravity pallets
acting on each side of it. A pallet follows
the pendulum for a certain distance, and
then is advanced clear by the rotation of the
escape wheel, so that each pallet always
follows the pendulum for a greater distance
than the pendulum, which, on returning, has
to lift and unlock the other pallet, and the
difference constitutes the impulse. To
do, this the escape wheel consists of
three teeth, or " legs," as with some
they are called, but for convenience in
the lay -out these legs are duplicated, hence
the term " double three-legged gravity
escapement." To lift the pallets, three pins
near to the arbor lie between the two sets
of legs, and each pallet has a hornlike pro-
jection to coact with the lifting pins. The
legs are locked against stops, one of which
is set on the face of one pallet and the
other at the back of the other pallet. Thus
each time a pallet is moved outwards it
unlocks the escape wheel, which then moves
through one -sixth of a turn, lifting the other
pallet and then locking on it. In this
escapement the unlocking occurs always as
the pendulum is rising, though it is a rela-
tively light unlocking because of the long
legs and their long travel at each beat. A
gravity clock needs very much greater
driving weight than a dead -beat, but for
a turret clock this is an advantage, since it
means so much greater turning force to the
dial work.

Riefler Escapement
Of other clock escapements there is the

Riefler, which is only intended for use as
a precision clock. In this the escapement
is not directly connected to the pendulum,
but is attached to a rocker pivoted on a
knife edge and agate mounting. From this
rocker the pendulum's suspension spring is
supported. In action the rocker moves
across very rapidly at each beat, and the
pendulum then receives its impulse by a
slight rocking of the spring, and otherwise
swings quite free of the mechanical parts,

" Power " of a Clock
A clock is a very small -power mechanism.

If expressed in horse power it would appear
fantastic. One can easily figure this out by
comparing the weight and fall-say of the
familiar grandfather clock for a week's going
-with the mechanical equivalent of one
" horse -power," which is 33,000 foot-pounds
per minute. So if one intends to construct

clock that shall be driven electrically and
thus avoid the need for weekly winding (and
possibly obtain some further advantages) it
is clear that a very small extent of electric
supply should suffice.

For transforming electrical energy into
mechanical motion several means are avail-
able. Because of its simplicity an electro-
magnet is very usually employed ; but an
electric motor may offer some advantage, or

Precision ClockmakinA-2
Reviewed from the Aspect of Scientific Craftsmanship, With Special Reference to

Self-contained Electric Clocks

By the Late GEORGE B. BOWELL

(Continued from page 342, July issue)

for some arrangements it may
essential.

be quite

Electric Motor Drive
For clock purposes (including turret

clocks) several different types of electric

Oersted's Discovery

A Garvanometer

Electro-Magnet
and its Armature

Fig. 2.-Diagrams illustrating Oersted's dis-
covery, and a simple. electro-magnet and its

armature.

motors m:ty be considered. There is the
usual, commercial form having an armature
composed of coils wound on an iron core.
These motors of small size are usually re-
ferred to as " fractional h.p." and are
suitable for use when a mains supply is
available. For turret clocks such motors can
be used for several purposes, for striking or
chiming parts, for instance, and for " self -

Fig. 3.-A conductor between the poles of a
magnet.

winding." Though *it has been found that
a motor of this conventional type would
require a larger current than could be
reasonably provided by dry cells, but a more
suitable motor can drive a second's house
clock on a current so small that one dry cell
suffices for several years' going.
Self-winding Cock

It is of special interest here, perhaps, to
inquire into the reasons for the great dis-
similarity existing between working a turret
timepiece from such a continuously running
battery motor, and from, say, a self-winding
scheme in which a " fractional h.p. motor " is
used for rewinding. The " load " is nor-
mally that of overcoming friction, but is at
times greatly increased by such causes as wind
pressure on the hands. The turning force
derived from the driving weight must there-
fore be never less than enough to contend
with the abnormal or " overload." The
motion then has to be controlled by the
escapement, which together with its pendu-
lum must be on a fairly large scale to have
dominion over it, as the old cicckmakers
used to express it. On the other hand, if
an electric motor is used to give the motion
directly this important matter of overload is
automatically taken care of by the motor
itself. So if one decides not to drive a
turret clock by weights acting at the slow
moving end of the train, but by an electric
motor acting at the fast moving end of the
train, the problem mechanically is simple
enough and clear enough-but it remains
to be schemed also that the speed of action
shall be controlled by pendulum and
escapement.

But to return to the merely " self-
winding " turret clock, this is adopted by
some  clockmakers and, so for as I am
aware, with quite good results. One
obvious way of doing this is by the Huygens
endless chain method, in which a driving
weight is kept continuously acting on the
going part and the motor periodically raises
the weight by taking up the slack end of the
chain. If one desires to avoid use of chain
and sprockets, it would be easy to devise a
suitable form of differential gear to serve the
same purpose-the Huygens endless chain in
fact may be regarded as a primitive form of
differemial gear. Alternatively, if chain and
sprocket is not objected to it might be a
practical scheme to incorporate the winding
motor (with suitable reduction gear and a
sprocket) with the driving weight. Thus
arranging that when current is switched on
to the motor, the whole self-winding " unit "
climbs up the chain. The clock movement
proper would then be as usual, except for
omission of main wheel and barrel ; the
sprocket could be fixed to the second -wheel
arbor

would,
For safety's sake the motor

unit of course, need to have some
convenient guiding arrangement, such as
vertical guides, or merely a longish hori-
zontal radius arm, from which the motor
switch could be operated and along which
the supply leads to the motor could be
placed. A normal descent for one hour's
going plus a further descent to give, say, a
further four hours' drive in case of temporary
failure of electric supply would probably
meet usual requirements. However, it might
be pointed out that such a " simple " job
needs much careful consideration of a large
number of little details if the result is to
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be free front danger and dependable in
action. Churton Collins says " a fool often
fails because he thinks what is difficult is
easy, and a wise man because he thinks what
is east is difficult." Applying this to a job
of mechanical design it suggests the need
for becoming well acquainted with the
diffiethlties and then overcoming them.

Hipp Pendulum
Some notes concerning the " Hipp " clock

would here perhaps not be out of place. The
" Hipp pendulum," perhaps the most out-
standing invention in the history of electric
clocks, was devised by Professor Hipp, of
Neuchatel, about 1842 ; it has been- used
one way and another ever since, and is still
in use. The arrangement is very simple,
but the theory of its action is probably not
so ; the Hipp clock is capable of keeping
very accurate time. At the date of its origin
the only other electric clock was the Bain
(1840). In the Bain clock the pendulum,
which in turn drives the dialwork, is
impulsed electrically, and the impulse varies
according to the condition of the battery.
In the 1840's this must have been very
antagonistic to good timekeeping. The Hipp
also is an electrically -driven pendulum, and
the dialwork is driven therefrom, but quite
different conditions exist, for the pendulum
is so arranged that only when its arc declines
to a definite prearranged minimum is the
impulse given. This happens whenever a
little freely pivoted " nib " fails to trail quite
clear over a notched projection attached to
a contact spring. On these occasions the
nib, returning, depresses the spring
(" toggle " fashion) and thus makes a contact,
which then allows current to pass to the
electroynagnet by which the impulse is
effected.

In these clocks the pendulum bob should be
heavy, then there is an almost imperceptible
difference in arc after an impulse or before.
The pendulum may swing, say, 4o seconds
or 6o, or for any number of times, but the
action always secures that the average amount
of impulse is, constant-and (within reason)
regardless of battery condition.

As previously stated, in an ordinary clock,
in which impulse is given at regular
intervals, the impulse should occur equally
before and after zero in order not to vary
its time by varying the controlling force.
Also, it must be as constant as possible in
order not to vary its time through change
of arc. Nevertheless, if it were possible to
make a clock so perfectly that the impulse
were not liable to vary, then it would not
matter particularly about either of these
" rules." Though by altering the value of
the controlling force the natural period of
the pendulum would be altered, yet so long
as it remained without variation the result-
ing rate would be without variation. It
would seem that the Hipp pendulum,
because of the constant average amount of
impulse, is more or less completely exoner-
ated from both these rules, paeamount
though they be for ordinary clocks. And
one can go farther, perhaps, and say that
even variations in any (reasonable) " load,"
such as driving dialwork, do not introduce
very appreciable errors in rate. Hence the
Hipp clock as a timekeeper is excellent, and
is bound to go well unless unduly handi-
capped by ill -proportioned parts, or, of
course, by very poor workmanship.

About 35 years ago I constructed a turret
timepiece on this plan, the dial was 3ft. and
fixed high up on a very exposed corner of
a building, and it has always been a good
timekeeper. This, then, seems to suggest
that for a turret timepiece of relatively small
size one might do worse than make it just
a Hipp pendulum. This particular clock
had a 301b. cast iron pendulum and a wood
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rod. The dialwork was driven by a worm
and wheel about 3'_, in. diameter, and the
pendulum moved to and from the vertical
(iron) plate which formed the frame from
the back of which the arbors went through
to the dial-a distance of about 18in. The
" nib " parts were of tool steel hardeqed in
mercury.

Some turret clock dials are driven as
" jumpers " from a master clock, but this
is referred to in the notes concerning some
jumper systems.

Synchronous Motors
Where a time -controlled electric supply is

available, the use. of a synchronous motor
to drive an outside dial is very convenient,

44,

C.
Fig. 4.-A coil of wire suspended in the. gap

between the poles of a magnet.

C

but leaves one entirely dependent on
immunity from temporary failures of supply.
To guard against this, various schemes have
been devised to " carry on " during a failure+
of outside supply, but in gene{al such plans
must necessarily introduce a number of
extra parts and an undesirable complexity.
The alternative of a motor driven by battery
current, and having Its own time control
by a pendulum, might well offer a preferable
solution.

Ohm's Law
For the purposes of this article it is neces-

sary to note some outline of the manner in
which an electric current flows in a circuit,
and of the connection between electricity
and magnetism.

With re. ard to an electrical circuit, there
must be a source of pressure
and a complete conducting
circuit, the flow of current will
then result ; and always in an
orderly manner that can be
expressed in definite units of
measurement. The unit of rate
PI' flow of the current is called
the Ampere. That of pressure
or " Electro-motive force"
(" e.m.f.") is the Voir, whilst a
unit called the Ohm denotes the
Resistance of the ,.conductor
which forms the circuit.

These three units, Amperes,
Volts and Ohms respectively,
are so related that C = E/R,
by which three letters they are
usually signified. This is known
as " Ohm's law " and may, of
course, be alternatively expressed
as R = E/C or E = CR. All of which
may seem too elementary to be worthy
of careful notice, but it should be remem-
bered that before Ohm's time quite a hazy
notion of the -behaviour of electric currents
existed.

Another unit is the Watt, which is the
product of Volts and Amperes (W = EC).
The Watt is the unit of power, since power
is the " rate of doing work " and so this
must be the rate of flow of the current x
the pressure required to maintain that flow.

The theoretical equivalent of the Watt in
terms of horse -power " (h.p.) is 1/746. In
practice one must allow for the ratio of
actual to theoretical in very large electrical
machinery this " efficiency " may be as
high as, say, 95 per cent., but for smaller

r
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machinery a considerably smaller efficiency
exists. The (actual) mechanical value of
1 h.p. is 33,000 foot pounds per minute.

Electrical energy is measured commercially
(as by meter 'from a mains supply) by the
Board of Trade " Unit," which represents
1,000 watt-hours. Thus, for example, if one
has an appliance taking, say, z000 watts it will
work for five hours on the expenditure of
r unit. Or if, say, 2 watts it would work
for Soo hours on i unit.

To tabulate these items:
C, current, unit the Ampere

also the Milliampere (one thousandth
of an empere). Abbreviation " m/a,"
or in the plural " m.a.s."

E, -electro-motive-force, unit the Volt.
Spoken of variously as "voltage," as
e.m f or as E.

R, resistance, unit the Ohm.
Abbreviation Pr., Electrical symbol Q.
Also the Megohm (one million ohms),
M .12.

w, power, unit the watt,
also the Kilowatt (one thousand watts)
-" k.w."

And the unit of Energy is the watt-hour,
also the kilowatt-hour, or B.O.T.
" unit."

A few points about Resistance, also about
e.m.f., might well be added here. Resistance
is a physical property of the material con-
cerned ; copper, having a low resistance, or
to express it the other way round, a high
conductivity, is very -generally used for line
and instrument wires. Resistance varies
directly as the length and inversely as the
sectional area of the wire. Speaking broadly,
electrical resistance is analogous to
mechanical friction, and power absorbed
merely in overcoming resistance is regarded
as a /os, unless the particular object is to
transform electricity into heat.

An electrical circuit may be supplied from
a battery, or from a mains supply. The
battery may consist of primary cells, which
derive their energy from the electrolytic
consumption of one of their electrodes, or

6
Commutator

./v

6-

Fig. 5.-Diagrammatic details of the Ritchie elcctro-motor.

of secondary cells (" mcumulators "). Of
primary cells the only type which really
concerns us here is the leclanche cell, of
which the " dry cell " in the most popular
form. The leclanche cell consists of a
carbon, and a zinc as " electrodes," and a
solution of sal ammoniac, as the
" electrolyte." There is also a layer of
manganese di -oxide packed closely on to the
carbon. The purpose of this is to prevent
formation of bubbles, which otherwise
would increase the cell's resistance.

The voltage is independent of the size
of the cell. When an external circuit is
formed, current will pass through it from
the carbon to the zinc, and within the cell
this same current has to pass from the zinc
through the electrolyte to the carbon. As
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there will necessarily be some resistance
here, called the " internal " resistance, it is
.quite essential to take it into account in the
application of Ohm's law. For example,
suppose one has a cell of t.5 volts to send
current through an external circuit of
9 ohms and the cell's internal resistance is

ohm, the current C = E/R (of which
R is 9 + 1= to) will be .15 ampere, or
15o

The internal resistance of a primary
battery may, when new, be very small, but
it grows with age and with use. Accumu-
lators, unless of small size in bad condition,
have quite low internal resistance.

Sometimes a circuit itself may include
some source of e.m.f., apart from that of
the source of supply ; in such cases proper
allowance for this is essential before apply-
ing Ohm's law to ascertain the flow of
current. If such an e.m.f. acts in opposition
to that of the source of supply, it is called
a " back e.m.f."

So now to consider the connection
between an electric current and a magnetic
field, for, out of this arises the means of
driving a- clock, or a tramcar (or any of
so many things) electrically.

Oersted's Discovery
In 1819 Oersted discovered that an electric

current flowing in a conductor is always
accompanied by a magnetic field, taking the
form of lines of force encircling the conduc-
tor, that is, at right angles to the direction
of the current. This is shown pictorially
in Fig. 2, the spiral lines indicating the
magnetic lines of force, by which a
magnetised compass needle close to the
conductor may be deflected. This magnetic
field is but small, almost negligible, in a
straight wire, unless the current be large,
but is more noticeable if the wire be looped
around, and much more so if formed as a
coil of many turns.

A magnetic flux, somewhat akin to an
electric current, always flows in a closed
" circuit," and it meets with less difficulty
through iron than through air. Iron is said
to have less " reluctance " than air. Conse-
quently if an iron core be provided inside
a coil of wire through which a current is

sent, the magnetic field produced will be
yet further intensified. Fig. 2 shows not
only this, but further that the iron care,
together with the loose piece of iron, A,
called the armature, is formed to favour
such a closed magnetic circuit. This, of
course, is the electro-magnet, by means of
which a current through the coils can give
a mechanical motion to he armature A.

The earliest electro-magnet probably was
that made by Sturgeon in 1823. So far it
is quite simple to follow progress from
Oersted, t819, to Surgeon, 1823, and
beyond that to "the construction of electro-
magnetic motors. Nevertheless, there are
strange phenomena that were not accounted
for, but only ascribed to the mysterious
" conflict " which occurred at the magnetic
field in the process of transforming electric
current to magnetic force. The precise
cause of what lies behind the " conflict " no
doubt still remains beyond the ken of man,
but in 1831 Faraday made notable discoveries
as to its definite effects. Amongst them
being that if a conductor be moved so as
to cut the lines of force in a magnetic field,
an e.m.f. will be induced in the conductor ;
and this e.m.f. will be proportionate to the
rate at which the lines of force are being
cut.

Fig. 3 shows the air gap G of a magnet,
and acrosg% this gap the magnetic lines of

 force are in direct_on F.F. A conductor
CC is lightly suspended to pass through
the gap. If CC be moved in direction MM
it will cut the lines of force and produce
an e.m.f. in CC. Conversely, if a current
is sent through CC, motion in direction
MM will result. Fig. 4 shows a similarly
arranged combination of CC, FF, and
MM., which it will be noted are all at
right angles to each other, but here a coil
of a number of turns takes the place of
the single wire of Fig. 3. Numerous other
varieties of this arrangement are met with
in clock and instrument design and are called
" moving coil " systems. It is important to
notice that as the induced e.m.f. must result
from the motion of CC relative to the mag-
netic flux FF, this e.m.f. is set up whether
a current be sent through CC or not. It
constitutes a " back e.m.f.," and is but tran-
sitory in any device (such as Figs. 3 and 4)

where motion along MM is limited. Though
where motion is sustained, as in a dynamo
or an electric motor, this induced e.m.f. is
not transitory, but is sustained.

It is not essential for the generation of
this e.m.f. that there should be a constant
magnetic field and a conductor in motion,
for alternatively the conductor may be at
rest with relation to the field, if the field
itself be in a state of change. And this
occurs in an electro-magnet's coil ; the
" back e.m.f." being set up whilst the mag-
netic flux is changing from zero to its full,
and then subsiding, by which time the
current has attained its " steady " value.

This same action is common to all elec-
trical circuits in which the flow of a current
has to set up any appreciable magnetic field,
and it is called self-induction or inductance.

The Electric Motor
It is but a simple step from the electro-

magnet to the electric motor. One of the
earliest was the Ritchie, diagrammatic:11y
illustrated in Fig. 5. The armature, a soft
iron core having coils or winding around it,
is fixed to a shaft, and can rotate between
the poles S.N. of a permanent magnet. If
a current is sent through the winding in
such a direction as to magnetize the soft
iron core so that (as in Fig. 5) the upper
end is s and the lower end n, a turning
force, or " torque," would result in direction
of the arrow. Simply regarded as magnets,
s will be repelled from 'S, but attracted to
N. This torque would only extend over
half a turn, but the addition of the commu-
tator serves to reverse the connections
between the winding and the terminals TT
at each half revolution, so that the torque
acts always to promote the required direction
of rotation.

The commutator (shown separately in
Fig. 5) consists of two metal segments
insulated from the shaft but fixed to rotate
with it. The segments are connected to the
winding, and the terminals TT connect to
the segments by means of two contact
springs or " brushes." In this way the
double purpose of forming electrical con-
nection to the rotating part and of " com-
mutating " is served.

(To be continued.)

"Herculean"
REMARKABLE details were recently

released by the Air Ministry, regarding
the latest Bristol " Hercules " engine, whose
development since its introduction in 1936
has made it one of the most powerful units
now doing duty with the R.A.F. In this
period it has advanced by over 6o per cent.
from its original power, and its reliability
and simplicity are used in such extremes
of craft as the Lancaster heavy bomber and
the fast, hard-hitting Beaufighter. Its
elimination of complicated ohv gear and
vulnerable secondary cooling has minimised
maintenance for aircrews, and to simplify
the installation the engine can be supplied
as a complete self-contained power -unit for
quick 4 -point connection to the airframe. It
develops over 165o b.h.p. The accompanying
photograph was taken in a Bristol Company
factory producing " Hercules " engines for
the Ministry of Aircraft Production, and
shows final stages in the assembly of these
remarkable machines.

Power of the R.A.F.

Final stages in the assembly of the Bristol "Hercules'' engine.
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Air Speed Indicator
HIS instrument is designed to provide

the pilot with an indication of his
aircraft speed relative to the air.

This consists of a capsule which is con-
nected to the pressure feed line of the pitot
head ; in other words, the air pressure due
to the forward movement of the aircraft is
directed into the capsule. On some instru-
ments a leather diaphragm is used in place

- of the metal capsule, the case of the instru-
ment being connected to the static supply.
This instrument is in effect a differential
Pressure gauge, measuring the difference
between the still and moving air. Whilst
the aircraft is travelling through the air, the
pressure of the air flow transmitted to the
capsule through the pipe lines, causes the
capsule to expand against the static air
pressure in the case. This movement of the
capsule is transmitted through a suitable
magnifying mechanism to a pointer, moving
over a scale calibrated in either miles per
hour, or in knots. It is obvious that the
aircraft is not at all times travelling through
the same atmospheric pres'sure, e.g., when
climbing pressure is decreasing, when diving
pressure is increasing. If the case was air-
tight, the pressure within would be that at
which the aircraft started and would there-
fore give an erroneous reading. For
example, if at sea level the air
pressure in the case were 151b.
per sq. in. and the case sealed
off, at 15,000ft. this pressure
would remain constant, but the
pressure outside would be
approximately half. The basic
principle of this instrument
being air pressure due to for-
ward motion against pressure of
air surrounding the aircraft, the
reading should be pressure of
air flow against 71b. (approx.),
not 151b. Therefore, as pressure
in the case is too great, the
difference between the t w o
pressures is lessened, thereby
giving less capsule movement,
less pointer movement and a
resultant under -reading on the
instrument. Since, however,
the case is connected to the static pipe line,
thereby having access to atmosphere, the
pressure in the case can at all times equalise
the pressure of the atmosphere surrounding
the aircraft.

There are various errors which have to
be compensated for, e.g., position error. This
is allowed for by the makers in their
published data sheets. It is caused by, as
its name implies, the position of the pressure
head in the air flow.

Further errors, e.g., compressibility and
square law, are compensated for by various
methods, depending upon the manufacturer
of the instrument.

Contrite Gear
AsserAbly

Hairspring

Boost Gauges
There are various types of boost gauge

manufactured, some relying uoon the operat-
ing force upon either evacuated capsules or
evacuated bourdon tubes. The mechanism
is enclosed in an airtight case and connected

Instruments for Motor-cars
and Aircraft (Continued from page

309, June issue.)

Speed Indicators, Fuel Gauges, and Compass Details

By JEREMY MARTIN

to the induction system of a supercharged
engine. The pressure exerted by the super-
charger is fed directly into the case of the
instrument and exerts a pressure upon the
evacuated capsules, so actuating a pointer
through a layshaft, quadrant and pinion.
This instrument is calibrated in lbs. per sq.
in., and as the capsules are evacuated (as in
an altimeter) the' instrument will read the
barometric pressure in lbs. per sq. in. Since
it is essential that the case be airtight, both
the cae and glass are manufactured from
strong materials, and to obviate any surge
of pressure breaking the case, or glass, a
choke is incorporated in the pipe line con-
nection at the rear. A drain trap is inserted
in the pipe line (Fig. to) to obviate any
liquid being transmitted to the instrument.

A small piece of invar steel is fitted to
one of the brass links to overcome errors
which would result from temperature change.

The boost indicated and obtained wilt
depend upon the power developed by the
engine.

Mechanical Instruments
Automobile Engine Speed Indicator

This may be either driven from the wheels
or from the clutch drive. The drive is
geared down to the instrument and then
geared up to engine speed. The drive is
transmitted by means of a flexible drive

Trip/ex Safety Glass

Balance
Weight

Aneroid
Capsule

Fm/7> Induction
System To Boost Gauge

4 -
Bott 4

9 Preisure

7
6

Pipe

Fitter H.P Union

Fig. io.-Details of boost gauge and drain trap.

which consists of several strands of steel
wire which are woven round a centre core
the ends of which are squared off to fit into
suitable keyways in the instrument, and at
the engine end.

The reason for the drive being geared
down is to save whip and excessive ' wear
and tear on the drive. The actuating
principle of the instrument is centrifugal
force. To outline the principle of centrifugal
force simply, we can use as an analogy a
piece of string to which is attached a small
weight. If the weight is suspended vertically
and rotated from its point`of suspension it
tends to travel to a horizontal plane. As
the speed of rotation increases, the weight
tends to travel through increasingly large
circles until such time as the speed developed
is sufficient to cause the weight to move in
a circle, the radius of which equals the
length of the piece of string from point of
suspension, to the weight itself. This circle

Drain Tap

Collar

Quadrant

Spring

Connection
to Collar

Reducing Gears A = /

Fig. ii.-Diagram of mechanical engine
speed indicator.'

is in the same horizontal plane as the point
of suspension (Fig. ii). The speedometer,
or engine speed indicator, consists of a
governor, similar to that used in the con-
struction of the gramophone motor, attached
to a spindle by horizontal pivots. , Fixed to
the governor is a small pin, the free end
of which rests in a flanged collar which in

turn is free to slide up and down
the vertical standard or spindle.
A quadrant and.pinion also rests
in the flanged collar and con-
nects to a pointer spindle
moving over a scale calibrated
in miles per hour or revs. per
min. As the flexible drive
rotates, this being geared to the
spindle, the spindle and gover-
nor rotate simultaneously. The
governor tends to take up a
horizontal position against the
tension of a spring which is
incorporated to return t h e
governor back to its correct
position when at rest. As the
governor tends to take up the
horizontal position, the pin
being attached to both the
governor and the collar, tends

to pull the collar down the spindle.
This causes the quadrant to move, and
this movement being transmitted to the
pointer spindle, the pointer moves over the
scale. The .greater the speed of the engine,
the nearer the govenor reaches to the
horizontal, thus giving greater movement of
the collar and consequently to the quadrant
and pinion. As the speed decreases, the
governor, assisted by the spring, tends to
assume its original vertical position, thereby
moving the collar in the opposite direction
and therefore the quadrant and pinion
mechanism. Thus the pointer tends to
return toward zero, which is reached when
the engine is stationary.

The Aircraft Engine Speed Indicator
This instrument is the same as that used

in the automobile, with the exception that
the flexible shaft is driven off the camshaft
of the engine.

I

laN\
Connection to
flexible Drive

\\\
Weight Governor

Drive

f
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Electrical Instruments
With the exception of some types of petrol

gat.tes, ammeters, and voltmeters very few
electrical indicators are used in car design.
But there are many electrical instruments
used in modern aircraft. This is manifest
in the design and manufacture of American
aircraft, the instruments of which are largely
electrical. The following instruments are
electrical instruments.

Engine Speed Indicators
With the advent of multi-engined aircraft,

it was found that mechanical type indicators
were unsuitable owing to the great length
of flexible drive involved. There is con-
siderable distance between the outer engine
and the cockpit in which the instrument
indicator is housed. One system involved
consists of a permanent magnet generator
and a moving coil indicator. The generator
is fitted conveniently near to the engine and
is driven by a short flexible drive which is
connected to the engine through reducing
gears, similar to the mechanical type
indicator.

A gear box on the generator steps up the
revolutions to engine speed, causing the
armature of the generator to revolve at that
speed. The voltage genertkted is therefore
directly proportional to the number' of revo-
lutions per minute, e.g., too revolutions
produces t volt. Suitable connection is
made to transmit the developed voltage from
the generator to the instrument in the
cockpit. The indicator proper represents a
moving -coil voltmeter, but the scale is cali-
brated in revolutions per minute instead Of
volts. This is easily understood, as the
voltage produced is proportional to the
engine speed, e.g., to volts equals (at ratio
too: t) t,000 r.p.m. To outline the
princliple of the moving coil instrument it
might be stated briefly that the revolving
armature, moving in an electrical field, pro-
duces an electro-motive force (e.m.f.) which
is proportional to the rate of such move-
ment (providing the flux density of the field
is constant). This developed e.m.f. is trans-
mitted to the moving coil instrument, which
consists of a coil, suspended on a horizontal
axis, and rotating in a magnetic field,
represented by a permanent magnet. The
current travelling in a conductor (the coil).
tends to cut the lines of force emanating
from the permanent magnet which causes
the coil to revolve against the tension of two
hair or torque springs which transmit the
current. Therefore the movement of the
coil, which is connected to the pointer, is
proportionate to the current supplied to that
coil. ' To avoid extraneous magnetic influ-
ences, the instrument is sealed in a steel
case, which gives the effect of screening.

The advantage of this type of instrument
is that several instruments could be incor-
porated in one case, but each indicator .would
consist of an individual moving coil
instrument.

Fuel Contents Gauge
It is essential for the safety of the aircraft

that the pilot should at all times know the
actual contents of his numerous petrol tanks.
It is obviously impossible for him to climb
out on the mainplane with a dip stick ;
therefore the electrical type of gauge was
devised.

There are two parts of this instrument, a
tank unit and indicator. The tank unit con-
sists of a flanged hollow pillar, at the base
of which is attached a cork float, fixed to
an arm, the movement of which is pivoted
horizontally, and the cork float rests upon
the surface of the gasolene. The arm is free
to move in a vertical plane. Attached to
the pivoted end is a bevelled gear, actuating
k. vertical shaft. By means of this gear the
vertfcal movement of the arm is converted

Potentiometer

&eve Gears

She//ac Covered Float

Fig. 12.-An electrical
fuel contents gauge.

Fig. i3.-Circuit diagram of . fuel contents
gauge.

to a circular movement of the shaft. At the
top of the shaft is attached a contact arm,
made from spring steel, which moves over
a circular resistance, or potentiometer
(Fig. 12).

The instrument indicator consists of a, soft
iron armature which is pivoted centrally
between three electro-magnets. These are
situated 120 degrees apart. To the centre
of the armature a pointer is fitted moving
over a scale calibrated in gallons.

Wiring for Unit and Indicator
It, will be seen, with reference to Fig. 53,

that the potentiometer is connected to an
accumulator and, in parallel is the circuit
consisting of three electro-magnets. Since
electricity will take the line of least resistance,
it is obvious that, as these coils are con -
Lubber une- - Grid Wires

cockIng Device TRctating
%Intel Ring

Fig. 14.-Details of aircraft compass.
netted to the potentiometer, variation of the
position of the contact arm will cause varia-
tion in the field of the electro-magnets, and
the soft iron armature will tend to align
itself with the lines of force of the strongest
field. Referring to the diagram, it can be
seen that with the potentiometer arm at mid-
point, no current will pass through magnet
C, and the current in A and B will be equal ;
therefore the magnetic field of these two
magnets will be equal, and the armature will
align itself midway between them. In this

-instance, it can be seen that the pointer being
attached centrally to the armature, will

indicate that the ,tank is half full. If the
petrol content of the tank is altered there
will be a relative movement of the cork float
and consequent movement of the spring
contact arm. Assuming that the tank is
full, the contact spring arm will take up the
position at point X and current will now
flow through electro-magnet C. Lines of
force from magnet A will link with those
of C, and the resultant force will cause the
armature to move in a clockwise direction,
thereby moving the pointer to indicate
" Full.' As the tank empties, the contact
arm will move in the opposite direction until
such time as the lines of force from C will
link with those of B, showing Empty." As
the position of the arm changes, the change
in resultant strengths of the magnetic fields
will be gradual, and so at all times the
pOinter will show the exact amount of fuel
in the tanks.

Owing to the difference in level of petrol
in the tank when the aircraft is in flying
position or on the ground, the instrument
dial carries two readings, which are marked
" Tail in Air " and " Tail on Ground," to
compensate for this difference.

Flap Indicators
Flaps are fitted to the trailing edges of the

mainplane (wings) of an aircraft. Their
purpose is to increase the stalling speed of
the aircraft and to assist in landing.

It is necessary for the pilot to know the
exact position of the flaps at all times whilst
flying, and the instrument used is similar
to the petrol gauge. The flaps move through
an arc, from- the horizontal to the vertical,
and vice versa. The installation consists,
as with the fuel- gauge, of two units, a poten-
tiometer indicator and a flap indicator. A
rod fitted to the flap moves over a circular
potentiometer, and as the gauge is exactly
similar to the petrol gauge, the operation is
the same.

Electrical Cylinder Temperature Ther-
mometer
This is provided to give the pilot an indi-

cation of the working temperature of the
engine cylinders. The instrument works on
the principle of the thermo-couple. When
two dissimilar metals 'are joined together
and heat applied to the joined end, minute
impulses of electro-motive force are pro-
duced. By connecting the cold ends to a
moving -coil meter a measurement of the
voltage induced can be obtained.

Two metals often used are copper and
constantin, which are found especially suit-
able for aircraft instruments. The pressure
generated is of the order of millivolts, and
in consequence the indicator is a very. sensi-
tive ,meter.

The heated junction or junction to
heated is attached to the cylinder at that
spot where the greatest heat is developed,
and one of each of the cold ends are attached
to the terminals of the millivoltmeter. 

The heat generated by the engine in
running is transmitted through the cylinder
casing to the hot junction, and the difference
betwen this spot and that at which the lead
terminates develops the e.m.f., causing the
current to flow through the wire, thus actuat-
ing the m/c meter. As an indication it
might be pointed out that a difference in
temperature between the two ends of too c.
will generate a voltage of 3.47 m/volts for
a given resistance, and with the increase in
this temperature difference up to 25o c. the
same resistance will give 16.88 m/volts.

Since the voltage is so small any change in
the external resistance of the leads will erect
the calibration, and in consequence the
external resistance of the leads must remain
constant. To maintain this given resistance
compensating leads are supplied with the
instrument at a specific external resistance.
To compensate for the change in the tem-

..
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perature of the cockpit, which takes place
with changes' in altitude,' with variation in
weather conditions and with the supply of
artificial heat, a small bi-metallic spiral is,
attached to the pointer spindle, the other
end of which is attached to a torque spring.
It will be seen that if the aircraft engine
has not been running for some considerable
time the temperature, of the day should be
recorded, and this may be checked by the
use of a standard glass thermonieter, allow-
ance being made for calibration. This is
done by actuating a small setting screw.

The Compass (Figs. 54 and T5)
No doubt many of us, during our youth,

numbered among our possessions a simple
compass, consisting of a small box in which
was pivoted a piece of magnetised iron,
moving over a card engraved with the
cardinal points of the compass. -

A more elaborate piece of mechanism
operating on the same principle is used in
navigation. First of- all it is necessary to
outline briefly magnetism and its use in the
compass. From early days ancient mariners
were acquainted with tht properties "of
certain metals known as lodestone. These
lodestones were of soft iron, and were the
forerunners of the magnetic compass as now
known. The earth is a magnet, and the lines
of force tend to align themselves approxi-
mately North and South. It should 'be
pointed out that these are not the geographi-
cal North and South, but deviate some few
degrees from them. The magnetic North
and South does not remain in the same posi-
tion but moves in a small arc with the passing
of time. If a piece of magnetised iron is
pivoted, it will align itself along an imaginary
line connecting the magnetic North and
the magnetic South, and however much
outside influence tends to deflect it from this
line it will at all times endeavour to return
to it. This principle is utilised in the fol-
lowing manner in navigation.

The compass consists of a bowl containing

Fig. 15.-Detail5 of compass.

a liquid consisting of a mixture of alcohol
and distilled water, and this bowl is sealed
with a glass, cover to make it airtight.
Suspended in the liquid is a magnetic needle
with an arrowhead, which is free to move on
a vertical axis. The end of the needle point-
ing N. is. marked. On the top of the bowl is
a movable ring around the periphery of
which is a scale marked off in degrees from
o to 360. The o represents the magnetic
North, 90 degrees is East, 18o South, and
27o West. Other points are' marked, as in
Fig. 14. Two grid wires are fitted to this
ring, as indicated. A small line, called a
lubber line, is engraved on the underside of
the glass cover. The whole ring assembly
is able to rotate freely in a horizontal plane,
and a locking device is fitted to lock the ring
in any desired position.

Flying by Compass
If the pilot wishes to fly on a line magnetic

North pr' South, the ring is rotated until
the o (or 360) is opposite the arrow head
of the needle. I3y ensuring that the needle
does not deviate from the North he will
maintain a magnetic course on this bearing.
If he desires to filter course, say, to due East
the ring is rotated until the 90 degrees is
opposite the lubber line and the compass
ring locked in that position. He then turns
the aircraft until the needle aligns itself
centrally between the grid wires. It must
be clearly understood that it is not the
pointer that moves, but the bowl of the
compass, and therefore the aircraft to which
it is anchored that moves round the needle.
It should be realised that the magnetic in-
fluence exerted by the earth on the needle
is not very strong and, in consequence, the
whole system is very liable to outside elec-
trical interference. This is largely compen-
sated for by a corrected box fitted beneath
the compass. This box contains several
magnets, and by altering the position of the
magnets relative to the direction of the
needle the outside influences are counter-
acted to a marked degree. This is very
necessary in the case of aircraft, where there
is a great deal of electrical equipment. The
corrector box is not able to compensate for
every influence, and a corrector card is fitted
which shows the number of degrees of varia-
tion caused on all headings by such
influences. The liquid mentioned earlier on
is for the purpose of damping, i.e., to stop
the needle from oscillating excessively. It
might be pointed out, as a matter of inter-
est, that the magnetic influence comes from
the centre of the earth, and the needle
actually tends to point downwards to the
source of the magnetic flux. To obviate this,
or at least reduce the effects therefrom, the
magnetic system is suspended above its
centre of gravity. This reduces the dip, to
within a few degrees of the horizontal.

The Typhoon Fighter-bomber.
THE Typhoon fighter-bomber, with its

I,000lb. punch, has played an import-
ant part in the air offensive during the
invasion of Europe. -

It has already shown 'itself more than a
.match for any of its German " opposite

numbers." This 'plane carries two 5oolb.
bombs with thin casings, which have the
blasting power, of ordinary bombs twice their
weight. With this i,000lb. bomb load it can
fly at 40o m.p.h., nearly twice the speed at
which our 1939 medium bombers carried the

same weight. The . new fighter-bomber is
superior to the F.W.t90 in that the German
machine can stay over a particular target for
only a few seconds, whereas our 'planes can
make deep inroads over enemy territory and
remain for some time over their targets.

A Typhoon fighter-tipmber travellihg at speed down the runway preparatory to taking off.
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QUERIEScti4
ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on back cover must be enclosed
with every letter containing a query. Every
query and drawing which is sent must bear the
name and address of the reader. Send your
queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Transformer for Spot -Welding
WILL you please send me particulars of the

materials required to build a transformer
for spot welding 22g. sheet metal ? The available.
current is 23o volt A.C.-A. Green (Hove).
ATRANSFORMER of about t k.v.a. might he

constructed on a core built up to 4.5 sq. in.
cross-sectional area of Stalloy laminations. The primary
could be wound with 36o turns of 16 s.w.g. d.c.c.
wire, whilst the secondary could have seven turns of
copper. conductor of convenient shape, having, a cross-
sectional area of 0.14 sq. in., bringing outtappings at the
znd, 4th and 6th turns. It will be understood that all
the connections used on the secondary side should be
as short and as heavy as possible to avoid high voltage
drop.

Electric Heating for Plant Bed
COULD you tell me how to supply current to a- built-up plant bed from a wet battery ? The
bed is about dr. deep. 'Also, what amount of
current is beneficial to plants ?-G. Mitchell
(Bonar Bridge).
THE simplest way of heating your plant bed would

be to pass current through a .length of resistance
wire laid zigzag fashion in the ground at the bottom of
the bed. We cannot give you details of the exact
current you would require for best results, but it is
probable the full output of an ordinary wet primary
battery would be needed. You may be able to obtain
some useful information dealing with simplified heating
of hot beds from the E.R.A. Report Ref. WiT7
published by British Electrical and Allied Industries
Research Association, 15, Savoy Street, London,
W.C.z.

" Floriation" in Brickwork
WILL you kindly inform me if there is any

method to prevent salt from coming out on
the., walls of a house ? I have tried to prevent it
by continual painting, but it persists in coming
out through the paint and presents a most dis-
pleasing appearance.-F. W. Kane (Belfast).
THERE is no satisfactory method by means of which
-a you can prevent salts coming out of new bricks.

This phenomenon of " floriation " of " efflorescence "
is very well recognised one. It results from chemical
action taking place within the brick, whereby the latter
become more matured. Once these chemical actions
have proceeded to finality, they cease and do not
re -occur. As a general rule, the phenomenon of
" floriation " takes from 9-x2 months to complete
itself, after which is does not occur again.

It is inadvisable to try to use any material or pre-
paration to seal up the surface of the brickwork, as,
under these conditions the salts may affect the mortar
of the brickwork.

We can only suggest that you allow penty of time
for this natural process to complete itself, after which,
if your wall is already painted, you give it a good
coating of underpaint, and finally paint over this. Yous
can, to a certain extent, stop the floriation spreading
by painting strong shellac solution (in methylated
spirit) over the wall, but, in our opinion, this is not
to be recommended, since the floriatiofi must complete
itself if the bricks are to become matured and stable.

Polarity Indicator
CAN you give me any information concerning

the electrolyte to use in a liquid type polarity
indicator, which is to be wired in series with
lamps for testing power mains ?

Also, what is the value of current which ought
to give an indication with the electrodes (say)
quarter of an inch apart in a half -inch bore tube ?

What is the effect on the electrolyte should the
test set be used also on A.C. mains.-R. Wilson
(Aston).
VOU could use two small lead plates in a test tube
4. containing water to which has been added a
few drops of sulphuric acid, or a diluted solution of
electrolyte from an accumulator. When D.C. is
passed bubbles of gas will be given off from the plates,
a small quantity of oxygen at the positive plate, and a
large volume of hydrogen at the negative plate. In a
short time the positive plate will turn blown. A current
of one third of an amp. should give a good indication.
When connected in series with a lamp and fed from an
A.C. supply, both plates will give off an equal volume of
oxygen and hydrogen and the electrolyte will become
decomposed in time, that is, the water will be given
off as gases.

Arc Welding Set
T DESIRE to construct an arc welding set employ-

ing an oil cooled transformer and resistance,
to work on 230 volt A.C. mains giving an output
range of is to xis amps. Could you please give
me details of the transformer and resistance
required, with topping points, and also where
Same may be obtained ?-J. Bowes (Farcet).
TN the first place it would be wise to inquire whether

the supply authority will permit the use la a single-
phase welding transformer of this capacity ori-a single-
phase supply, and if so, whether the mains are large
enough to carry the full load current of about 8o amps.

A transformer having an open circuit voltage of too
could be mad; up, .using a laminated core with a
central limb 41n. square in cross section. The outer
limb centres could be about Tin. from the, centre
core and the limb length about tzin. The primary
could have 79 turns of conductor having a total cross
sectional area of o.o5 sq. in., and the secondary could
have 36 turns of conductor having a cross sectional area
of o.tt8 sq. in. To drop from too to 3o volts on full
load would need a -resistance of 0.4 ohms and this
would need to be able to carry 175 amps., the desired
tapping points could be determined by trial. It would
be more economical to use a choke to reduce the voltage
On load. Actually it is doubtful if there is anything
to be gained by home manufacture of a transformer
of this capacity, and the purchase of a complete trans-
former and choke equipment would, no doubt, give more
satisfactory results.

Protection Against Single -phasing
1 --,AN you enlighten me on the following

- subjects : '

(1) Is it possible to fit something in circuit with
a 3 -phase motor to prevent it single -phasing ?
What I mean is in the event of one phase fuse
blowing to stop the motor instead of its continuing
to run.

(2) Could you give me details of how to build
nsuleting Sleeting Hinged

nta cts
Metal Rods

Bi- Metal Strips Heated
By Motor Current

Bi-metal device for preventing single -phasing.

a cable fault track ? Should a buried cable
break, would it be possible to insert a small
wireless set at one end and work along with a
frame aerial hearing the signal until the break
is reached, when the signal would cease ?-A. E.
Amond (Hingham).

order to provide absolute protection against single -
phasing+ you require some device which will trip the

starter in the event of the current in any one supply line
falling below the no load current of .the motor, or in
the event of the current in the supply lines becoming
unbalanced. Either of these devices could be arranged
to open the no volt circuit, by separating auxiliary
contacts, to cause tripping.

The first mentioned device may be an electromagnet
coil connected in each phase of the supply to the motor,
and arranged to release an armature or plunger if the
current falls to iero. The second mentioned device
could comprise a bi-metal stair, connected in each phase
Of the supply to the motor, or heated by a resistance
coil connected in each phase. As the current in each
phase should be balanced and equal, the strips should
bend by an equal amount when the motor runs. Two
insulated rods can be hinged and arranged to bear
against either side of the strips, as indicated in the
illustration ; contacts on, or actuated by the rods,
being adjusted so they are separated if the strips do
not move equally. The Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.,
of Vauxhall Works, South Lambeth Road, S.W.S,
manufacture single-phase preventive trips operating on
these systems. It should be noted that correctly set
line overload trips may be used with star -connected

3 -phase motors to provide the same degree of protection
against single -phasing as they do against pure overload,
An overload trip coil connected in the rotor circuit of
a slip ring motor, and controlling the supply to tiae no
volt coil of the starter, will protect such a motor against
single -phasing.

Provided the cable is not carried in armouring,
conduit, or lead sheathing, a test set could be used in
the way you suggest. The frame aerial could be made
on a trianguJar frame having 3ft. sides, this being
wound with about 200 turns of 26 S.W.G. wire
connected to a telephone receiver. An interrupted
current could then be passed through the faulty cable,
and the aerial carried over the cable route. The note
in the telephone should alter when the frame is over
the fault.

Glyceryl Mono Stearate
CAN you please answer the following questions :

t. How can I make glyceryl mono stearate
and diglycol stearate ?
. 2. What is a suitable solvent for copper stearate ?
-P. Fletcher (Widnes).
(a GLYCERYL mono stearate may be prepared by
\.A). heating stearic acid with excess of glycerine at
220 deg. C. as long as the mass continues to increase in
volume. When this action stops, the product is allowed
to cool down and its upper layer is collected and re -
crystallised first from alcohol and then from 'ether.
Needles of glyceryl mono stearate are thus obtained.
They are soluble in warm alcohol and/or ether. The
mono stearate may also be purified by distillation in
vacua.

Diglycol stearate may be prepared by cheating silver
stearate with ethylene bromide for two or three days
at, too deg. C. The product is extracted with ether
and is thereby obtained in the form of shining scales,
resembling stearin.

Both glyceryl stearate and glycol stearate arc com-
mercial commodities and may be obtained from Messrs.
A. Boake, Roberts and Co., Ltd., Carpenters Road,
Stratford, London, E.I5.

(2) The best solvent for copper stearate is warm
naphtha. Turpentine and linseed oil ere also solvents..

Colloidal Suspension of Iron
WOULD you please inform me where I could

obtain colloidal suspension of iron or
how could same be made at home ? Could

. pyrophoric iron be introduced into some liquid
to achieve same result ?-G. Cardep (Wembley).
TRUE colloidal suspensions of iron are not obtainable
A commercially. They are very difficult to prepare

on account of the oxidisability of iron in presence of
moisture., The best way of Preparing such suspensions
is by forming an electric arc under water (containing a
little ammonia) between two iron electrodes. Colloidal
iron suspensions cannot be obtained merely by intro-
ducing pyrophoric or other forms of finely -divided
iron into water.

What is commercially known as " dialysed iron," or,
sometimes, " colloidal iron," and is, in reality, a colloid
suspension of iron (ferric) hydroxide, is obtainable
from any firm of chemical suppliers as, for instance,
Messrs. Harrington Brothers, Ltd.; Oliver's Yard, City

-Road, Finsbury, London, E.C. The price (pre-war)
Ives about ma. per lb. Despite its popular name, how-
ever, this preparation is definitely not a true suspension
of metallic iron. It' is a colloidal suspension of iron
hydroxide, and, as such, has its uses in medicine
and as a chemical reagent.

Books on Metallurgy
(TN CAN you recommend any good books on

A-) Metallurgical Chemical Analysis and a
dictionary or encyclopaedia on Metallurgy, not
just the metals, but metallurgy as a whole ?

2. I should also like to know of any good charts
on Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis.-H.
Crockett (London, S.E.).

THERE is no published dictionary or encyclo-
( A) pmdia dealing with the entire subject of metallurgy.
The nearest approach to such an encyclopaedia is the
-" Dictionatit of Metals and Alloys," edited by F. J.
Camm (Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd.). Alternatively,

Handbook of Metallurgy," by C. Schnabel (a vols.,
25s. each), might suit your needs.

Suitable books on metallurgical analysis are the
following : C. H. White : " Methods of Metallurgical
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" PRACTICAL MECHANICS" MASTER
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Analysis " (16s.) ; N. W. Lord : " Metallurgical
Analysis " (24s.) ; F. ibbotson and L. Aitchison :
`Analysis of Non-ferrous Alloys " 2s. 6d.) ; Lundahl,

Hoffman and Bright :. " Chemical Analysis of Iron
and sSteel " (33s. 6d.) ; W. Macfarlane 4 " Practical
Guide to Steelworks Analysis " (9s.) ; J. Park :
" Practical Assaying " (9s.).

All the above works are expensive, but you might
be able to obtain secondhand copies of some of them
from Messrs. W. and G. Foyle, Ltd., Charing Cross
Road, W.C.2. Alternatively, you could request your
local library to obtain some of them for you.

2. There are many books on chemical analysis, both
qualitative and quantitative. For your purpose,
however, we imagine that any of the following will
be most useful :

Qualitative Analysis.-Dobbin and Marshall : " Salts
and their Reactions" (6s. 6d.); G. W. Sears: "System-
atic Qualitative Analysis " (sot.).

Quantitative Analysis. --W. F. F. Ahearcroft :
" Quantitative Analysis " (2s) ; Clowes and Coleman :
" Quantitative Chemical Analysis." The latter is a
standard, albeit somewhat advanced work on the
subject.

Silver and Chrome Plating.
T WISH to electro-plate, silver -plate or tome
-A- (chrome preferred) the following Oafs :
brass, aluminium, or copper, these being Waists
I have made. Could you inform the of tto best
way to make apparatus and material, also774..st ?
-Sidney Kay (Warwick).
(WING to the difficulty of obtaining the chemicals'- used in plating chrome and other metals at the
present time% we fear that you will not stand much
chance in obtaining such materials direct from suppliers.

In our opinion, your best plan will be to communicate
with Messrs. W. Canning and Co., Ltd., Birmingham,
and to ask whether they can supply you with their
ready-made plating sang' for copper, silver, cadmium
and other types of metal plating. These ready-made
salts used to be prepared at quite a low price by Messrs.
Canning, who are experts on the subject, and if you
can "cure these, together with the issued instructions
for their use, you.will have far more success at plating
than would be the case if you relied upon the use of
copper sulphate for copper plating, silver nitrate for
silver plating, nickel ammonium sulphate for nickel
plating, and so on.

In any case, however, before you commence plating
you should study up the subject by referring to some
technical book such as may be found in your local
reference library.

Testing Minerals for Precious Metals
T WOULD be glad to know if there is a simple

inexpensive method of testing samples of
rocks, sand, etc., for precious metals such as
gold, silver, platinum, and, if so, what it is.-
R. Johnson (Rathmines).
'`HERE are no simple or easy means' whereby

precious metals may be detected with certainty
in minerals and rocks. The analysis of minerals and
other deposits calls for considerable chemical know-
ledge, some of which you might be able to acquire from
a perusal of a textbook such as T. Crook: "Economic
Mineralogy : A Practical Guide to the Study of Useful
Minerals .25s. net): ,s It is obviously impossible for
us within the space of a single reply to give you all
the various tests which have to 'be made for precious
metals such as platinum and gold. All we can say on
this subject by way of guidance is that platinum and
gold generally occur in the metallic condition, and as
such they are insoluble in concentrated nitric acid.
Much of the yellow glistening material which is often
found in minerals and which is frequently mistaken for
gold consists 'of iron pyrites (iron sulphide), which is
readily soluble in acids. Platinum and gold are only
soluble in a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids.
Silver often occurs in lead ores and cannot be distin-
guished by sight. It dissolves with the lead in the
ore and is only to be separated from the lead by a
chemical process.

We are sorry that we have only been able to
give you such meagre information, but the subject
which you have touched upon in your query is
a vast one and it cannot possibly be comprehended by
any short answer, .or otherwise reduced to a set of
guiding rules.

Celluloid Varnish
COULD you tell me how to dissolve Cellophane?

I wish to use it as a varnish. I have tried
celluloid varnish for this job, but it is of no use.
This varnish is not intended for glass, but an
absorbent surface.-T. G. Brain (Highgate).
0NE of the most valuable properties of Cellophane

is its essential insolubility and, this being the
case, it is impossible to make up a varnish from it.
Cellophane is a specially manufactured form of cellu-
lose. It is insoluble in alcohol, ether, acetones amyl
acetate or other similar compounds. Any solvent
which might be found for it (such as one containing
caustic soda), would destroy the nature of the material,
and make it useless for your purpose, or for any other

' use.
We would suggest, therefore, that you prepare a

thin celluloid varnish by dissolving scrap celluloid in a
mixture of 2 parts of acetone, and one part iif amyl
acetate. This varnish would have the properties which
you desire.

Orchid Spores
CAN you inform me of a firm who could supply

me with some orchid spores, and of the
method by which they are grown in rest tubes 7

I would also like to know the temperature needed
for growing the spores of the Odontoglossums,
Cattelyas, Dendrobiums and MIltonias. Could
you also tell me of a firm where I could obtain
some tropical water lilies.-J. A. Poole (Lawford).
YOU will find it very difficult to obtain orchid spores

at the present time. You might, however, make
inquiries from the -following firms :

Messrs. Bees, Ltd., Liverpool ; Messrs. E. Gerrard
and Sons, 61, College Place, Camden Town, London,
N.W.I ; Mr. L. Haig, Beam Brook, Newdigate,
Surrey ; and Messrs. De Von and Co., 527, King's
Cross Road, London, W.C.r.

Failing satisfactory results from any of the above,
apply direct to The Director, The Royal Botanical
Gardens, Kew. From Messrs. De Voil and Co. (above
mentioned) you may be able to obtain tropical water -
lilies.

Orchids can be germinated from their spores in
test-tube culture media of gelatine, but this is not a
good method. In fact, every species of orchid realty
requires separate and distinctive culture for its ger-
mination, and the particulars of such can only be given
by the supplier of the orchid spores, unless, of course,
you refer to a textbook on orchid culture, particulars
of which latter could be forwarded to you on applies -
don to Messrs. W. and G. Foyle, Ltd., Charing Cross
Road, London, W.C.2.

Anti -gas Filter for Shelter
T SHALL be glad if you will give me information
.1. regarding the installation of an anti -gas
filter and pump for my Anderson steel shelter.

(a) What is the composition of the filter (in-
cluding protection for the new " smoke gas "),
and what quantities are required ?

') What is the most suitable type of pump to
use ?

Quantities and sizes should be based on the
assumption that the full complement of eight
people may be using the shelter at any one time.-F. H. Laver (Sheffield). -

(\ Most anti -gas filters in use nowadays 'are corn -
I posed of activated_charcoal sewn up in flat cloth

discs of coarse muslin. The charcoal or carbon is
specially prepared and it cannot be .made at home, but
you may be able to obtain it from a firm specialising in
this class of material such as Messrs. Sutcliffe,
Speakmann and Co., Ltd., Leigh, Lancashire. The
composition of the new smoke filters for attachment to.
gas masks has not been disclosed, but it probably
contains a mixture of shell charcoal and potassium
permanganate or some similar oxidising agent.

In our opinion, it is always a very difficult (and often
an impracticable) proposition to instal a gas filter in
an Anderson shelter, because the shelter cannot be
made sufficiently air -tight. If, however, you wish to
make experiments in this direction, you should obtain
a small drum or can holding about 71b. of material.
This should be fitted with perforated ends and it should
contain about 5 or 61b. of activated charcoal mixed
with about Db. of powdered potassium permanganate
together with a little dry slaked lime. The material
should be sewn up into a number of flat muslin discs.
These discs are packed very carefully into the con-
tainer, some inert spacing material such as pot frag-
ments being placed between them to keep them out of
actual contact and to make a free way for the air which
is drawn through the container.

(2) An ordinary hand pump may be used with such
a device, but it is rather better to blow or suck the air
through by means of a small electric fan.

No special pumps for the above purpose are on the
market, and, as we have already remarked, the whole
subject of gas -proofing an Anderson shelter in the
manner you suggest is a very difficult one. It is probable
that your ex)seriments will not be very successful.
Nevertheless, provided that you do not spend a great
deal of money on the matter, we think you will gain
much interest by continuing your trials.

Treatment of Dry Rot
T SHOULD be much obliged if you could furnish
J. me with the following information regarding
the treatment of dry rot in wood.

I understand that magnesium silico fluoride
and sodium fluoride have been used in the treat-
ment of dry rot and should like to know if these
are to be recommended (a considerable area has
to be treated).

Where could such substances be obtained and
what would be the approximate cost per lb. ?-
What concentration of solution Should be used ?-
W. Clarkson (Falkirk).
'T`HE eradication of dry rot from woodwork is usually

1. a difficult and uncertain matter, since dry rot is
caused by a fungus which insidiouslY spreads itself
through the inner fibres of the wood. "A large number
of various compounds have been tried for the cure of
dry rot, and whilst many give good results, we are of
the opinion that none of these can give an absolutely
certain cure.

Wherever possible, woodwork infected with dry rot
should be rigorously cut away and burnt immediately.

The precise chemical treatment of dry rot depends
to a- large extent upon the type and situation of the
wood. For instance, a simple treatment with ordinary
creosote oil, applied liberally and hot to the wood, will
cure the dry rot, but, naturally such treatment may
not be possible in every instance in view of the staining
properties of the creosote. A solution of zinc naphthen-
ate in naphtha, say rlb. of zinc naphthenate inj a gallon
of naphtha, will also prevent dry rot attacks, and will
actually kill the fungus.

Solutions of sodium fluoride and magnesium silica -
fluoride may be applied to the woodwork in concentra-

.

tions of about slb. of the salt to a gallon of water.
Such solutions (as, also, a solution ,of zinc chloride and
copper sulphate) are quite good so far as they go,
but in general water solutions such as these do not
penetrate sufficiently into the wood to be thordughiy
effective.

We would advise you, therefore, not to use such
solutions but to employ zinc naphthenate dissolved in
naphtha, as directed above. This solution is non -staining,
and it should be applied hot. If a staining liquid is not
objected to, use ordinary creosote, also hot. These two
liquids penetrate deeply into the wood and are much
more effective than any aqueous solution. Zinc naph-
thenate (or copper naphthenate) may be obtained from
Messrs. A. Boake, Roberts and Co.' Ltd., Stratford,
London, E.15, price about is. 6d. lb. Naphtha can also
be obtained from this firm, but you should also be able
to obtain it locally (price about 45. gallon), and thus
save carriage costs.

Sodium fluoride costs about 1s. lb. and magnesium
silico fluoride about zs. 6d. lb. Both of these may be
obtained from Messrs. Harrington Bros.; Ltd., Oliver's
Yard, City Road, Finsbury, London, E.C.I.

Bear in mind the fact when treating dry rot affected
woodwork with any solution, that the solution should
be applied hot and liberally, and if possible several
applications should be made. Particularly take care to
apply the solutions to the ends of the woodwork, since
it is at these areas that the liquids are best absorbed.
If as all bodily immerse the woodwork in the
liquid for several hours. ,

Urea -formaldehyde Cement
TSHALL be extremely obliged if you will let me.

know :
(I) The cost of urea -formaldehyde cement per lb.
(al Method of manufacture, including propor-

tions of carbon dioxide, ammonia and formalde.
hyde.

(3) A good casein (powder) mixture to make
moulded objects.

(4) Parting medium in moulding urea -
formaldehyde articles Reynolds (Kingsbury).
(y \ There are many types of urea -formaldehyde

1-,/ cements and varnish -cements, and we are
somewhat at a loss to know the precise type to which
you refer. However, their prices (pre-war) range from
is. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per lb., and you will be able to obtain
their present-day costs from any of the following firms :
Bakelite, Ltd., 68, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I ;
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., Milbank, London,
S.W.t

'
A.B.C. Plastic and Moulded Products, Ltd.,

61 and 0, Old Compton Street, London, W.I.
(2) The manufacturing process of all these cement

products is retained more or less secret, particularly in
the case of the newer products at the present time. All
we can tell you is that the urea is condensed with about
twice its weight of formalin in the presence of caustic
soda. Usually, the condensation reaction goes- on under
slight pressure, say under a pressure of t I-2 atmos-
pheres. A study of recent patent literature might assist
you, but we doubt whether you will be able to obtain
details and quantities concerned with actual manu-
facturing operations.

(3) A suitable moulding powder such as you require
may be made up according to the following formula :
casein powder (moulding type), 3 parts ; filler, 3 parts.
The filler may comprise almost any fine fibrous material,
such as micro asbestos, mixed with an equal weight of
kieselguhr, wood flour, pulls, and 'or pigment, such as
chromium oxide, iron oxide, etc.

You will probably be able to get your casein material
from Afcon, Ltd., 32, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1 ;
or from Erinoid, Ltd., Lightpill Mill, Stroud, Glos.

(4) As a " parting medium " in moulding plastic
articles, we suggest that you use stearic acid, or high
grade castile soap powder. These are usually effective
in all cases of mouldings.

Electric Light Plant
T WOULD be obliged if you would answer the
-1. following questions :

(I) If it is impossible to get A.C. supply by grid
system to proposed electric plant of roughly
xso h.p. in units of to to 3o h.p. ? Would a 250 h.p.
6 -cylinder Diesel engine, running at boo revolu-
tions, be large enough to drive an alternator and
supply current to switchboard, etc., so as to drive
above mentioned plant ?

(2) Can you tell me the usual units necessary
to supply A.G. current at goo volts so cycles in
this fashion ? Consumption to be approximately
too kilowatts at full load.

(3) What is the correct definition of K.V.A. ?
(4) Would it be necessary with above plant to

also have small I.C. engine, dynamo and batteries
to carry lights ?-R. T. Brompton (Farnley).

(i)ASSUMING the motors are uedasnarlya
possiblefull

motors are used, the alternator would need a capacity
of about 175 k.V.A. Such a machine could easily be
driven by a Diesel engine having a b.h.p. of 25o.

(a) The alternator would need an exciter, or small
D.C. dynamo, to supply its field windings ; and this
exciter could be direct coupled to the engine and
alternator, or could be driven through belt from the
engine. You would need a }rain switch to control the
dutput of the alternator, this being fitted with an
overload trip in each of the three phases. A voltmeter
and ammeter would be required, together with a field
regulating resistance to control the voltage. The main
switch should teed auxiliary switches, each with an
overload trip in each phase, or could feed a large
distribution fuse box. This distribution gear could
feed direct to the motor starters, each of which should
have overload trips and a no volt trip.
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(3) k.V.A. is the apparent power input or output of
an electrical machine. In the case of a single-phase

x ammachinevolts ps
the calculated k.V.A. is and in a

t.732 x volts x amps
3 -phase machine k.V.A. is 000 , where
the voltage is measured between any two phases.
Kilowatts is equal to k.V.A. power factor. -k.VA. is
a measure of the capacity of .an alternator, since the
current output is limited by the size of the conductors ;
but K.W. is a measure of the true power output or a

'measure of the power required to drive the alternator,
neglecting losses.

(4) With a 3 -phase 40o volt alternator it is usual to
bring out the neutral point of the windings to a terminal
on the machine. Lighting circuits can then be connected
between any of the phases and the neutral terminal, as
there will be 23o volts between these points. However,
as presumably you will require a lighting supply when
the alternator is not working, you could obtain this
from a battery which could be charged by a separate
dynamo or from the alternator through a suitable A.C.
to D.C. rectifier.

Copper Plating on Steel
T WISH to copper plate a quantity of small mild

steel clips which have a covering of rust on

their. Can you give me a formula for both
removing rust and' coppering ?

I presume the method to be caustic wash (to
relnove oil) pickle, wash, copper coat and final
wash (hot water) and intend using a fish frying
basket for the clips.-S. Pope (Stirling).
WE think you should have no trouble in removing
Yv the rust by boiling the clips in a zo per cent.

caustic soda' solution, or by immersing them in a mixture
of approximately equal parts of strong commercial
sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, or, alternatively, in
" dipping " acid. The clips must, of course, be
thoroughly well washed afterwards.

In order to copper plate them you may use a solution
containing about 6 oz. of copper sulphate to the
gallon of water, the solution being acidified with a little'
sulphuric acid. This solution, however, is liable to
give a loose deposit of metal, and the following solution
is far better :

Copper carbonate .. . 5 oz.
Sodium cyanide .. to oz.
Sodium thiosulphate (" hypo ") 1/32nd oz.
Water I gall.

Sodium cyanide is highly poisonous, but you may
be able to obtain it (on stating the purpose for which it
is required) from Messrs. Harrington Bros., Ltd.,
Oliver's Yard, City Road, Finsbury, London, E.C.1.
The other materials may also be obtained from the
same source.

The above solution should be used at a temperature
of about too deg. F. Use ,a copper anode and a current
of about 2 volts at 4 to 6 amps.

Messrs. W. Canning & Co., Plectroplaters, of
Birmingham, also manufacture special copper plating
salts, which will well serve yout purpose, particularly
if you cannot obtain sodium cyanide.

The following is a method of plating sthe clips with
copper without the use of -an electric current. We do not
guarantee its efficiency, but we think it is worthy of a
good trial 

De -rust 'the clips by dipping. Afterwards wash well.
Place them in hot water at zoo deg. F. for five minutes,
and then immerse them in the following solution at
zoo deg. F. for a further five minutes :

Water .. ' . , t gal.
Caustic soda
Trisodium phosphate .. 2 oz.

Rinse the clips in cold running water. Then immerse
them for 20 seconds in a 5o per cent solution of hydro-
chloric acid. Again rinse in cold running water and
immerse in the follwing plating solution until the
desired copper deposit is obtained

Copper sulphate .. I oz.
Sulphuric acid .. . oz.
Water i gal.

Finally rinse the clips in cold Water. Then transfer
them to a hot soap solutiqn, and again rinse them in
hot water. Dry the clips in warm sawdust.

ROTARY
QUICK MAKE & BREAK

BRITISH MADE THROUGHOUT

For all purposes - fully tested Switches to
customers' requirements.

ut us use our long experience to
solve your Switching problems.

TOK SWITCHES LTD.,
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BU R R AGE ROAD,

WOOLWICH, S.E.18

YOU CAN TIN ANY METAL QUICKLY AND EASILY
with

HOYT'S TINNING COMPOUND
consisting of powdered metal combined with an active flux

SEPARATE APPLICATION OF FLUX. SOLDER OR TIN REQUIRED
JUST CLEAN THE JOB AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS

Heat the work and just sprinkle 'the powder evenly
upon surface to be tinned. The flux should " boil "
and its cleansing action will be assisted if the surface
is scrubbed with a wire brush at this stage. When
flux has all melted and the surface is tinned evenly
all over, remove from heat and wipe with a clean rag.

Price 6/3 per lb. nett carr. paid.
HOYT METAL Co. of GT. BRITAIN, Dept. PM, DEODAR RD., PUTNEY,

LONDON. S.W.IS

Y013
can become a first-class
RADIO. ENGINEER

Post coupon now for free booklet and learn
how you can qualify for well -paid employ-
ment or profitable spare -time work.

We are specialists
in Home -Study
Courses in Radio
Recepton, Servic-
ing, Transmission,
Television, Mathe-
matits and Radio
Calcu latit ns.

(Post coupon in
unsealed envelope

-1d. stamp.)

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,
2, The Mall, Ealing, W.5

Please send me tree details of your Houle -Study
Courses in Mathematics and Radio.

I: Name

Address..

AUL

BERRY'S(SHORT-WAVE)LTD:
We will endeavour to assist you with your
radio requirements. Please state wants.

LARGE STOCKS OF BRITISH AND AMERICAN VALVES (ALL AT LIST
PRICES). COMPONENTS : INCLUDING C.R. TUBES-TUNING CON-
DENSERS - TRANSFORMERS - PANELS - CHASSIS - STEEL CABINETS
-VALVEHOLDERS-MILLIAMETERS-POLYSTYRENE TUBE AND ROD-

MICA AND PAPER CONDENSERS-ETC.

Send S.A.E. (Id. stamp) for List " P.M."

25, HIGH. HOLBORN,' LONDON, W.C.I.
Telephone : HOLborn 6231.

to

A Selection
ELEMENTARY HANDBOOK FOR

WIRELESS OPERATORS
By W. E. Crook. An up-to-date book presenting a general view of
radio communication with an introduction to its technique. It
gives all the information necessary for a thorough understanding
of the subject. Second Edition. 4s. net.

RADIO SIMPLIFIED
By John Clarricoats. Provides a useful background of fundamental
radio knowledge. The minimum of space has been devoted to
purely theoretical considerations consistent with a sound basis
of knowledge. Second Edition. 4s. 6d. net.

FOUNDATIONS OF TECHNICAL
DRAWING

By A. C. Parkinson, A.C.P.(Hons.), F.Coll.H. A simple, interesting,
and easily graduated course in the fundamental principles of plane
and solid geometry. Second Edition. 4s.

FOUNDATIONS .OF TECHNICAL
ELECTRICITY

By E. Mallett, D.Sc., M.I.E.E., ,M.Inst.C.E., F.Inst.P.,. and T. B.
Vinycomb, M.C., M.A., F.Inst.P. Valuable to students preparing
for the National Certificate and City and Guilds 'Examinations.
Second Edition. 6s. net. -

PANEL BEATING AND SHEET
METAL WORK

By Sidney Pinder.. Can be recommended to all students and appren-
tices who are interested in this branch of metal work. 4s. net.

PITMAN'S TECHNICAL CATALOGUE
*contains details of over 900 books. There is a book to
suit every requirement. Send for free copy from :

IP I T ME A N
17: Rs 751,4R1 11:
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Important to Cyclists

HOW TO RECOGNISE TUBES
MADE OF SYNTHETIC RUBBER.

DUNLOPLook for the letter "S" marked on
the tub e, at least half an inch high.

need special
care in repair

Cycle tubes of synthetic rubber are now being supplied and call for
special care in use and repair. While cycle patches of existing types
are suitable, care must be taken to treat the affected part with an
abrasive (sulphur remover or sandpaper) before proceeding with the
repair. In all cases solution must be used to secure a good adhesion.

4H'306

INSTRUCTION IN
PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY

ANEW organisation has been formed to supply
ambitious people interested in the Plastics

Industry with modern instruction in Plastics
Theory and Practice.

The new organisation, known as The British
Institute of Plastics Technology, is the specialist
Plastics Division of The British Institute of
Engineering Technology, Ltd., one of the largest
home -study technical training organisations in the
world.

Specialist Plastics Courses are being prepared
and will be available within a reasonable period.
Those interested are advised to submit their
names and addresses, when a copy of our Prospectus
" OPPORTUNITIES IN PLASTICS " will be
forwarded as our tutorial plans mature. Enrolment
for the special courses will first be offered to those
whose names have been thus recorded, but no
obligation whatsoever will be incurred in lodging
an application.

BRITISII INSTITUTE OF
PLASTICS TECIINOLOGY

4, Shakespeare House,
1 7- 1 8- 19, Stratford Place, London, W.1

ILFORD FILM ON WAR SERVICE. The camera fights with the
guns. Here you see a Naval photographer enlarging a
negative of an action at sea.' The Navy uses miles of Ilford
Film and Paper and the six British factories of Ilford
Limited are working night and day to satisfy this vital
demand.

ILFORDmakers o
LIMITED

films
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By F. J. C.

Design and Layout of Roads in Built-up Areas
SOME striking recommendations are made in a

memorandum on the " Design and Layout of
Roads in Built-up Areas," submitted to the

Ministry of War Transport, at their invitation, by the
Council of the Roadfarers' Club. The main pifints
are here summarised.

They state that accidents are not primarily due to
carelessnegs on the part of motorists or cyclists, but
that there has been a great deal of carelessness on the
part of pedestrians. We do not hear anything of the
thousands of accidents which are avoided by careful
motorists and cyclists. It is true to say that, but for
the general care exercised by motorists and cyclists
the accident rate would be far higher. Often, accidents
are caused by vehicular traffic travelling at reasonable
speed having suddenly to swerve to avoid a careless
pedestrian ; thus, in skilfully avoiding one accident,
another is often unavoidably caused. It is their view
that, if regulations can prevent accIdents, they should
be made equally applicable to all road users. At present
it is impossible for a pedestrian to commit an offence
in relation to road use. Responsibility should be
shared by all.

The Roadfarers' Club thinks the speed limit should
be abolished, and with it built-up areas. It must
be apparent that the experiment of the built-up area,
which in London alone has reduced average speed
to about S m.p.h., has not contributed anything to

-road- safety. Neither have pedestrian crossings and
traffic lights, It is their view that a succession of traffic
lights along any main thoroughfare, for example,
Oxford Street, must act as a series of.dams and cause
the traffic stream to overflow its banks. They think
that traffic is safer if kept fluid and apart, not uselessly
coagulated by an arbitrary red signal which brings
traffic to a stop, irrespective of whether other traffic
wishes to cross.

Control of Pedestrians
IT must now be realised that roads are made primarily

.for traffic and not as footpaths, and if the accident
rate is to be reduced it would appear that some measure
of control of pedestrians in relation to their use of the
road is inevitable. The law as it stands has been designed
to, enable pedestrians to continue to be careless without
risk 8f prosecution, although unfortunately there is
Considerable risk of injury or death. They fail to see why
pedestrians should cheerfully accept this risk and refuse
to accept the concomitant responsibility, not only to
themselves, but to other road users. They subscribe
to the view that the roads are free for all to use, but
they should not be used careless/y, or in such a manner
as,to endanger others.

Road islands should be abolished. They create a
series of bottle necks along the road, and thereby
form a number of danger points. Particularly is this so
in very narrow roads.

Horse-drawn Traffic

ON a liang-term policy horse-drawn vehicles should be
prohibited from the streets of busy. towns and cities.

They ase slow moving, and in conjunction with traffic
lights and other devices introduced to -slow down
traffic, have reduced travel in busy places to a farce.

Bus Slops
THEY think that buses and trams should not be per-

A- mated to stop at traffic lights, but far beyond them.
They are aware that a committee investigated, this
matter and suggested the present stopping places, but
think the adoption of their recommendation was
ill advised. Quite often when the lights are green
the bus will stop to put down or pick up passengers.
Following cart cannot pass because of the presence
of an island refuge, and by the time the bus is ready
to start the lights have turned to red, causing con-
siderable delay and further . traffic congestion. It
should also be made an offence for public service
vehicles proceeding in opposite directions to stop
opposite one another, rh bottle -necking the road
and creating conditions where accidents may occur.

Wood Blocks
THEY are aware that the Ministry of Transport has

already advised against the further use of wood
blocks. These are particularly dangerous. They wear

shiny in a very short time and cause skids-; in heavy
rain they spring out of position and cause lengthy
traffic delays and traffic diversion.

The Gyratory System
AFTER several years of experiments, they do not think

that a case cin be made out for a continuation of
tIlk gyratory system. Hyde Park Corner provides a
good example of the gyratory system, which merely
transfers the original danger points to other points.
It does not get rid of them, and, additionally, it creates
a number of other dangesous scissor cross-overs and
one or two dangerous hair -pin bends.

Parking
COLLATERAL perking of cars should be permitted.

There are insufficient parking places in towns and
cities, and far too much prosecution of motorists who,
using their cars for business purposes, thus cannot help
breaking the law. The two-hour parking place a bus
ride away from the driver's destination ii not a fair or
reasonable solution.

Fly -over Crossings
'THEY realise that it must take many years to re -plan
A London, and they endorse the views of Sir Charles

Bressey, which are set down in his report, and therEfore
there is no need to repeat them. They think, however,
that fly -over crossings are the real solution to the
problem of the cross-roads, with over -bridges and
subways for pedestrians, the use of which should be
made compulsory.

Kerb Heights
.KERB heights should be standardised, and the sharp,

exposed edge should be replaced by a rounded
one. Many accidents are caused by people stumbling
from the pavement due to deep kerbs, where they had
anticipated one of normal height. Such high kerbs
also cause damage to the running boards and wings of
cars.

Colour of Road Surfaces
EVERYONE is agreed that a whitish road surface is

best for travel at night, and they think the use
of the tarred surface should be abolished. It is now
possible to build roads with whitish surfaces which are
reasonably dust -free. They appreciate that in addition
to the colour the nature and durability of the road
surface must be taken into consideration, but it is
their opinion that the concrete surface is acceptable to
motorists and to cyclists.

Traffic Density
TT is their firm view that most of the accidents in
A built-up areas have been caused by the methods
adopted to reduce them. It is well known that the
black snots in London, for example, occur where the
traffic is densest, and therefore slowest.

Accidents increase owing to the extra traffic density
at the rush hours in the morning, at midday and in the
evening. The City of London, in fact, has more
fatalities per square mile than the square mile of any
other borough in London, and these accidents have
increased as so-called safety measures have increased.

Scientific Research
THEY support the plea ofLieutenant -Col. Mervyn

O'Gorman for scientific research into the cause
and curs. of road accidents, and into the design and
construction of roads. Up to the present there has not
been scientific research of this nature, although numbers
of borough surveyors and associations have submitted
valuable memoranda.

Road Signs
'THEY think there should he fewer road signs and

A traffic directions. They think that many of these
would vanish if the fly -over crossing system were
adopted. The club is of opinion that flashing electric

signs and reflected roadside advertisements should he
prohibited. The driver's attention should not he
diverted from the road by unnecessary traffic directions,
nqr distracted by advertisements.

Street Name Placing and House Numbers
URBAN authorities should be compelled to put up

the five nameplates that are essential to every
street junction... The hesitant searching for a particular
house or a particular turning, perhaps a sudden braking
when these are observed, provide the possibilities of
accidents. The names of street turnings should be let
into the road and provided with reflectors so that they
can he seen at night. All houses should be,clearly
numbered on the outside, and the naming of houses
abolished. Houses should be only located by means of
numbers, all fixed at standard height and of standard
size.

Road Cambers
IVO one has yet decided what is the correct width
-,'4 for a street, and until this is decided the correct
degree of -super -elevation cannot be determined. There
should, however, be a standard super -elevation on all
roads of the future, and particularly on bends ; the
babking should be as on a race track.

Railway Crossings
THERE'are nearly 3,000 railway crossings operating

across the roads of this country. It is impossible
to plan roads whilst this state of affairs is allowed to
exist. The railways on a long-term policy should be
compelled to carry the roads over the lines.

Toll Bridges

IT is high time that all toll roads and toll bridges
were abolished,

.

Cycle Paths
WHERE possible, properly constructed cycle paths

should be provided. They are aware of the
criticisms of cyclists towards some of the cycle paths
at present constructed, e.g., the Great West Road.
These cycle paths debouch cyclists on to the main roads
at the very points known to be dangerous, namely,
crossings. Also, these paths are cut up by runways
into private garages and works. Such are little safek
than the main roads. They do not think, however,
that cyclists are justified in opposing the, principle of
cycle tracks. The cyclists maintain that they are being
segregated from roads Which they haie a perfect right
to use, and that motorists should be segregated to special
motorways. Apart from the fact that it is easier and
cheaper to provide tracks along existing roads, the
construction of special motorways throughout the
country is a practical as well as financial impossibility.
If the road problem is to be solved every section of road
user must be prepared to make concessions.

The Divided Road
THEY are in favour of the divided road for purposes

of segregating traffic proceeding in opposite
directions.

Pedestrians
THE roads should contain' provision for overbridges

and subways, the use of which should be made
compulsory. This alone must considerably reduce the
number of accidents, for the majority of accidents
occur to pedestrians.

Fog

DOADS should contain some means of guiding road
A'S. traffic during fog. As it is, during a thick fog,
traffic is brought practically to a standstill. Such traffic
as proceeds is a danger to other road users. It is
well known that accidents increase during fog. At
crossings and turnings some system of reflecting
paint or reflectors should be employed. In this
connection they feel that the headlights of cars are
placed far zoo high. They could be los' ere,d by at
least arin., to give a clearer view of the road, and would
also help in normal driving conditions to eliminate
dazzle
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Around the Wheelworld
By ICARUS

By Eaton Bray Church, Beds.

The Bricknell bear
MY old friend Jack Masters, one of the

early racing cyclists, has sent me an
interesting cutting,- detailing his experiments
with the Bricknell Hand Gear. This gear
was attached to the handlebars 'and assisted
in propelling the machine. I quote the letter
as it appeared in " The Cyclist " for Decem-
ber 18, 1901.

" Some months ago there appeared in your
columns a letter from a correspondent
regarding his experience with the Bricknell
hand gear. I had at the time' been riding
the gear for some time, but I thought I
would give it a more extended trial before
passing an opinion.

I have now been using the hand gear con-
tinuously for the past twelve months, during
which time I have ridden it a considerable
distance, and my experience has only further
strengthened the opinion I formed, when
reading your correspondent's letter, that his
actual experience of the gear was very

'limited indeed. As far as I can remember
(I am writing from memory), some of his
objections were: (a) loss of power on hills
when hand and foot gear do not synchronise ;
(b) gear getting choked with snow, dust,
and mud ; (c) noise of gear in running. The
first objection tends to bear out my opinion
that your correspondent's trial was not a
very lengthy one, as I admit that when first
using the hand gear, this feeling of loss of
power is apparent, but it entirely disappears
when the muscles of the arms and shoulders
have become sufficiently accustomed to the
unusual movement to enable the rider to
work the gear effectively. Your correspondent
further stated, I believe, that he was not over
strong, particularly in the back, and he
could, therefore, hardly expect to obtain
much advantage from the gear until by its
continual use he had sufficiently strengthened
those parts of the body which the hand gear
brings into' play, any more than a man
rather weak in the back and legs could

expect to become a
' flier ' without very ex-
tended exercise to develop
the weak parts.

With regard to the
second point, although I
have ridden the hand
gear in snow and slush,
dust, and some of the
greasiest and thickest
mud I have ever met, I
have .never had occasion
since I started riding the
gear to clean out the
teeth ; nor do I see how
it is practicable that with
ordinary usage the teeth
could become choked, as
the meshing of the teeth
is quite sufficient to keep
them clean and drive out.
any foreign matter in they
same way that the inner
surface of a naked chain
is kept clean and bright.

With regard to the
noise, I find that if pro-
perly adjusted and care-
fully fitted, the gear works
very quietly ; far quieter,
in fact, than a good many
chains one meets. Some-
times when riding fast
over rough cobbles, etc.,
a slight rattle is naturally
apparent, but o n 1 y
when riding fast on a

rough road. The gear must, however, be
carefully fitted, as, otherwise, doubtless it
would be noisy.

My opinion, after a full' season's riding, is
that the advantage of ten per cent. claimed
for the Bricknell gear is fully experienced if
the rider will only have the patience to
educate himself, as it were, to its use. Over
one of my favourite short rides for tests of
all sorts, from near the G.P.O. to Hatfield
and back about forty-two miles by the route
I take), I have repeatedly beaten the best
times I have done without the Brickriell by
from 15m. to 3om. Taking the outward
journey alone, I have beaten this by 23m. I
merely cite all this, as it is a ride over which
I can make very trustworthy comparisons,
but I have found the same result over other
rides where I have been able to compare
the times. On. long rides I have frequently
experienced a gain in speed, whilst finishing
considerably fresher than I have done with
the fixed handle -bar - in fact, last August,
after a ride of 140 miles through the Kentish
hills, during which my riding average was
foutteen miles per hour, I was surprised to
find how fresh I felt at the finish.

Under adverse circumstances (mud, wind,
etc.), the gain in ease of propulsion becomes
very apparent, as here one is more inclined
to ride one's ordinary pace, and then the
lessening of fatigue with the Bricknell
becomes very marked. I have also, like Mr.
Knipe, found the gear a great preventive of
sideslip, which I attribute to the driving
motion given to the front wheel instead of its
being pushed from behind.

I have not found the motion of the handle-
bar at all unpleasant or disconcerting ; iu
fact, rather the contrary, as one can feel the
direct result of pulling on the handle4iar,
as most ,cyclists do when putting forth even
a slight effort.

In conclusion, I may add that I have no
interest whatsoever in either the. British
Cycle Hand Gear Co., or in the sale of the
Bricknell gear. I ride it (as do four or five
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of my friends) simply from choice, as the
result of conviction that it will prove of
material assistance, and from my experience
(which is fully endorsed by the friends above
referred to) I can say that I would not now
ride without the hand gear, as I find that
the disadvantages urged against it are com-
pletely outweighed by benefits to be obtained
by using it consistently."

It is Not Hume's Bicycle
HAVE on more than one occasion referred

to the Bartleet collection of old bicycles.
You will remember that I preferred to refer
to Bartleet as the librarian of cycling. He
relied for his knowledge on press cuttings
which were often wrong. Bartleet collected
a number of very old machines, but
he was not too careful in his labelling
of them. One of those machines, as
shown in plate 55 of his book, purports
to be " the actual bicycle ridden by W.
Hume at the Queen's college sports, Belfast,
on May 18, 1889 "-the date of uhe first
race on pneumatics. Now I have pointed
out before that this is wrong, and when
Bartleet's collection was presented to
Coventry, I at once wrote to Major
Watling, director of British Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers and Traders Union,
Ltd., pointing out the many inaccuracies in
Bartleet's collection. There are many of us
who know how inaccurate Bartleet was, but
I am more interested now in posterity. Un-
less the matter is put right at once, in too
years' time these things will be accepted as
fact. Coventry, the home of the bicycle,
does not, I am sure, wish to appear stupid,
and it must- believe me when I say that some
of Bartleet's collection is inaccurately
labelled.

At the Roaafarers' luncheon the other day,
one of the members who was present at that
historic race in Belfast in 1889, and took
part in it, stated in the presence of
several members that Hume's 'bicycle is
now in the Belfast Museum! The machine
in Bartleet's collection, which he claimed to
be Hume's bicycle, was the property of Sir
Arthur Du Cros. He went further ; he
stated that Bartleet was well aware of this
fact ! Moreover, the original wheel on which
Dunlop fitted the first pneumatic tyre is in
the Edinburgh Museum. One would be led
to believe from the label near the front
wheel of Bartleet's alleged Hume's bicycle
that that front wheel also had the original
tyre fitted to it by Dunlop.

Bartleet's collection is now, I understand,
in Allesley Hall. It was never sent to
Willoughby. Now I think the time has come
when a committee of investigation should be
appointed to verify Bartleet's claims.

Endangering the Sport

THE following letter which I have received
from the Events Secretary of the

London Section of the B.L.R.C. spea!-3 for
itself :

" It may interest some of your readers to
learn that a recent 25 promoted by the
Southern Coureurs, B.L.R.C., which at-
tracted nearly 8o entries, was cancelled
on the advice of the police. The - reason
given was, that this particular road, a main
artery to the south coast, was being exten-
sively used by the military authorities for
transporting invasion convoys. The Chief
Constable of the area concerned expressed
the hope that it would be possible to promote
the race at a later date.

The following week -end, another 25 was
promoted, not by a B.L.R.C. adherent club,
over exactly the same course. Shortly after
the start of the event, a convoy approached
and continued throughout the duration of
the race, the riders having to turn literally in
the convoy. No untoward incidents arose.
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It would appear, however, upon reflection,
in view of the B.L.R.C.'s policy of police
notification of events, slightly incongruous to
level the charge of endangering the sport,
at one particular organisation."

N.C.U. Touring Handbook

J HAVE received a copy of the N.C.U.
Touring Book for 1944. It contains

up-to-date lists of recommended establish-
ments throughout the country, as well as
pages of useful matter to the tourist. It
costs rod. by post to club members and
associates, but is, of course, free to private
members.

N.C.U. Gold Badge Awards
THE Emergency Committee, at - their

meeting in Manchester on Saturday,
June 3rd, 1944, approved the award of the
Gold Badge of the Union to Mr. L. F. Dixon,
of the London Centre, in recognition of his
many years of service, and also to Mr. H.
Crookes, hon. secretary of the South Yorks
and North Derby Centre. It is claimed on
behalf of Mr. Crookes that he holds the
longest period of honorary official services
of any Centre secretary, having been hon.
secretary of the South Yorks and North
Derby Centre for over 3o years.

R.T.T.C. Notices

AMEETING of the National Committee,
R.T.T.C., was held recently in London,

and the following decisions have been an-
nounced.

All entrants in National Championship
events must have been normally resident in
England, Wales, or Northern Ireland for
a period of not less than three' months  prior
to the date of entry.

As from July 15, performances by riders
who enter on the line in events included in
this competition will not count for the pur-
poses of the table. The competition will be
restricted to the performances of those riders
whose names appear upon the starting card
as issued to competitors in the event.

It is a condition of the competition that
events limited by the promoters to less than
,6o entries are not eligible. As some mis-
understanding has arisen regarding this con-
dition, the National Committee wish to make
it clear that provided an event is open for
the acceptance of between 6o and too entries
the riders' performances are included in the
table whether or not the actual number of
entries received is below 6o.

Herne Hill-August Meeting
THE Herne Hill Management Committee
" announce the following prdgramme for

the Opening Meeting on August 5th, 1944
(not necessarily in the order given, which will
be published later).

Event No. t-Half-mile handicap (Presi-
dent's).

Event No. 2-1,000 metre championship.
Event No. 3-5 miles championship (24

selected riders).
Event No. 4-2 miles team pursuit race.

Four teams from Centres.
Event No. 5-10 minutes tandem pursuit

race (6 teams).
Event No. 6-to minutes roadman's pursuit

race.
Event No. 7-Half-mile handicap Dadies).
Event No. 8-2 miles point-to-point, for

ladies.
All entries and inquiries should be addressed

to the Secretary, National Cyclists' 'Union at
35, Doughty Street, London, Tele-
phone : TERminus 4368.

PARAGRAMS
A Bevin Boy
DICK CLARKE, Leicester Forest C.C., has been

directed into mining. He hopes to continue,
and to maintain, a full road programme.

Notts Boys Back
TWO members of the Broad Oak Road Club have

returned from service with the Forces. They are
Stewart Barham and Thomas Robinson. Despite a
serious leg injury, the latter has made rapid progress
in again finding his " speed " legs.

Home from Germany
QANDY LOWSON, White Heather C.C.' is back
" home after three years in a. German prison
camp.

Chester- Road Club Loss
VICTOR CARTER, Chester Road Club, has been

killed in action. lie was an outstanding personality
in the Cheshire area.

C. Hassall Decorated
CYRIL HASSALL, Derby Ivanhoe C.C., has hgen

awarded the D.F.C. and bar. He has been
serving with the R.A.F. for over four years, and before
the war was an appreciated and bard -working club
official.

Vic Moss Killed
Vic MOSS, Pyramid Wheelers, has been killed in

action in Italy. He had survived nearly two
years' continuous fighting: first in North Africa and
then in Italy. He was in the battle of Long Stop Hill.

Tropical Twiddlers
FROM the Indian shores comes news of yet another

Services club, the Tropical Twiddlers, the
majority of whom are members of the Senior Service
who enjoy brief shore leaves awheel.

Good Progress
BECONTREE Wheelers recently elected at new

num'aers at the club's annual meeting.

Track Racing in Scotland
THERE is a determined effort to revive track racing

in Scotland, and promise of -activity in Glasgow
and other towns is assured.

Double Harness.

J.
LEIGHTON, Bellisle C.C. and H. Ellis, well--
known Scottish clubman -Official, have married.

Tee -side Loss
FLT. I.T. KEN GATE, Tees -side Road Club, has'

been killed in action.

Barnsbury -Commando
MARINE COMMANDO ALBERT HUDSON,

Barnshairy C.C., sustained severe leg injuries in
the initial landing in Normandy.

N.C.U. Officials Honoured
L. F. DIXON (London) and H. Crookes (Derby)
1- have been honoured by the N.C.U. Emergency
Committee with the Union's gold badge of honour.

The Jarvis Twins
TWIN daughters have been born to Mrs. Betty

Jarvis (Rosslyn Ladies C.C.), whose husband.
" Jere," is a member of the, -Upton Manor C.C.

L. 7. Maxwell a Prisoner
L. ). MAXWELL, Upton Manor C.C., is a prisoner

of war in Germany.

Killed in Burma
Q. BOTTOMLEY, Nun-I3rOok Wheelers, has been

killed in action in Burma.

Missing
APPRECIATED member of the Derby C. and A.C.,

and of the Derby Ivanhoe C.C., Flight Sergeant
George Wilson, R.A.F.V.R., has been posted " missing "
from an operational sortie.

Scot in Hants
JOHN WOTHERSPOON, West of Scotland

Clarion C.C., a physical training instructor with
H.M. Forces, has contacted local clubs in the Hampshire
area. He also hopes to compete in some Hampshire
events.

Agreed !
IN order that cadets shall begin on the right lines, a

commanding officer of a Birmingham A.T.C.
squadron is seeking the co-operation of clubmen and
well-known cycling personalities in order to statt a
cycling club among cadets in his squadron.

Medgett's New Role
WELL-KNOWN East Anglian clubman Eric S.

Medgett is acting as a liaison officer with a
Polish unit in thj4 country. Among the,men are many
who rode professionally in various European countries
prior to the war.

Buckshee Wheelers Extend
ABRANCH 'of the now famous Buckshee Wheelers

has been formed in Khartoum, with Harry Shaw
(Spartan Wheelers) in charge.

.
Swindon Wheeler Decorated
CONGRATULATIONS, mingled with anxiety,

have been received by members of the Swindon
Wheelers following the announcement that Pilot
Officer B. Cubbage, R.A.F.V.R.,, had been awarded
the D.F.C., and that he was posted as " missing "
following a raid over Perlin.

In German Hands
TOTTENHAM Paragon C.C. have heard that one

of their members (C. Powell) is a prisoner of war
in German hands.

.Rugby Activities
THE Rugby C.C. has been resuscitated. Ralph

Dougherty, famed pre-war road man with many
Open wins to his credit, is the hon. secretary.

Club Record -

BV -docking s hr. 57 mins. 47 secs. in an Open
" yo," P. G. Marks and W. H. Gray beat their

club '(Archer Road Club) record.

Champion Jack Simpson
.BY clocking hr. 0 MM. 54 secs. to win the Solihull ." C.C. Open " 25," J. Simpson, Barnsley C.C.,

wins the first 25 -mile road championship of England.

Tricycle Association News
R. A. WISHART (Medway C.C.), of i, Cornwallis

Road, Maidstone, Kent, is -the new hon. secretary
of the Tricycle Association. He succeeds Harry Clarke
(Southgate C.C.), who retired.

Cole's Comeback
CHAS. COLE, veteran member of the Luton

Wheelers, who first commenced time-trialing
22 years ago, has been putting up some remarkable
rides in his 44th year. In a recent event he was third,
against strong opposition, with a i hr. mins. 25 secs.
for 25 miles.

Record Claim from Scotland
ACLAIM to, the. Scottish ay -mile road record has

been machialsy Scott,Crawick Wheelers, who
clocked. 59 mins. 55 secs. in a Scottish Open event.

New Ealing T.T. Course
TAKING advantage of the opening of the

new Western Avenue - extension, the
Ealing Cycling Club has taken into use a
new set of time trial courses, ranging from
to to -too miles, starting in the Northolt area.
These new courses have become known as
the "Ealing Victory Courses," and have been
approved by the London Section of the
B.L.R.C.

Owing to the vastly increased scope of the
club's racing activities since its affiliation to
the B.L.R.C., the Ealing Cycling Club has
decided to split the racing -secretary's work
in the following way : Len Davies, 36,
Tolworth Rise, Tolworth; will continue to
handle all massed -start and team time trial

matters, while John Davis, 5r, Old Oak
Common Lane, East Acton, W.3, will resume
his old job of time trial secretary, handling
all time trials and club events, etc., in
addition to his present duties as social secre-
tary.

Secretaries of promoting clubs are
requested to note this change -when sending
out forms to avoid delays.

Tyre Queen " Crowned
GWEN HARDWICK, a lass of 14, from

the mileage department in the offices at
Fort Dunlop, vas crowned Tyre Queen
from among 6o claimants by Ernie Lotinga
recently.
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NOW that the B.S.A. folding bicycle has been given
the free run of publicity, Lean tell you I've been

riding one for the past nine months, not every day, as
I have other machines to air, but sufficiently frequently
to say its running qualities and rigidity are minor
revelations to me. I saw this type of machine "on
test " quite a long time ago, as my home to work journey
passes close to the big Small Heath factory, and I was
interested in the unique detign. The folding feature
had not been then added to the ensemble, but the
design was there ready to receive it, and there is no
doubt that for the purpose to which the machine has
been put, it has done a fine job. My particular mount
only differs from the by the
fitment of ordinary pedals and the reversal of the handle-
bar to give me the easy comfort of a North Road drop.
The gear is a single one of " sixty," which makes my
daily journey simple ; nor is there any reason why a
multispeed hub should not he fitted when those desirable
components are once -melte obtainable. Then, so
equipped, here is a type df bicycle that can he carried
in the boot of a car to give the owner exercise, the
beauty of slow movement in delectable country, and
that boom which is so great, a virtue of cycling, silent
travel. Candidly I cannot measure any difference
between the running qualities of my " folder "-taking
into consideration the lesser resiliance of the war grade
tyres-and any other of my machines, and that I admit
waa a surprise to rne, necessitating a considerable total
of Stiles before the complete conviction arrived. I do
not say I would ride a " folder " for preference, but that
such a design can fill a special purpose as that indicated,
in addition to its paratroop performance, is, I imagine,
a fact which will be of considerable interest.

The Wrong Approach
SOME of us are rather apt to sneer at the motorist

turned cyclist, as in our enthusiasm for the pastime
we were also apt, pre-war, to sneer at the cyclist turned
motorist. It is a mistake, and is not calculated to improve
relationships, which surely should be the objective of
every good road user. I think it far better to help the
new -corner to cycling, or th ee, to a fuller
appreciation of the pastime b ading him or her
to adopt a style and position a more in keeping
with comfortable travel. There is a t of sound gump-
tion in that attitude, and if ardent cyclists adopted it we
should have more ardent cyclists still. Because I am
an all-out cyclist I do not expect everyone else to be,
yet it gives me considerable satisfaction to know that if
people ride at all, they are far more likely to keep active
cyclists by the power of persuasion than by the taunt
of criticism. As to the cyclist who turns motorist, is it
not a fact that in the majority of cases lie does so for
family reasons ? And in any case he is probably a
much better motorist with the road aPprenticeship of
cycling behind him. Toleration is good for all of us,
and though we do not always get it from other traffic
interests, that is no reason why we shonld not give it
and add still another sense of freedom to the claims we so
frequently make that cycling is the very embodiment
of that desirable virtue in human kind.

You Can Make It All Holiday
MORE than ever is it true that the cyclist has a

holiday at call any, day and ;any time. I have
never doubted the fact for the simple .ieason that
most of My' holidays have been taken in the company
of a bicycle ; but in these times when breaks are of short
duration, and, when they do come to us, arrive with a

suddenness that is a little
bewildering, how excellent
the bicycle fills the need
for change. A free day, and
you, can pack some lunch
and be away before the sun
is high-thirty miles away
-land the morning still
reasonably young, spend a
lazy afternoon in some
delectable . spot of your
choice, find a comforting
cup of tea' -at almost any
cottage (if you have been
wise enough to take a little
of the herb and a trifle of
sugar with you) and v.ander
home in the cooler hours a
very contented individual.
It really doesn't take much
to make a  holiday if the
spirit is right, and- I find
that is a fact among my old
cycling friends. Three of
us did this on a golden day
at the end of May, dodged
the crowds by taking the
lanes to the Avon valley,
had lunch near the comely
Worcestershire village of
Cropthorne, crossed the
river at Fladbury, and
soon after found a kindly
farmer's wife who brewed
our tea, and in happy

friendship cooked us ea.( and thus refreshed we
went through the quiet land of The Lenchei on to the
ridgcway above Redditch, and from there along the
lovely lanes to within three milts of honie.. A very
perfect little -outing and a real day's holiday made
possible by using bicycles as they are intended to be
used. A bicycle, a small degree of fitness and the
knowledge how to use it in conjunctipn with the
pastime, and you have the answer to the holiday
problems without worrying yourself or your fellow
creatures. For the farmer's wife seemed pleased to see
us ! '

New Models
T HAVE recently been riding a machine with a very
A short wheel base. Why a short wheel base? vou
may ask. Well, it is generally agreed that such a
design makes the mount a good hill -climber, and that
virtue automatically means easier cycling, for such as
me, or faster travelling for the lads who like to streak
along. The tandem is a poor hill -climber, because of
Its wheel base, which is why numerous makers have
tried to shorten the distance from axle centres and
thereby reduce drag. In the old days makers obtained
this desideratum in tile design of singles by curving
the sear tube, and that indeed is one method, by which
the modern speed tandem does the trick; but, generally
speaking, curved frame tubes have gone out of fashion ;
why they should have done nobody knows, for most of
our chain stays are curved when they could be straight,
and we say nothing about it. Flowerer, this is not a
treatise on design, but a report on performance, and
I am bound to say this short
base bicycle seemed to me a
specially good climber, and for
that receives top marks. But the
machine was fitted with ifin.
section tyres (and I like ain.),
so vibration was noticeable,
particularly as I have ,to cover
several miles of setts on my
daily journey. Lacking rubber
grips and my favourite type of
saddle made a difference, trio;
but I think these defects would
be overcome for riders of my
type; seeking ease- by the use
of the larger section 15 res and
a good roomy saddle. To -day
this machine is -only in the
experimental stag indeed, the
model I was riding was the
only one in existence, but I
think it can and will be
developed as a suitable mount
for both the club racing lad
and the jolly old tourist. We
want a change in pattern, and
I'm glad to see some of our
makers are very much alive to
the possibilities of the future,
and the interest to be evoked
by a change in design.

Lessons From the Lads
T ETTERS from many of my
-1- young friends on the
fighting fronts make most
interesting reading, nof because
they give me any information
that has not been made public
weeks ago, but by reason of
the fact that, without exception,
these communications are full
of the memories of the days
along the road, and the high
hope, of creating more such
fragrant recollections .in the
years to come. Lsuppose it is
natural my friends, knowing
my habits and inclinations,
should write in this strain,

for the fellow feeling among cyclists is very real,
and the fact that in so doing they. create pictures
of pass happiness for themselves and me is very.good
for both of us. I have heard cynics say on occasion
that no one would ride a bicycle for pleasure if the
opportunity of owning and driving a car cotne within
the orbit of their finances. Don't you believe it, for I

- know hundreds of people who own cars for business
and family reasons, yet will not give- up their cycling
until age puts an end to their activities, and they know
by experience-even as I do-that the length of their
cycling life is prolonged because of their habit. Indeed,
I think this pastime becomes much more delightful as
you grow older, for by then you have absorbed its true
philosophy,'Lvhich seems to me to be a silent method of
travel and observation; which is just geared walking,
without any risk of becoming foot -weary. As you grow
older the miles per day do not count as an element in
the joy of the game; but the loveliness on the way,
the sights and sounds, and smells, and the quiet activity
are the very essence of holiday -making. Yes, these
letters from the lads make me feel glad that a big
throng of expert cyclists will come into the pastime at a
time when their -enthusiasm and knowledge will he of
tremendous value to the millions of novices in our
midst.

Sartorial Sense
A SURPRISING thing that struck me about many

of the cyclists I met during a recent run was the
fact that, while most of them had much to learn about
riding, they had very freely 'adopted the kit of club
riders' summer get-up, and some of them must have
been a trifle uncomfortable. The weather was good,
but it was cold, and when thesunshine ceased function-
ing there was a chill in the wind 'that must have made
the wearing of brief shorts and light linen jackets a little
arctic. I know my own ordinary raiment of a full-dress
cycling suit of tweed was never burdensome, even
during the sunny hours, and I cannot conceive that
many of the girls and boys I saw during the holiday
hours were as comfortably clothed. Personally, I think
we are inclined as a clan to make this clothing habit
too much of a fetish, and shorts and open -neck shirts
are scarcely the wear when the east winds of spring are
prowling around. I think this business of " dressing
the part " has been overdone, for it adds nothing to the
enjoyment of cycling as cycling, and can be uncomfort-
able, if not dangerous to health. In any case, I would
rather he too warm than too chill, for you can always
shed a garment in the former case, whereas, in the latter,
evert the addition of a pullover does not affect the
below -the -waist comfort. Too many people have
followed a fashion in this matter (an excellent fashion
in high summertime) -at the expense of complete
happiness; which must include the greatest possible
degree of comfort, the joy of lounging, and riding with-
out the necessity of brisk movement to keep the blood
circulating. The playing of games certainly demands 1.:

special clothing, and cycling is no exception to that
rule ; but it seems to me that in a game that varies so
widely in bodily exercise from mile to mile, discretion
in garment selection Is needed, and comfort should
be the foundation of that selection rather than the
presentation of a hardihdod that sometimes is so
obviously a handicap to the easy enjoyMent of the
pastime.

"Looking- out the way," -hear Gaddesden Row, Herts.
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* British Commando
troops are disembarking
from a landing barge.
This is where the job
begins for the equipment
carrying bicycles-and this
too J is where Firestone
tyres prove their stamina
in action.

they use

Intrest
tyres

* Your help to meet this great demand is even
more urgent. Tyres are now made with synthetic
rubber and they must be kept properly inflated.
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(-(.ERIFF HU r rot -4 Yorks

AWHEEL .

IN SAFETY
When the winding road calls again and
you are spinning awheC1 far afield among
your favourite haunts, look to your safety. You will
be wise if you fit Ferodo All-weather Brake Blocks.
Wet or dry they possess great holding power yet
grip smoothly and noiselessly, providing safety in all
emergencies. Be sure to fit

F E R O D O
ALL-WEATHER BRAKE BLOCKS

FE1101)0 L t D I:HA? al L -1151- L S3 rf /11.113
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CYCLORAMA

By the pond at

Pickwick Bicycle Club
AT the last " Austerity Lunch" of the

11 Pickwick Bicycle -Club, members and
guests were given a treat-for Lord Nuffield,
the newly elected president, spoke, and
regaled those present with fascinating
reminiscences of his early days, and particu-
larly of the days when he was cycle racing
in Oxfordshire. And what a versatile rider
he was in those days! " Any distance you
like " seems to have been his lordship's
motto!

Evening Rides
EVENING rides have always appealed

greatly to me, and one blessing of
double summer -time is that one can get in
a good ride between tea -time and- bed -time.
And how good it is to get away from 'the
towns and slip into the real country-the
country of orchards, where, the apple trees
are all dressed in pink and white ; the
country where the cuckoo calls from some
hidden haunt ; the country where, down by
the little reed -fringed pool, one may see the
moorhens and coots, and occasionally witness
the quick dive of the water vole into a hole
in the bank. Good to ride slowly home
before the purple dusk gathers ; better still
to time oneself so well that one reaches the
friendly door of the " Hunter's Horn " just
in time for a mug of ale and a quiet smoke.
Yes! we have something to thank William
Willett for . . . even if some of our farmers
are inclined to grouse at this extension of
the original boon. To most of us it is good.

The Late Lord Lonsdale
IN all the many eulogies of the late Lord

Lonsdale, that king of sportsmen, I do
not recollect having seen any mention of his
being a cyclist, yet I seem to recall that in

Welwyn, Herts.

bygone years he was a
keen rider. It would be
surprising if he were not,
for his lordship loved
almost every kind of
sport and pastime . . .

and I cannot believe that
he was insensible to the
delights of the bicycle !
What a picturesque figure
he was ! As one sport-
ing writer said., somehow
even Derby Day will
never be the same again,
now that Lord Lonsdale,
complete with button-
hole and cigar, will not be
there to grace ,the occa-
sion. . . .

The Drought
OUR farmers are privi-

leged to grumble,
whatever the state of
crops or weather . .. that
is accepted. But, accord-
ing to one o:d arwick-
shire farmer with whom
I talked this week, there
is real cause for grousing
just now . . . for the land
needs rain. It is crying
out 'for it. And until the
doors of heaven open,
and the precious rain
soaks the ground, the
grumbles will go on. Ah,
well ! I have always
found that somehow or
another the vagaries of

English weather " work out " . . . and seed -
time and harvest do not fail. . . .

[The farmers have now had their wish !-
ED.]
Oldest Cycle Dealer!

TO anyone at all interested in shops and
retail trading, it is always rather fasci-

nating to see a legend over a shop indicating
that the business was founded in the long
ago. I have in mind one or two old grocery
shops in county towns with the good word-
ing on the facia board " Founded in the
Reign of George the Third." Now, I wonder
who is our oldest cycle dealer?. Although
the bicycle is not really old, there, must be
many dealers whose businesses have been
established a great time ; and it would
be very interesting to know which town can
boast. our very oldest cycle dealer ? Who-
ever he is, and wherever he trades, he must
have some absorbing memories of the old
days!

Care of Tyres
RECENTLY I had to visit the cycle sheds

at a big Midlands factory-sheds where
hundreds of bikes are parked each day. I
was quite shocked to see how many of the
tyres were grossly under -inflated! Poor
tyres !--they all needed AIR; and I was
reminded that, in these days of control and
restrictions, air, az any rate, is not rationed !
The tyre manufacturers have issued an enor-
mous amount of publicity on this vital
question of inflation, but it would appear
that most of it has gone unheeded by cyclists.
It is a pity, for under -inflated tyres not only
give less comfort to the rider, but their life
is inevitably shortened.

Social Clubs
A PART from the true cycling club, with
' 1 expert riders and serious intentions as

By

H. W. ELEY

to distances and racing, the cycling move-
ment is helped a lot by those social clubs
attached to_our various churches. The other
day I talked with the energetic secretary
of such a club, and was pleased to learn of
the keen spirit of the boys and girls who went
out for Saturday afternoon runs. No great
distances were covered, and maybe the ri(lers
were not " experts " but they got a lot of
fun out of cycling, and that is a good thing !
What a sociable thing cycling is ! Nothing
approaches it for the promotion of good eom-
panionship and friendly intercourse.

Old Inn Signs
1VANY lovers of "the English scene deplore

the decline of the good old painted inn
sign. It has, unfortunately, become the fashion
among some of our brewers to standardise
their inn signs. No longer does an inn
called The Cock ' rejoice in a splendid
colourful sign depicting a fierce -looking
rooster ; instead, there is just the standardised
legend' " Bungs' Ales "-a legend repro-
duced in the same way on all the signs of
the brewers' inns. it is a pity this passing
of one of the glories of our land. Who has
not, afte4 a long and uphill ride, felt a glow
of pleasure at catching sight of a swinging
inn sign showing a wheatshcaf, or a swan,
or a noble white. Lon ? Perhaps it is but a
wartime fashion, and maybe the good old
signs will return. Let us hope so, for they
did much to add to the interest of our
countryside. Personally, I love them all . . .

Black Horses, Red Lions, Brown Bears,
Unicorns, Crowns, and Foxes. . . .

The Ubiquitous Bike!
\A THAT would a man do without a hike ?

VV VV I have just seen a man riding happily
along . . . to his allotment-spade, fork,
and a hoe tied to his machine ; he is inde-
pendent of buses and trains, and his good
bike carries all his gardening impedimenta.
And I see another man, golf clubs over
his back, cycling just as happily to the links.
And round the corner comes a woman cyclist,
with her small child sitting comfortably in
a specially designed little chair attached, to
the bike. What should we do without the
bicycle ?

Our County Towns
MOST of our county towns have charm

and historic interest ; I think of
Warwick, of Norwich, of Chester . . . and
of Shrewsbury ; and the latter is a prime
favourite of mine. I love its old timbered
houses and t'te quaint names of some of its
streets. I love Wyle Cop ; and as for the
surrounding country, I think it is equal to
any in England ; and when I muse upon
possible cycling tours in the good days- to
come, I often find my thoughts turning to
Salop . . . with pleasa4 riding around Wen_
lock Edge, and stately Ludlow, and all that
lovable part of the county.which Mary Webb
made her own in those delightful books
" Precious. Bane " and " Gone to Earth."
Yes, a goodly land this Salop, and Shrews-
bury is one of its chief glories... .

Harry Ryan
ONE of the most popular men in the trade,

in the person of Harry Ryan, of
Dunlop, has been ill. I gather that he is
now making good progress, and should soon
be back in harness. No man is better liked
in the trade ; no man has a greater reputa-
tion for integrity of purpose and genial
good will. A host of friends will rejoice that
Harry Ryan is better.
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She Rang Her Bell
THE Zither evening, as I was approaching a blind

corner where I had to turn shaft, left, a bicycle
bell was rung. I immediately responded by operating
my tinkler. The fleet moment, round the corner,
riding "hands off," came a young damsel. At sight
of me, tucked well into the hedge, she hurriedly grasped
her bars, swerved, and passed by, and nobody was any
the worse. Yet I could not help feeling that somebody
was asking for trouble. True, the damsel rang her
bell but . . . !

Litter and Salvage
THE disfiguring of our countryside by means of litter

can never be justified, because waste can never
be justified. During a:recent tour I was concerned to
observe that the grass verges of some of our roads
were cluttered -up with cardboard cartons, bearing
evidence that they had contained food for the U.S.A.
armies. I looked at the matter purely from the dis-
figurement point of view, and wondered what could
be done about it. Then I realised that the 'matter
possessed another aspect, and I at once got busy.
My personal contact§ with the Ministry of Supply
gave me a line, and I approached the question from
the salvage standpoint. Ail these hundreds-perhaps
thousands-of cartons (each one with an inner casing)
must be invaluable as salvage, and I now have reason
to believe that the littering of our countryside in the
manner indicated will be stopped, the material thus
atived being turned to a good purpose.

This Scented Land
AYOUNG friend of mine who returned to this

country in the late spring, having completed
his R.A.F. training in Canada, tells me that he was
impressed by the deliciousscents which greeted him in
our countryside. These would most likely be may
blossom, lilac, broom, and growing beans --each
delightful by itself, but forming a precious combination
to anyone who has lived without countryside scents
for a period. The probability is that we who are
stay-at-homes (a relative term I) do not realise all the
delights of the scented land in which we live. The
joys are there for months on end, and we take them
for granted. It is not possible for one to choose between
them,. nor is it necessary for one to say which one likes
best. I, persopally, have a weakness for any of those
named, as well as for meadow -sweet, clover, and
honeysuckle. The gifts of cycling are manifold and

-various, not the least being the readiness with which
we can obtain our share of the scents, as well as the
sights and sounds, of this land of ours.

The Unfolding Picture
pRACTICALLY every Saturday in the half -year

just closed I have had 'my tea at a remote cottage
hidden away in a Worcestershire lane ; practically
every Sunday in' the same period I have obtained
my lunch at a `cottage in the old Forest of Arden. If
that sounds monotonous, believe me it has not been so.
Considerable changes in route have been possible,
and I am impressed by the point that it is no more
Monotonous to consume your Saturday tea or your
Sunday lunch in the same place than it is anonotonous
to have your breakfast at home on most days in the
year-and year after year !

Yet there has been sufficient sameness about my
journeys to and from Hanbury and Henley -in -Arden
to enable me to study with delight the unfolding
picture which Nature has constantly presented. On the
first day of the year, as already receirded in this place,
primroses were shining out -of the verges of the
Worcestershire lane mentioned. At that period the
fields were hare ; the trees and hedges were naked'.
But, unseen, life was functioning, and there came an
occasion when the vegetation seemed to leap into the
open and when Nature's colour -scheme advanced with
a rush. The drab hedges of yesterday were to -day a
splendid study in rich green.

Week by week, almost without exception, I have
enjoyed grand views, ranging from Edge Hill and the
Cotswolds to the Malverns and the Clees. There have

Water and No Water
CYCLISTS -who stand fascinated by the tremendous

spectacle of a waterfall mint be quietly  amused
by the frequent calls for water economy in a dry season.
And yet they are probably among the most understand-
ing of people. Those who have been privileged to see
most of the rivers and falls of this country mew have
seen also the drastic changes wrought on the face of
nature by a dry spell. Some water features seem to
be more easily affected than others, and of course
Lodore Falls, inalthe Lake District, at once comes to
mind. Here it is a standing joke, not unknown to our
poets, that after a very short dry spell the falls simply
disappear. With a sudden storm Lodore is very soon
a thundering cataract in full glory. Then there are the
famous underground rivers in Staffordshire, Derbyshire
and elsewhere. These alWays carry much water
underground, but some have a visible
stream as well,, and this top lay&
disappears quite soon if not fed by good
rain showers. I know one pretty little
waterfall that makes a brave showing
in a wet season, but at the first hint of
drought the river ceases a few hundred
yards from the lip of the fall and just
percolates underground.

Dried-up Rivers
DURING the last six months I have

seen the little Bucks river Mis-
bourne so depleted that I was able to lift
out a beautiful -speckled trout quite 18
inches long. I am not a fisherman, or
I would have boasted of its weight.
She had floundered and flopped along
from pool to pool until she was practically
stranded on a sandy bottom. -Three
times I grabbed her and three times
she gave a convulsive jerk and slipped
from my fingers. The last desperate
leap took her into a deeper pool from
which she escaped. One of the most
impressive water spectacles in North
Wales is the uniform creaming cataract
over the Vyrnwy Dam. Usually water
is plentiful in Wales, and the lake
which gives 'Liverpool its water is full
enough to send a deafening torrent
over the dam into the valley beneath.
But even here water can be so scarce
that the fall is silent and the great
masonry slope is bone dry. Only at
the base of the wall can be heard the
tinkling of the little stream that must
always flow by law to give the valley
its compensation water. Lake Vyrnwy
is a charming spot and so completely
off the map that it makes an instant
appeal to most cyclists anxious to
get away from the din and turmoil
of the city, or the sights and sounds of
war. It is one of those places that can
be reached by a reasonably good road.

Lakeside Roads
THE road to Vyrnwv takes us

through Shrewsbury and through
Llansantffraid yn Mechain and

My Point
of View

Y/4
5N

e)Y WAYARER /

been Monderfpl skies across which all the
colours of the rainbow were splashed. I
have fought stiff breezes ; I have travelled
" on the wings of the wind." There have
been black nights '(sometimes with a million
" lamps of Heaven " hanging out) and
moonlight nights. There was one night
which presented me with a " mixed grill "
in the shape_ of- a snowstorm and a
thunderstorm. I have travelled through
a network of deserted lanes and sped
along fairly busy suburban roads. So
much joy have I extracted from this pro-

gramme of " monotony " that I have actually resented
missing one or two of the trips owing to the fact that I
was weekaentling away from the district.

Midsummer Sanity
ON the arrival of that day which, oddly enough, is

known as Midsummer Day, I decided on some -

thing in the way of celebration, and so Iplayed truant
from work. It took me nearly four hours to achieve
41 miles before lunch (including a stop for " elevenses "
at Stratford -on -Avon), and I had then reached a farm
at. the base of the Cotswolds. After a chat with the -
farmer, I went over the hills in search of the London -
Aberystwyth Road arid Moreton -in -Marsh. Picturesque
Bout -ton -on -the -Hill claimed me next. 'Despite the
heat of the day-welcome enough after recent samples
of " summer " !-I thoroughly enjoyed my climb up
the long slope to the roof of the Cotswolds, the road
passing between delicious examples of domestic archi-
tecture, with gardens full of colour. Visibility was not
at its best, but the grand views were well worth seeing.
After pushing along towards Broadway, I turned down-
hill towards that gem of the Cotswolds, Chipping
Campden, of which a very comprehensive picture can
be obtained during the drop.

Ignorance Which Appals
DESPITE, the fact that cycling is one of the most

pOpular of recreatioos-if not the most popular,
so" f ar as active participation is concerned-the ignorance
of the public as regards the pastime is really appalling.
This is seen in some of the questions one is asked.
Knowing that I am addicted to cycle -touring, somebody
will enquire of me as to the distance I do in a day,
supplementing the question by hazarding a guess :
" 20 miles ? Pitiful, isn't it ? Another, learning that
I am going to such -and -such a place, ejaculates : " But
that's 6o miles ! Will you put up for the night some-
where on the way ? " That, too, is pitiful-from my
point of view. And the other day a person I met about
too miles from home asked : " Do you have many
punctures ; did you have any on the way here ? "
Despite the vacuous -minded people who like to strew
our roads with -broken glass, punctures are still few and
far between, and " trouble " of this sort in the course
of I,000 miles would be considered highly unreason-
able.

Notes of a Highwayman
By LEONARD ELLIS

Llanfyllin along a road running roughly parallel to the
Tenet Valley. On leaving Llanfyllin one feels almost
at the outpost of civilisation, and campers are advised -
to stock up `their provisions. There are no other villages
until Llanwddyn 'on the lake side is reached, and this
could hardly be called a shopping centre. A fairly good
road runs all round the lake, a distance of nine or ten
miles, and from this two rough mountain tracks can be
followed. The better one goes nearly due north and
emerges on the north side of. Bala Lake. This road,
the Bwlch Rhiw Hirnant, is heavy going, reaches a
height of 1,641f t., and offers fine views of the mountains.
The other track leaves the lake by the site of submerged
Eunant and goes 'west and north-west. Eventually
after much hard going it joins the Bwlch-y-Groes only
3ooyds. from the summit. The track is only 31 miles
long,

Conway Falls, North Wales.



ELECTRIC ENGIIAVERS.-Powerful
instruments in cylindrical case, on
stand with spring attachment and
-switch. Suitable for dog collars, tool
marking, etc.. 4-6 volt model, price
55/-; A.C. Mains model, 200-240 volts,
751-, postage 1/-.
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS - v'or all
sound films, high fidelity production,
speech and music. Large tube, 4 -pin
base, 2Iin. x lin. Price 2843. Small
tube, 2 terminal base, Ills. a lin.
Price 2848.
COMPLETE OPTICAL SYSTEM for
35 or 16 mm. sound film, din. long.
lin. diam., projects, 0.001in. light
image. Price e21.7:B.
BATTERY CHARGERS FOR A.C.
MAINS. FOR CHARGING 2 -volt
accumulators at I amp. Perts with
diagram, 1.2,6. Complete, 21/6. Postage
10d.
FOR TRICKLE CHARGING. CAR
CELLS, parts with diagram. Output
11 amps. for 6v. cells, 30/- set. For
12v. cells 35/- set. Larger sizes quoted
for.
MICROPHONE BUTTONS, 21.
TELEPHONE WATCH RECEIVERS,
9/8 each. ,
MORSE TAPPERS, Good Quality, 916
each.
MORSE BUZZER, Tunable. 6/6 each.

ECONOMIC
ELECTRIC CO.,
64, London Road, Twickenham,

Middlesex.
Tel.: POPesgro,e 1318.

'CAN YOU PLAY THE PIANO
If you ate why
have you not acquired this
enjoyable accompllshnient 'and
great social asset? Doubtless
became. the prospect of prac-
tice 1 practice! practice 1 has
dismayed and discouraged you.
I have enrolled more than

14,700 adult pupils during the War.
During al9 years 1 have taught over
e4,001.1 by post in a third the time,
with a quarter the work, at a tenth the

spouse of the ,mlinary methods of
dull, mechanical, wearisome practice,
AND I CAN TEACH NOD. Ordinary
musical notation only used, no freak-
ish methods, enabling you to mad and
play at sight any standard nautical

eomplasition. Send for FREE
Book. Say Moderate,
Elementary or Brant,

87e

Mr. H. BECKER, (Dept. 158) 69, Fleet St., E.C.4

Will PURCHASE
Models and Machines of every
description. Railways and
parts from gauge 00 to 15.
Boilers, Engines, Boats, Mec-
cano, etc., etc,. State fullest
particulars and price required
in first letter to save unneces-
sary correspondence.

also have FOR SALE fair
stocks of the above. Stamp
with requirements.

BOTTERILLS, Dep.Nalodlmelent,

HIGH STREET, CANVEY, ESSEX

When the Lights
Go Up in Europe...
We must all be prepared to do our
part in post-war reconstruction. You
yourself can take an immediate step
towards international understanding
by learning Esperanto, the only
established auxiliary language, already
spoken by over a million people all
over the world.
A complete correspondence course
costs only 5/- including textbook and
correction of exercises.

Write for free particulars re -day
BRITISH ESPERANTO ASSOCIATION, INC.
Dept. P.16.2, Hereaseate, Rickmanswortb,

Reel..

Easily .m a d e
From Our

Cartinge.

J.HALLAM
& SON,

Upton, Poole,
Dorset.

MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES for
Aeroplanes and Speed Boats.

Sent' 3/. nor particulars

JUBILEE rimi ',DA%
Palest

The long -life
clip with the

ever -tight
grip

The Best Known
For

Radiator Joints,
Air, Oil and
Water Hose

Joints
We guarantee a

Tight Joint
L. ROBINSON & Co.

15. London
Chambers.

GILLINGHAKKENT

MATRICULATION
-6-rovsaccesss

Whatever your age, you can now
study for the all-important Matric-
ulation Examination at home on
" NO PASS-NO FEE " terms.
" MATRIC " is the accepted pass-
port to :ill careers, and opens up
opportunities which would other-
wise be completely closed to you.
Ensure the success and security of
volt and yours through post-war
difficulties by writing for our
valuable "Guide to Matriculation"
immediately-FREE and without
obligation. B.T.I. (Dept. 160),
356, Oxford Street. London. W.1.

ELECTRIC ETCHING EQUIPMENT

AS SIMPLE TO
USE AS A PEN
Will etch on any
metal. Quicker than
machine engraving.
From Dealers or direct.
Send for leaflet Z.13."

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

A4 for
Leaflell\lo.1813
Speed up to v
6,000 r.p.m. '
B. & F.CARTER & CO
LTD., BOLTON 5

SILVER PLATING SETS
as supplied to Electroplaters, but in
miniature, for small parts, etc., instruc-
tive small sets, 19/- inc. mist. Send
216. stamp for printed folder.
MERCURY WANTED URGENTLY
high price paid, write for quotation.

ARGENTA PRODUCTS,
Dept. C.

40, Harrogate Road, LONDON, E.9.

ELECTRIC GUITAR UNIT
Complete Constructional Details of a
High -efficiency Electra -Magnetic Unit,

TRANSVERSE CURRENT
MICROPHONE

Make a Super -sensitive Microphone.
giving perfect response. Complete
Constructional Details, 2/6. S.A.E.
Mica and Carbon Granules in stock.
I,. ORMOND SPARKS,, 9, Phoebeth

Road, Brdekley, S.E.4.

A.C./D.C. FOUR VALVE M.W.
RECEIVER. Build the -WIZARD "
in an evening. Set of instructions.
clear wiring diagram. component
'layout, theoretical circuit. parts list
and prices -5/- post free. Uses British
valves. obtainable from us. Many
equivalents. Components sold separ-
ately. Your queries answered free
S.A.E. No callers. BATTERY VER-
SION READY AUGUST.-Franklin
Developments, Weldona," The
.Averse, Finehley, London. N.3.

Build your osiii;r1
TOY or MODEL MAKER'S LATHE
from easily obtainable materials, costing
501- to 601-. Set of diagrams (6) and
clear instructions for making all parts.
including two types of Headstock and
Chuck-Price 319. No castings or

machining needed.
P. M. BARHAM, " Hilltop,"

Bradmore Green, Coidsdon, Surrey
(Parts stocked. Illustrated List 2d.)

PARCEL OF
USEFUL APPARATUS

Post 7/6 paid
Send also
stamped Id.
addressed
envelope for
latest Price
List of other
equipment.
(England,
Scotland and
Wales only.)
Al so Booklet,
"Experiments
in Chemistry,"
6d. plus post-
age id.

BECK(Scientific
Dept. A), 60, High Sc.,

Stoke Newington. London. N.I

" Easily the best soldering fluid
obtainable."

-This statement by a regular user
of " BAKER'S " expresses the
general opinion of motor and
engineering trades. Sold in ad.,
If- and 116 tins. Also in Bulk.

sews's.,

SIR WM. BURNETT & CO. (CHEMICALS) LTD.
Gt. West Rd.. Islewortb. Middx. Hounslow 0476

LARGE DEPT. FOR TECHNICAL BOOKS

FOYLES
* BOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD *

New and secondhand Books on
Engineering and all other subjects.

119-125, Charing X Rd., London, W.C.2
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. including Saturday.

Telephone : Gerrard 5669 (16 lines)
Pn1do

"III/MO-ARC " Engraving Pen

10'-
For rapid engraving any
metal-hard or soft.

Operates from 4-6v.
Post Battery or A.C. Trans -
Free former.

HOLBOROW,
(34), Boroughbridge, Yorks.

LLN. ESLDE FEATURES : " 00 " " 0 "
PLATELAYERS' HUTS 3/- 346 & 5/6
COAL OFFICES 3/- & 3/9 6/6 & 9/9
WEIGHBRIDGE AND
b OFFICE

- .
bi-& 7/6

BUNGALOWS .. 7/6
WATER. TANKS... ... 18/9
OIL TANKS .. 15/6 24/9
CONTRACTORS' HUTS 6/6

BOOKS :
" Our Railway History. By R. Bucknall.
3/-, by post 3/3.
" British Locomotive Types " (127 Draw-
ings), 8/-, by post 8/6.
CASH FOR YOUR USED- MODELS,

MAGAZINES and BOOKS.
Tyldesley & Ilolbrook, 109, Deatisgate.
Manchester, 3. 'Phone : Bla. 7312

'`)IDEAS
WANTED !

We are open to consider any
ideas or patents of practical
worth with a view to making
and marketing them. Write
in confidence to :

Edron Industrial Group,
7 Park Lane, London, W.I

WANTED. " Practical Mechanics,"
January, February, March, 1944 issues,
one copy of each-Write : Mrs. O'Hagan,
53, Irwin Road, Bedford.

MODELS made by engineer who
specialises in all Patent Work, Design,
Drawings, and marketing of patents.--
1313JY, London, W.C.I.

HAVE you a hobby? Introduction to
the fascinating science of Chemistry-
instructive - harmless. " 50 Chemical
Experiments "-2/6 post free.-Saville,
25, Clarende Parade, Cheltenham.

ALPO'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

"FAIRVIEW "
LONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT.

TERMS CASH with ORDER.
No C.O.D.

Regret nu orders (711, lie accented front Eire
or Northern I reland.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK -METER,
well-known makers, first-class condition,
electrically guaranteed. for A.C. mains
200-250 volts 50 c'y. 1 phase 5 amp. load,
10/- each.

f WATT WIRE END Resistances, new
and unused, assorted sizes (our assort-
ment), 5/6 per doz., post free.

SOLID BRASS LAMPS (wing type), one -
hole, fitted double contact small B.C.
holder and 12 -volt Iii watt bulb, 4/- each.

TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/lain. dia., a
',air mounted on spring blades, also two
high -quality pure silver contacts 3/16in.
dia., also mounted on spring blades tit for
heavy duty, new and unused ; there Is
enough base to remove for other work.
Price the set of four contacts, 4/- post free.

MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCH, complete
witlt long handle, for use with tin. wire
cable, weight 50 lbs., condition as new.
Price £3, carriage paid.

RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size 10in.
by lin., wound chrome nickel wire,
resistance 2 ohms to carry 10 amps.
Price 2/6, post free.

ROTARY CONVERTER, 50v. D.C. input,
A.C. output 75v. at 75 milliamps, in first
class condition. Price 30/- each, carriage
paid.

TAPE MACHINE, fitted 1 Klaxon 220 v.
D.C. motor, geared drive, rheostat control,
18 ohm relay, complete with tape reel
and tape, 17.

AIR PRESSURE GAUGE by famous
maker, JOin. dia., reading 0-4,000 lbs.
per so. in., as new in case, £7 10s.

METER MOVEMENT for recaltpration, -
moving coil, 4iu. scale, defieetTon not
known. Price 20,-.

MOVING COIL AMPMETER, reading
0-350 amps., 6iii. dia., switch -board type..
Price 70/-.

ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to D.C.,
input 48 volts, output 2 500 at 1 kW.
eonstaut rating, as new, '210.

DYNAMO, output 20 v., JO amp., ball
bearing shunt- wound, speed 1,750 r.p.m.,
£5.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS, step up or down,
tapped 0-110-200-220-240 ; 1,500 watts,
£7 ; 1,1)1)0 watts, £5.

D.C. MOTOR, II volts (not car), approx.
k 14p., speed 1,500 r.p.m., large size,
£2 10s.

H.T. TRANSFORMER, in case size
10 a 7 a (no oil), 200 y. to 10,000 v.,
centre tapped, output 23 K.V.A. at 500
cycles, intermittent rating, £8.

METAL RECTIFIERS, size 5 x 4f x
not. Westinghouse, output 100 volt at
500 inA., price 32/6 ; ditto 5 x 2in., not
Westinghouse, output 100 v. at 250 Ill/A.,
price 17/6 ; ditto, °Mort approx. 100 v.
at 50 in/A.. price 10/,

POWER TRANSFORMER, 5 kW. double.
wound, 400 v. and 220 v.1 o 110 v., 50 cycle,
single phase. Price £25.

-AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS from dis-
mantled American 10 watt amplifiers,
all metal cased and compound filled.
Input Transformers, 15/- ; Interstage, 7/6 ;
Push Pull input, 10/- ; Push Pull output,
20/- ; Push Pull output, 10/- ; Power
Transformers, 12/6 and 25/- ; Capacitor
Packs, 10/- and 20/- ; Rettetor,s, 12/6 ;
Audio Filters, 7/6.

MOVING COIL and M.I. METERS.
For full details of above and oilier goods,
send for list, cost 21ld.



111111(11111 w..e -"Pcccess
One of the following Courses 'taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, ETC.
Radio - Telegraphy - Telephony - Welding - Aero-
dynamics - Electrical Engineering - Television -
Electric Wiring-Talking Picture Work-Generation
and Supply - Works Management - Metallurgy-
Refrligeration - Planning, Estimating, Rate -fixing -
Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspection-Auto-
mobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-Engineer-
ing Oraughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsmanship-Jig
and Tool Draugbtsmanship-Press Tool and Die
Draughtsmanship - Structural or RIF Concrete
DraughtsManship - Sanitary Engineering - R.A.F.
AND R.N. PILOTS AND OBSERVERS.

GENERAL

Matriculation - College of Preceptors - Chartered
Institute of Secretaries - Aircraft Apprentice -
Salesmanship-LONDON MATRICULATION.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Relieving Officer-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
and Cy. Engineers-P.A.S.I.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE !

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Surveying and Levelling, Quantities,
Costing, Building Draughtsmanship, etc. The
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-.
or AERO INSPECTOR
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for reserved
occupations las Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc.,
in Aero, Jig1%nd Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

f,` Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office

.-should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1

NEARLY SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICA BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG,

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING " said-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in
Engineering " is not a pamphlet. It is a 124 -page book, con-
taining valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering . . . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains :

 Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches ofEngineering and Building.

 How to .obtain money -making technical qualifications
thiough special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.I.S.E M.R.San.l.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.
Fully guaranteed postal courses lot
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS ---OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building ? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to he the turning point in

your career.
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

FUNDED 1895-FOREMOST TODAY-OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

"Practical Mechanics" Advice Bureau COUPON I
This coupon is available until August 30th. 1144, and
must he attached to oil letters containing queries, together
With 3 penny stamps. 'A stamped, addressed envelope

must also be enclosed.
Practical Mechanics. August, 1944.

FREE COUPON
To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

4/44
(Dept. 29); 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.

Please forward your FREE Guide to:

NAME
ADDRESS

  - -..    - 4.0

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (Place a cross agathst

(2) BUILDING (3) MUNICIPAL WORK the b"nch in winchyou are snlerested.)
The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(Id. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)
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